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Contact your Michell's representative to order your Bioline products today!



HENRY F. MICHELL 4TH
President & CEO

Dear Customer, 

In the fall there were thoughts that the slowing national economy and talks of recession 
would bring a flat or down year. Instead, the spring of 2023 is continuing a three-year trend 
of tremendous growth and deeper appreciation of our industry!

The weather this spring was more cooperative than last year, and our products and dedication
to superior customer service have yielded many new customers. The desire to beautify
businesses, communities and homes with our products is not wavering. 

Our top breeders around the world develop new and improved genetics each and every year 
to overcome and thrive in our ever-changing environment. We are very grateful for their 
partnership.  

In 2022 we announced our new relationship with Bioline Agroscience, a company that prides 
itself on providing the highest quality products globally to support growers in a natural 
approach to pest control - I am pleased to report that our launch of their product has been 
very well received.

As a result, The Michell’s Company plans to double down on this natural pest technology as 
more and more growers are understanding the importance of protecting our environment 
while benefiting from cost savings of this cutting-edge solution in pest control. 

Bioline’s new production facility in California, producing invertebrate biological control 
organisms, is one of the most advanced in the world. 

From all of us at Michell’s , we thank you for entrusting us with your business and are proud 
to be America’s and your, wholesale Distributor of choice, now and into the future.

Sincerely,

Henry F. Michell 4th 
President & CEO

"The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting 
the old, but on building the new." – Socrates
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Flowering Vegetative Annuals
UNROOTED | ROOTED CUTTINGS



BEGONIA   Sweetspice Appleblossom®
NEW IN 2024 Colors -The New Sweetspice Appleblossom® 
is a very floriferous Begonia that will delight you with perfumed 
flowers. It has a semi-trailing habit and is an easy branching plant 
perfect for hanging baskets to enjoy the long flowering period 
while you enjoy the sweet aroma and his color combination of 
light and dark pink. Available from Uganda

DAHLIA   LaBella Grande Fun®
NEW IN 2024 Colors – LaBella® collection now with 2 fun extra 
colors in the Grande series. This is an easy branching, uniform 
series, ideal for 6-7” pots in an early spring to late summer crop. 
Great garden and patio performance. Lots of beautiful flowers in a 
variety of unique, fun colors. Fun Sunrise, with orange edges that 
highlight the yellow flower and Fun Caramel, a delicious orange 
bicolor. Available from Mexico

DAHLIA   LaBella Medio Fun®
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Not only the LaBella® Grande series 
have new colors, but also the Medio series have 2 new fun colors. 
A wonderfully uniform series with easy branching and excellent 
outdoor performance. LaBella® Medio is easy to mix and match 
with a great variety of eye-catching colors. Ideal for 4-6” pot 
production. Both new colors are a nice bicolor blend of dark and 
light pink but opposite! Fun Raspberry has a beautiful flower 
with a dark pink center that is getting lighter on each petal and 
Fun Violet Flame starts with a dark pink edge and smoothly gets 
lighter until a nice light pink.  Available from Mexico

PELARGONIUM   Grace
NEW IN 2024 Series – The Pelargonium Grace interspec 
series is a very floriferous series that comes with 12 shiny colors. 
Is easy to keep, resistant to extreme heat conditions and with an 
excellent outdoor performance this make it perfect for outside 
decorations like gardens and landscaping and also for hanging 
baskets due the easy branching. Available from Mexico: Dark 
Red, Hot Pink Splash, Patio Coral, Patio Pink Eye, Patio Scarlet 
Kiss, Peach, Pink Splash, Ruby Red, Scarlet, Violet, White, White 
Splash

PETUNIA   Tea
NEW IN 2024 Color – Developed for the ultimate garden 
performance and outstanding weather tolerance. Growers can 
take advantage of a full season of sales opportunities with early 
flowering. The vigorous mounding habit is easily controlled and 
provides maximum value to the consumer. Purple Vein Green 
Edge is the new color in the big Tea group with a trailing habit 
perfect for hanging baskets or to fill a garden, an addition to 
the big range of colors in Petunia Tea perfect to mix and match. 
Available from Mexico

Sweetspice Appleblosom®

LaBella Medio Fun® Raspberry

LaBella Grande Fun® Violet Flame

LaBella Grande Fun® Sunrise

LaBella Grande Fun® Caramel

Tea Purple Vein Green Edge

Grace Peach

Grace Scarlet
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Products made in USA
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AMBLYLINE
Amblyline contains the predatory mite Neoseiulus cucumeris 
formerly known as and still often referred to as Amblyseius
cucumeris. This species has long been known to control the 
larvae of thrips, making it one of the most recognized beneficial 
insects. In addition to its use against thrips, it is widely used to 
fight tarsonemids. With the ability to feed on pollen, it can be 
established more easily in pollen rich crops. The use of breeding 
sachets will facilitate its establishment for optimal preventative 
use.

ANDERLINE
Anderline contains the predatory mite, Amblyseius andersoni. 
This species feeds on a wide spectrum of plant feeding mites and 
small insects, as well as pollen. This wide spectrum of activity 
makes establishing A. andersoni easier than other species, as the 
mites will establish themselves faster on crops that are abundant 
in pollen, as an alternative source of food. It is an ideal species 
for using in a preventative strategy against mites. They will take 
longer to establish themselves on pollen-free crops, but sachets 
can be used to release mites preventatively or where there is no 
pollen. 

CALIFORNILINE+
Californiline contains the generalist predatory mite, Amblyseius 
californicus. This mite species feeds on a wide spectrum of 
phytophagous mites and small insects, as well as pollen. It is also 
more resistant to high temperatures, low humidity and certain 
commonly used insecticides than some other species of mite 
so can survive longer in crops under less favourable conditions. 
These characteristics make it an excellent ally for preventative 
pest control under difficult conditions.  

CHRYSOLINE+
Chrysoline contains the the generalist aphid predator Chrysoperla 
carnea, known as lacewings. The larvae are excellent predators of 
aphids and other soft-bodied pest species. Adults look for aphid 
colonies and then lay their eggs nearby. The hatching larvae will 
remain close to feed on the aphids. This solution is recommended 
for use on outbreaks, given their high predation capacity: one 
larva can consume up to 200 aphids.

EXHIBITLINE HB
Exhibitline Sf contains the entomopathogenic nematode
Steinernemafeltiae. This can sprayed on the ground or compost 
to control fungus gnat larvae, shore fly larvae and thrips pupae. 
When sprayed on leaves, Exhibitline Sf is used to control thrips 
larvae and some leafminers.

Orline I Chrysoline+

Blister Cards

Anderline Sachet

Anderline Sachet
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HYPOLINE
The beneficial contained in Hypoline, Hypoapsis miles (also known 
as Stratiolaelaps scimitus) is a predatory mite living in soil. These 
mites are effective against fungus gnats, shore flies and thrips 
pupae which have fallen to the ground. The mite ivs very quick to 
establish. It is also resistant to high temperatures, low humidity 
and certain commonly used insecticides so can survive in crops 
under less favourable conditions.  

ORLINE I
Orius insidiosus is a standard corrective treatment for Thrips 
in glasshouse crops. The main target is Western Flower Thrips 
(Frankliniella occidentalis) but it is a very active generalist predators
that can consume other pests such as other thrips species, mites, 
moth eggs and small caterpillars.

PHYTOLINE+
Phytoline contains the predatory mite, Phytoseiulus persimilis. 
This species is an active hunter and has become a widely used 
solution in many crops. It develops twice as fast as spider mites if 
humidity conditions exceed 60% (unfavourable to phytophagous 
mites, favourable to Phytoseiulus), thus allowing rapid control of 
infestations. An adult Phytoseiulus can consume as many as ten 
phytophagous mites and the reproductive cycle is only seven days 
under optimal conditions. It is less effective on T. cinnabarinus.

STARSKII®=
STARSKii contains the predatory mite Amblyseius swirskii. It is 
used against whiteflies and thrips but will also be useful against 
other small pests. It is ideal for protecting greenhouse crops in hot 
conditions, but can also be used outdoors, as long as mean daily 
temperatures exceed 20°C. Mites will establish themselves faster 
on crops that are abundant in pollen, as an alternative source of 
food. They will take longer to establish themselves on pollen-free 
crops, but sachets can be used to release mites preventatively or 
where there is no pollen. STARSKii is only active on the young 
stages of whiteflies and thrips and should not be used in poor light 
or at low temperatures. 

TRICHOLINE TB=
Tricholine TB (with a formulation for maize called Tricholine Corn) 
contains a strain of Trichogramma specifically selected from 
the Trichogramma brassicae species. Although Trichogramma
brassicae was initially used to control the European corn borer 
(Ostrinia nubilalis), it is also used on other crops where this pest 
may occur (see below). It is also known to be effective against 
cabbage moth (Mamestra brassicae) on some cruciferous plants. 
Tricholine Corn can be used on grain corn, silage corn, sweet corn 
or seed corn with appropriate doses and release strategies.

Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor

Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor

Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor

Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor

Begonia Dreams Glory Bicolor
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ALTERNANTHERA  Fancifillers® hybrida
Choco Chili - The perfect combination companion! Choco 
Chili combines well with practically everything for eye-catching 
summer mixes. This heat tolerant variety has foliage with deep 
eggplant purple on the top of the leaves and bright ruby on the 
bottom, giving it an exciting pop of color. Vigorous, naturally 
compact  and upright, Choco Chili has outstanding branching and 
a spreading habit that allows the plant to cascade over container 
edges. Fantastic garden plants in the south! 

BUDDLEJA  Summerbird®
Series - This truly dwarf and compact type of butterfly bush 
produces huge, stunning blooms ranging from 4-5.5” long! Attracting
butterflies and bees, Summerbird® blooms from eary summer until 
the beginning of fall. The flowers are sweet and fragrant with an 
orange throat. Colors: Blue, Magenta, Violet, and White.

CALIBRACHOA Dracula  wescadra
Calibrachoa Dracula boast large, dramatic rosy-red blooms with 
a dark, nearly black center. Mounding plant habits are perfect for 
any pot size and can be grown easily for either spring or autumn 
sales season.

CALIBRACHOA Illusion  wescaillu
Calibrachoa Illusion is in a class by itself. A bright, multi-color 
flower pattern that has never been seen before makes this plant a 
true breakthrough. Plants are well branched and make outstanding
hanging baskets for spring and summer markets.

CALIBRACHOA  Millon Bells® Classic solanaceae
The modern calibrachoa market began with Million Bells. Now 
Suntory Flowers is shaking things up cobranding a new variety 
with a globally popular beverage, Orangina! The carbonated drink 
with natural citrus juices dates back to the 1930s in the French 
Riviera.

BUDDLEJA SUMMERBIRD®

Alternanthera Fancifillers® Choco Chili

WhiteViolet

MagentaBlue

Calibrachoa Illusion Calibrachoa Million Bells® Classic 
Orangina

Calibrachoa Dracula
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Red Orange Flame

Peachy Keen

Pink Yellow Flame

Blue Improved

Purple Improved

PETUNIA  Perfectunia® solanaceae
The Perfectunia series is the perfect petunia for growers and 
retailers. It has been bred for fast and early production with 
perfect uniformity across all colors. Tight mounds of color look 
fantastic on the retail shelf and plants will perform perfectly for 
consumers in containers, window boxes and gardens alike. 34 
colors in the series

PETUNIA  Flower Shower  solanaceae
Series - The culmination of several years of breeding work, 
Westhoff is proud to introduce the Flower Shower series of
Petunias. Specifically bred for weather tolerance, these 
semi-mounding to trailing plants have enough vigor to fill out any 
size hanging basket, but have the robust habit and flower-power 
to make an excellent landscape plant as well. Intense, saturated 
colors will be flowered with attention from any passersby. The 
gorgeous medium sized flowers are rain tolerant and are a true 
mounding/trailing hanging basket series. Colors: Flame, Golden 
Harvest, Mayan Sunset, Patrick Star, White and Ziggy Star.

PETUNIA  Surfinia® solanaceae
Heavenly Amethyst Burst® - Surfinia Heavenly varieties 
offer the best for growers and consumers. They are earlier to 
flower and have a more controlled, semi-trailing growth habit, 
while still delivering the outstanding Surfinia garden performance
and weather tolerance. Icy light purple flowers with deep
contrasting dark amethyst throats.

XEROCHRYSUM  Granvia bracteantha 
A supersized strawflower! Granvia is much more impressive than 
a standard bracteantha. Full, vigorous plants and flowers are 
twice the size! Stunning in landscape beds and large patio pots. 
Resistant to mildew. Grow in gallon pots or larger.

Ziggy Star

PETUNIA FLOWER SHOWER

XEROCHRYSUM GRANVIA
WhitePatrick Star

Mayan SunsetGolden HarvestFlame

Petunia Surfinia® Heavenly Amethyst Burst®

Gold

PETUNIA PERFECTUNIA®

Pretty in 
Violet

Red Orange 
Star
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ANGELONIA Alonia™ 
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Three new introductions to the Alonia 
Big series. These grower friendly varieties grow 14-16" tall in qt 
pots and also adapt to the landscape. Great as a stand-alone or 
works as a 'Thriller'in combos. New Colors: Big Cherry, Big Grape, 
& Big Pink Improved

CALIBRACHOA Colibri™ 
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Colibri's are the perfect calibrachoa 
for high-density production. Bright Tangerine orange is one of 
the most in-demand colors and the new Spark Purple pattern 
works as a mono-culture or will add contrast to mixes. Small pots 
ot tidy baskets. New Colors: Spark Purple & Tangerine

CALIBRACHOA Lia™ 
NEW IN 2024 Color – Huge blooms distinguish themselves 
with the new Spark pattern. This new addition to the Lia family 
will stop you in your tracks. Two-tone pink with a yellow Spark 
center will be the new top choice for baskets. New Color: Spark 
Pink

BIDENS Blazing Star™ 
Distinct red and yellow bicolor pattern gets noticed! This
outstanding selection will add a pop of color to all programs. 
Vibrant color can hold its own as a monoculture or in combos.

CUPHEA Cubano™ Presidente 
Variety – Looking for the perfect pollinator? This upright, 
spreading cuphea with bright orange blooms will be a favorite 
with the hummingbirds and last throughout the season. Manage-
able habit of 18- 20"

Calibrachoa 
Colibri™

Spark Purple

Calibrachoa  
Colibri™ Tangerine

Calibrachoa  
Lia™ Spark Pink

Bidens 
Blazing Star™

Cuphea 
Cubano™ Presidente

Vanessa™ 

Magenta
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DAHLIA Darlin™ 
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Huge blooms and evenly matched 
habit make this series very grower friendly. Perfect Red with 
large double blooms and Abstract Pink is a unique novelty to 
this growing class of dahlias for gallon production. New Colors: 
Abstract Pink & Perfect Red

LOBULARIA Stream™ 
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Always a consumer favorite, these 
three new, strong colors will keep their habit in check! Blending 
with combos or in the landscape make these a must for all growers 
programs.  New Colors: Compact Purple, Rose, & White

OSTEOSPERMUM Osticade™
NEW IN 2024 Colors – Two new addtions to the heat
tolerant Osticade series. Aurora has deep purple centers that 
blend to a dusky orange, giving it an iridescent look. Twilight 
Moon has blooms that open yellow then change to an antique 
pink. The upright/mounding habit has multiple uses for baskets 
and patio pots. New Colors: Aurora & Twilight Moon

PETUNIA Amazonas™
NEW IN 2024 Color – Exciting new class of petunia! This is 
upright, mounding petunia is one of a kind with its lime green, 
ruffled edges and deep violet throat. New Color: Plum Cockatoo

VERBENA Vanessa™
NEW IN 2024 Color – Top-rated Vanessa verbena has added 
Magenta to the growing series. Not quite red and not quite purple 
but a rich dark, wine magenta that looks fantastic on its own or 
blends with all colors.  New Color: Magenta

Dahlia Darlin™ 
Abstract Pink

Dahlia Darlin™ 
Perfect Red

Stream™ 
Compact Purple

Stream™ 
Compact Rose

Stream™ 
Compact White

Osticade™ 
Twilight Moon

Osticade™ 
Aurora

Amazonas™ 
Plum Cockatoo
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BEGONIA  I’Conia Bachelorette 
Red - A unique single flowering addition to the I’CONIA collection.  
Bachelorette Red is a hot selection, with standout flower power 
and an overall stellar look for containers and beds.  Exceptional 
performance and spicy red flowers make this hybrid begonia a 
must for baskets and containers.  Consider for finishing as monocrop
in baskets or 6-inch, or as a component in mixes; suitable for large 
containers.  

BEGONIA Move2 
Orange - The earliest to flower of all Elatior types, the Move2 
series boasts large, double flowers and exceptional structure with 
strong branching and a well-rounded habit. Move2 varieties have 
demonstrated the strongest heat tolerance in our outdoor trials, 
making them a versatile selection for both interior and outdoor 
sales.

CALIBRACHOA  Aloha Nani 
Fire Red - This beautiful new fiery-red variety adds even more 
interest to the Aloha Nani series. Daylength neutral and naturally 
compact, this series is perfect for premium pots and packs for 
early season sales. No pinch or PGRs required.

CALIBRACHOA Tik Tok 
Orange - Named for the hands of a clock going around the 
center ring, TikTok varieties have a very playful pattern on more 
vigorous plants, perfect for baskets and combinations. TikTok 
Orange features large flowers with novel yellow spokes and its 
semi-trailing habit is also well-suited for garden beds.

DAHLIA Hypnotica 
Pink - This new brilliant pink variety in the Hypnotica series 
brings growers a full range of colors on fully double flower forms. 
These medium to high vigor plants are ideal for larger container 
sizes and display fantastic garden performance throughout the 

summer.
Calibrachoa 
Aloha Nani 

Fire Red

Begonia 
Move2 Orange

Begonia 
I’CONIA  
Bachelorette 
Red

Senecio 
Mandala® Plus 
Blue Charme

Dahlia  
Hypnotica  

Pink
Calibrachoa 
TikTok Orange
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NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS SunStanding® 
The SunStanding Jazzy varieties add dramatic flair to your 
programs with a bright, tropical look. With intense neon-colored 
flowers on top of brilliant lemon-lime variegated foliage, these 
are showstoppers on the retail bench and in large combination 
containers.  The decorative foliage works equally well as an
ornamental addition to combos, but with the added bonus of 
vibrant flowers throughout the summer.

NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS MegaGuinea 
When you thought New Guinea impatiens couldn’t get any bigger 
or more beautiful, here is the MegaGuinea series! The varieties 
in this special series for large containers are so big, growers will 
only need one cutting per gallon for an early finish.  MegaGuinea 
impatiens have the same finish time as the Magnum series and 
include stunning colors in Orange, Pink, Purple, and White Blush.

OSTEOSPERMUM Margarita  hybrid 
The Margarita Series is a compact, upright series with glossy, 
dark green leaves and daisy-like large, showy flowers with
exceptional vigor in a variety of colors from early summer into 
autumn.  Excellent heat tolerance and branching. Series includes 
5 colors.

PETUNIA Smartunia 
The Smartunia Windmill collection of Intrinsa™ petunias features 
three new two-toned colors – Burgundy, Hot Pink, and Purple 
– with a distinctive windmill pattern that pays homage to our 
Dutch heritage.  Smartunia Windmills are moderately vigorous 
with a well-branched and semi-upright habit, and blend perfectly 
together to create a colorful mixed container or hanging basket.

SENECIO  Mandala® Plus 
The new Mandala series of Senecio is a grower-friendly series 
with naturally tidy habits with mid-vigor and loads of flower 
power. Bright, bold colors for early spring sales, these early season 
performers are perfect for 6- and 8-inch containers with minimal 
to no use of PGR. Matched vigor and response
time – a true series. 12 colors in the Mandala
and Mandala Plus series.

New Guinea Impatiens 
SunStanding® 

Jazzy Blue Rose

New Guinea 
Impatiens 

MegaGuinea
White Blush

Petunia 
Smartunia 

Windmill Black

Petunia  
Smartunia 

Purple Vein

Osteospermum 
Margarita Plus Pink
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HOSTA  Old Yeller® 
An all NEW high vigor hosta supplied via Tissue Culture.  Old 
Yeller® produces an aggressive habit on large deep golden leaves.  
This zone 4 perennial will hold it’s golden color all season long.

SOLIDAGO  Spark Plug® 
An all NEW breeding program brings the first ever truly day length 
neutral Solidago.  Spark Plug® will maintain an extremely compact 
habit and flower continuously all growing season.  No cooling or 
long days are needed to produce exceptional quality plants.

LEUCANTHEMUM Whisker®
NEW IN 2024 Color - The first ever daylength neutral 
crazy daisy makes programmable crop scheduling a simple 
task.  Whisker® White will bloom 4-5” blossoms simply based on 
temperature as zero cooling hours are required. New color: White

GAZANIA Sterling Silver® 
NEW Series - This all new zone five ground cover series will 
delight consumers with it’s silver foliage and massive blooms.  
Producing both double gold and burgundy stripe flowers, Sterling 
Silver® series will flower all season as a groundcover in any sunny 
landscape.

LEUCANTHEMUM Carpet Angel® 
This All American Selection Winner is the world’s first
groundcover shasta.  No cooling or long days are required for this 
shasta to bloom.  With a height of just 3” and width of 24”, Carpet 
Angel® redefines the border plant philosophy.

TRADESCANTIA Pistachio®
A breeding breakthrough allows this multiple award winning
tradescantia to maintain heavy white variegation while 
still supporting vigorous growth.  An excellent selection for
monoculture in quarts through hanging baskets, as well as an 
eye popping combination item.  Year-round sales are simple as a 
spring or foliage item. Mature height is 4” to 6”.

Sterling Silver® Burgundy Stripe Sterling Silver® Gold

Spark Plug® Yellow

Carpet Angel® Daisy

Pistachio®

Pistachio®Pistachio®
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IPOMOEA Sweet Georgia® 
Ipomoea Sweet Georgia® is a heavily branched series with a 
completely uniform, compact habit and proven performance.  
Their combination friendly habit extends their use easily into 
mixed containers. The Sweet Georgia® includes selections with 
both palmate and heart shaped leaf forms, as well as the
variegated selections of Splash Green. The all NEW Heart Chestnut
brings color tones of both bronze and chartreuse on this grower 
trial favorite. Multiple stock locations ensure excellent availability 
of this TOP SELLER. Mature height is 4” to 6”.

STREPTOCARPUS  Ladyslippers®  
NEW Colors - Ladyslippers®, a Green Fuse Lifestyle Plant™, 
will perform with a burst of continuous blooms indoors near a 
window or in shady areas out of doors. One of the fastest growing 
genera in sales, this classic plant developed an all new placement 
in retail settings.  The all NEW Cherry Ice maintains a deep rose 
color indoors or out! Finished height is 6” to 10”.

ANIGOZANTHOS Kanga® and JoeJoe®
Anigozanthos Kanga® and Joe Joe® are great in containers where 
they showcase a more compact habit than Jump® or Big Roo®. 
Joe Joe® works great in quarts through gallons. Kanga is geared 
for quick turn gallon production. The all NEW Kanga Orange is a 
grower favorite for the multiple blooming stalks. They will finish 
quickly easily allowing multiple turns in a season. Finished height 
for Kanga® is 17” to 20” and JoeJoe® is 12” to 15”.

ECHEVERIA Coral Reef®
A class leading echeveria series, the Coral Reef® push extremely 
crenulated leaf sets indoors and out.  Deep color intensity of the 
Chocolate and Red drive strong sell-through during in-season and 
off-season sales. 

Sweet Georgia® Light Green Sweet Georgia® Heart Chestnut

Sweet Georgia®
Light Green

Ladyslippers® Strawberry Ice Ladyslippers® White Ice

Kanga®
Burgundy

Kanga® Orange Kanga® Yellow

Coral Reef®
Red

Coral Reef®
Dark Chocolate
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ACALYPHA  Cat’s Tail  pendula
A striking ever bloomer with fiery-red, fur-like flowers. Cat’s Tail 
is a fast growing, heat loving plant that is  easy to grow; it’s also 
very low maintenance. Great for hanging baskets, combinations, 
containers, cascading down a wall, ideal for indoors, patios and 
decks.

APTENIA  Variegated
Attractive variegated foliage with dark pink, daisy like flowers.
Mat forming, trailing habit. Easy to grow, low maintenance. Excel-
lent small ground cover, hanging baskets, combinations, contain-
ers, low borders, between walkways, rock gardens, cascading 
down a wall, ideal for indoors, patios and decks.

GAZANIA   Sunme
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Strong flower color impacts, bright 
orange and yellow flowers set on green-silver foliage, blooms 
repeatedly. Drought, heat and wind tolerant, attracts bees and 
butterflies, easy to grow. Uniform mounding, compact habit. 
Perfect for mass planting, water wise garden planting, bedding, 
edging, front of a border, rock gardens, seaside gardens, big 
containers for patio and decks. New colors: Orange & Yellow

DELOSPERMA  WOW®
NEW IN 2024 Color - Excellent color impact, masses of 
Orange and Yellow, big flowers. Flowers continuously for a very 
long period, attracts bees and butterflies. Exceptionally drought 
and heat tolerant, winter hardy, easy care. Great for containers 
and mixes for patio and balcony, mass planting, low borders.
New colors: Fire Wonder

ERODIUM  Bishop’s Form
A great value plant producing many Pink flowers with dark pink 
veins, early in the season with long flowering period. Uniform, 
compact habit, easy to grow and low maintenance. Use as a 
small ground cover, in rock gardens, gravel beds, crevices, front 
borders, mixes well with other low growing alpines, big containers 
for the patio and decks.

Acalypha Cat's Tail

Gazania Sunme Orange

Gazania Sunme Yellow

Delosperma WOW® Fire Wonder
Aptenia Variegated

Erodium
Bishop's Form
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OENOTHERA SISKIYOU
NOTABLE Color - An old favorite, long flowering season with 
masses of light pink flowers. Drought tolerant, low maintenance 
and easy to grow. Mounding- spreading and trailing. Ideal for 
standalone hanging baskets, trails over the side of containers, 
beds, small groundcover, rock gardens, window and patio boxes, 
rock gardens, dry slopes and fillers. Color: Pink

SAGINA SUBULATA 
NOTABLE Color - Lush lime foliage with many white tiny 
flowers. Cushion- mat forming, dense habit. Low maintenance 
and easy to grow. Perfect for small containers for the patio and 
decks, low small ground covers, rock gardens, excellent along 
walkways and between stepping stones. Color: Lime Moss

SALVIA  Love and Wishes
One of the best Salvias with showy spikes of large, bold pinkish- 
purple flowers on dark stems. Blooms early and repeatedly, long 
blooming season till first frost. Upright and bushy habit. Heat 
and humidity tolerant, low maintenance, easy and fast growing.
Favorite plant for butterflies and hummingbirds. A standalone 
and great centerpiece for mixed planters in big containers. Adds 
a splash of color to summer borders, beds, garden and patio
planting. PP27057 EU47626

THUNBERGIA 
NOTABLE Color - Large, showy blooms variably streaked 
with dark red against an orange background. Early flowering, long 
blooming season. Trailing and climbing habit. Easy and fast to 
grow. Combines well with other Thunbergia colors for high value 
product. Ideal for mix hanging baskets and pyramids for patio 
and decks. Showy cover for arches and pergolas, window boxes. 
Color: Orange Diverse

Erodium
Bishop's Form

Oenothera Siskiyou

Thunbergia Orange Diverse

Salvia Love and WIshes

Sagina subulata
Lime Moss
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COLOCASIA  Royal Hawaiian® 
Waikiki - An outstanding addition to the series with deep-green 
glossy foliage, white markings and vivid pink veins. Develops the 
coloration earlier than White Lava, at 4-5 leaves. Zone 7b.
 

DIANTHUS  American Pie® 
Berry à la Mode - Large single blooms with timeless elegance 
on blue-green foliage. Beautifully fragrant, pure white flowers 
with unique magenta centers are carried on sturdy stems that 
do not flop. Repeat blooming, from spring, repeating summer and 
fall. Zone 5.

GAILLARDIA  Realf lor® 
Sunset Orange Ruffles - Features two rows of flat petals, 
in warm sunkissed tones. Blooms are colorfast and age well over 
an exceptionally long period. Drought-tolerant once established, 
these sun-loving, floriferous beauties are ideal for containers, 
beds, and borders. Zone 5.
 

LEUCANTHEMUM  Realf lor® 
Real Tiny Bubbles - Featuring masses of small, fully rounded 
blooms, reminiscent of tiny bubbles. Tidy compact habit 16” x 14” 
and freely re-blooming all summer. Zone 5.

MISCANTHUS  Gentle Breeze 
Compact superfine foliage maiden grass boasting only 2’ x 2-3’ in
full flower. Attractive silvery-blue arching blades in a tidy clumping
habit provides a long season of interest. Zone 4.
 

Miscanthus Gentle BreezeLeucanthemum Realflor® 
Real Tiny Bubbles

Gaillardia Realflor® Sunset Orange Ruffles

Dianthus American Pie® Berry à la Mode

Colocasia Royal Hawaiian® Waikiki
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SALVIA  Bodacious® 
Hummingbird Falls - This introduction is the first trailing 
variety of its kind, producing cascades of pulsating blue flowers 
emerging from glistening black calyces and stems. As the name 
would suggest, Hummingbird Falls is a natural magnet for
hummingbirds and will be well suited for today’s consumers
looking for eco-positive products to make a beneficial impact
on their garden environment. Zone 7. 
Jammin’ Jazz - Large saturated hot pink flowers are held on 
deep chocolate-black calyx and stems. Strong green foliage color, 
not yellowing with the season. Improved branching giving tight 
rounded habit. Excellent for cool growing and early season sales. 
Great for hummingbird gardens. Zone 8.
 

SALVIA  Vibe®  
Ignition Sunrise - The first bicolor in the VIBE® series with 
masses of medium-sized, soft apricot and peach bicolor flowers, 
freely reflowering throughout the season. Decorative sage for low 
water gardening, pollinator friendly gardening and hummingbird 
gardens. Zone 7.
 

VIOLA  Magnifiscent®  
Delft Blue - Phenomenal fragrance wafts from the gorgeous 
frilled blooms. They are striking with crisp white tones and bold 
blue edges. Ideal for patio pots and containers, garden borders 
and mass landscape plantings. Zone 5.
 

WEIGELA  Prism™
Magic Carpet - Go on a magic ride with the bold vibrant 
foliage of Magic Carpet. Colors range from chartreuse in spring
transitioning to gold and bright orange in summer and fall. 
Compact well-rounded habit 24” x18”. Ideal for front of the border, 
container gardens, and mass plantings. Zone 4.

Salvia Bodacious® Hummingbird Falls

Salvia Vibe® Ignition SunriseSalvia Bodacious® Jammin' Jazz

Viola Magnifiscent® Delft Blue

Weigela Prism™ Magic Carpet
Spring
Habit

Summer
Habit
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BIDENS  Campfire® Marshmallow™ 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Adding to our roster of heat 
tolerant plants for warmer climates, this new pure white bidens 
adds a cool touch to full sun landscapes and containers from spring 
to fall. A showy tuft of gold in the center of each blossom draws in 
pollinating bees and the petals shed cleanly once spent, leaving 
the plant with a tidy appearance. PPAF PBRAF

CALADIUM Heart to Heart® 'Rain or Shine'
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Unique coloring and fantastic vigor 
set Heart to Heart® ‘Rain or Shine’ caladium apart. Large, heart-
shaped leaves emerge in dramatic shades of deep bronze pink-red 
with soft pink speckles and black veining. In certain lights, you 
might detect a hint of purple, too. They retain their color well in 
full sun but also thrive in part sun. PPAF

CALIBRACHOA 

Superbells® Double Redstone™ 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Striking vermillion or crimson red 
petals with bright gold picotee edges form the fully double
blossoms of the unique new Superbells® Double Redstone™. These 
eye-catching blooms have high impulse appeal and pair perfectly 
with other strong colors like royal purple, blue and gold for 
summer and fall combinations. Use this plant as a well-branched, 
mounded filler with slightly trailing stems in upright containers, 
hanging baskets, window boxes and monocultures. PPAF PBRAF

CALIBRACHOA 

Superbells® Double Smitten Pink™ 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Blooming in consumers’ favorite
shades of pink, this double, bitone calibrachoa produces
rosebud-like blossoms with soft pink petals and a bright rose pink 
ring around a small cluster of center petals. The two-tone pattern 
makes it a cinch to match up with both pastels and vibrant colors 
in hanging baskets, window boxes and upright container recipes. 

CALIBRACHOA 

Superbells® Double Vintage Coral™
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Everything vintage is trending 
with consumers, and this antique amber-orange veined, fully 
double-flowered calibrachoa is everything they are looking for. Its 
color shift when grown outside makes it even more compelling, 
with purple tones appearing in its veins and petals.  PPAF PBRAF 

Bidens Campfire®
Marshmallow™

Caladium Heart to Heart®
'Rain or Shine'

Calibrachoa Superbells ®
Double Redstone™

Calibrachoa Superbells ®
Double Smitten Pink™

Calibrachoa Superbells ®
Double Vintage Coral™
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PETUNIA 

Supertunia® Hoopla™ Vivid Orchid™
NEW IN 2024 Variety - We are thrilled to introduce the 
very best picotee patterned petunia we’ve grown—Supertunia® 
Hoopla™ Vivid Orchid™. Vivid orchid purple flowers with a bright 
white edge are produced abundantly on well-branched plants 
from spring into fall without deadheading. While many petunias 
of this type tend to develop a bruised-look as the flowers age, this 
new cultivar looks fresh until the petals drop cleanly. Vigorous 
growth quickly fills in to provide continuous color.  PPAF PBRAF

PETUNIA Supertunia® Saffron Finch™
NEW IN 2024 Variety - As yellow continues to trend with 
consumers, we are excited to introduce Supertunia® Saffron 
Finch™, a new sunny yellow Supertunia with a full, well-branched, 
rounded habit. Its flowers are a more intense yellow than Super-
tunia Limoncello, but they may transition to creamy yellow in 
southern climates. Try pairing Supertunia Saffron Finch with bold 
purples, reds and magentas for an especially eye-catching look.  
 PPAF PBRAF

SENECIO  Angel Wings 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Large, silky-textured, silvery white 
leaves form a substantial clump and make an outstanding focal 
point in containers and landscapes. Like many felted silver plants, 
good drainage and abundant sunshine are important to achieve 
healthy, vigorous growth. This plant looks right at home in 
crevice gardens, shallow troughs and planted along the edge of 
a rock wall. When some plants start to languish in the summer 
heat, Angel Wings is just getting started.  'Senaw' USPP28830

TORENIA  Catalina®
NEW IN 2024 Color - You’ll find that Catalina® Pink 
Improved Torenia is better in many ways. First, we’ve improved 
its early season performance to make it easier to mix with 
other medium vigor plants like Superbells® calibrachoa in spring 
recipes. Next, we’ve amped up its vigor and flower power, so 
you’ll see more blooms on plants that are quicker to fill out their 
containers. Lastly, this improved selection bears larger, more 
uniform pink flowers.  New Color: Pink Improved  PPAF PBRAF

VERBENA Superbena® Pink Cashmere™
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Meet the new star of the series! 
This pastel pink Superbena captured our attention in trials with 
its delicate flower color, extremely vigorous growth, and huge 
umbels that rival Superbena Whiteout™ and Violet Ice in size. It 
was able to keep up well in combinations with the new Supertu-
nia Tiara™ Pink petunia which, like Superbena® Pink Cashmere™, 
is one of the most vigorous cultivars in its series. PPAF PBRAF

Petunia Supertunia®
Hoopla™ Vivid Orchid™

Petunia Supertunia®
Saffron Finch™

Torenia Catalina®

Verbena Superbena® 
Pink Cashmere™

Senecio Angel Wings
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ANGELONIA Angelissa™
Series - Three complementary colors, perfect for mixed 
container plantings. Series uniformity makes for great retail 
appeal, ideal for stand-alone quart production. Colors: Purple, 
Rose, and White.

CALIBRACHOA Calipetite®
NOTABLE Series - A groundbreaking, naturally compact 
series with the perfect habit for smaller pots and bowls.  Tolerant 
of pH up to 7.2, super early flowering, and bright colors. Retail sell 
through has been phenomenal!  Colors: Blue, Mid-Blue, Pink, Red, 
White, and Yellow.

IMPATIENS SunPatiens® Compact
Compact SunPatiens® are bred for strong retail appeal and a 
smaller habit. They offer the best habit for multi-pack, high-density
production. In the landscape, Compact varieties grow 16-30” tall 
and 14-20” wide.

IMPATIENS SunPatiens® Vigorous
Continuous flowering from spring through fall. Same great
performance as Compact SunPatiens®, but with 20-25% more
vigor. Full sun through shade versatility.

LANTANA SunDance™
Robust with large, bold flowers. These sun-loving varieties are 
showstoppers in stand-alone plantings and mixed containers. 
Earlier flowering uniformity across series. Colors: Red, White, and 
Yellow.

Rose

Purple

Angelonia Angelissa™ Purple

CALIBRACHOA CALIPETITE®

Deep RedClassic White Lavender Splash

Lilac Imp Purple Candy

Yellow

Mid Blue

RedWhite

Pink

IMPATIENS SUNPATIENS® COMPACT

White
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Pearl White

Sunset Orange

MECARDONIA Magic Carpet™
Bright yellow flowers on some of the toughest plants available.  
Dense spreading habit makes this perfect for small pot production 
and rock garden plantings.  Mix with Calipetite® Calibrachoa for 
perfect 8-10” bowls. Superior heat tolerance!

PETUNIA SuperCal® Premium x Petchoa hybrida
When it comes to garden performance, SuperCal® and new 
SuperCal® Premium are uniquely superior to all other petunias. 
Part petunia, part calibrachoa, they are all-weather performers 
that can stand up to cold and heat. Plus, they can withstand heavy 
rains and bounce right back with little to no damage. 

IMPATIENS SUN PATIENS®

VIGOROUS

Yellow Sun

YellowWhiteRed

Pink

Pretty PinkPeach Candy

LANTANA SUN DANCE™

PETUNIA SUPERCAL® PREMIUM

Mecardonia Magic  Carpet™
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CALIBRACHOA  MiniFamous® Uno
MiniFamous® fulfills all your calibrachoa needs in one collection. 
Large flowers with excellent branching make this first choice for 
the grower and the gardener! Uno is an early, compact series 
ideal for quarts or gallons, but also performs well in baskets and
combinations. 

DAHLIA  Dalaya® 

Dalaya is a medium vigor, upright Dahlia with green foliage. The 
big blooms on this well-branched series make an exceptional 
habit and top choice for the garden. The Dalaya is best in gallon+ 
containers and performs in containers or landscapes. This sun 
loving stand out color will catch everyone’s eye! 

NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS  ColorPower™
Orange 23 - Upgraded for a brighter orange color, bigger 
flowers, more floriferous and higher vigor. NGI ColorPower is 
perfect for medium-to-large pots and baskets, these big, bright 
blooms will light up the shade.

OSTEOSPERMUM  Zion 
Pink Sun - This variety is closely related to FleuroStar Winner, 
Purple Sun. The Pink Sun is compact and easy to grow without 
PGRs. Unique bicolor that transitions from yellow to pink to 
blue makes an excellent complement to any assortment. The 
Zion series is best in gallons and performs in containers and
landscapes. Colors: Pink Sun and Purple Sun.

PERICALLIS  Senetti  ® 

Senetti has vivid blooms on rounded, compact foliage, it is 
low-maintenance, and blooms in early-Spring. It thrives in cool 
temperatures and is weather tolerant. Colors: Blue Bicolor, Cobalt 
Blue, Deep Blue, Magenta, Magenta Bicolor, Pink Bicolor, Violet 
Bicolor, and White.

White GoldPink 23

Orange  + Red VeinDouble White 23

Osteospermum Zion Pink Sun

New Guinea Impatiens  
ColorPower™ Orange 23 

Dahlia Dalaya® Apricot

PERICALLIS SENETTI®

White Red HeartRuby RedMagic SalmonBlue Halo

CALIBRACHOA 
MINI FAMOUS® UNO
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PETUNIA  Headliner™ Sky  semi-trailing
Selecta One offers the widest selection of spotted petunias on 
the market. Headliner Sky Petunia patterns have superior stability 
and reliability. They are available in a range of sizes – including 
medium vigor Headliner varieties.

VERBENA  Beats™
A super compact series of Verbena that is best for color bowls 
and small baskets. These expertly curated mixes make for great 
holiday items and easy wins for the grower with no PGRs and no 
pinch! Tolerant of heat, cycling and water stress for color that 
never misses a beat! Beats can be found in: Little Liberty (Memorial
Weekend/4th of July), Heartbeat (Mothers Day/Summer), and 
Can’t Be Beat (Mothers Day/Summer). Colors: Blue, Purple, 
Purple+White, Red, Red+White, and White. 

VERBENA  Lascar™ 
Verbena Lascar is a low-vigor variety with a mounded-trailing 
habit and is a uniform series that is early to flower.  This series 
is excellent in mixed containers. Colors: Black Velvet, Burgundy, 
Dark Red, Dark Violet, Mango, Pink, Red Rose, Salmon, Vampire, 
and White. 

COMPACT 

VIGOR

MEDIUM 
VIGOR

LARGE 
VIGOR

PETUNIAS - A SKY IN EVERY SIZE!

PETUNIA HEADLINER™SKY

VERBENA BEATS™

VERBENA LASCAR™

Strawberry SkyPink Sky 23

Purple + White Orange Lava

Blue + 
White

WhiteRed+White

PurpleBlue

RedPurple+White

Light Pink SkyBlackberry Vein
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BRACHYSCOME ‘Surdaisy White Improved’
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Suntory’s Surdaisy brachyscomes 
produce hundreds of tiny daisies that withstand cold, rain and 
sun. White is improved for growth habit and display of blooms. 
Three additional colors are Mauve, Pink and Yellow. Enjoy these 
delights from down under!

BRACTEANTHA ‘Granvia Crimson Sun’ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Suntory’s super strawflower series 
now has a glorious red, Granvia Crimson Sun. Vigorous plants 
are twice the size of typical bedding plant bracteantha. Large 
red blooms open and close with the sun, revealing sunny yellow 
centers. Suitable for spring, summer and fall programs.

BRACTEANTHA ‘Granvia White’ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Granvia White is an essential new 
color in Suntory’s super strawflower series! Large blooms are a 
crisp white, revealing golden yellow centers. Vigorous plants fill 
large containers and make a stunning statement in the landscape. 
Outstanding summer garden performance.

CATHARANTHUS 

‘Soiree Flamenco Salsa Red’ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - A breakthrough color joins the dance in 
Suntory’s Soiree Flamenco series! These novel vinca flowers have 
ruffled petals. While the other four colors are shades of pink and 
salmon, Salsa red is a deep maroon with a lighter terracotta edge. 
Perfect for summer programs.

CATHARANTHUS 

‘Soiree Kawaii Paprika Red’
NEW IN 2024 Color - Soiree Kawaii vinca varieties are tiny, 
but terrific! Cute, mini flowers create mounds of color. New Soiree 
Kawaii Paprika Red is a warm red/orange shade with a white eye, 
compared to Red Shades, which is cooler with a red eye. Choose 
from eight colors for outstanding summer performance.

Surdaisy White ImprovedGranvia Crimson Sun

Soiree Flamenco Salsa RedGranvia White

Soiree Kawaii Paprika Red

Surdaisy White ImprovedSoiree Flamenco Salsa Red
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MANDEVILLA 

‘Sun Parasol Giant Peach Sunrise’ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Sun Parasol Giant varieties are the true, 
classic vining mandevilla with large flowers. Giant Peach Sunrise 
produces gorgeous, multi-tonal blooms that start out dark peach 
and lighten with age. Throats are golden yellow with a red-orange 
ring. Perfect for premium trellised containers.

PERICALLIS ‘Senetti Blue Bicolor Improved’
NEW IN 2024 Color - This top seller gets an upgrade with 
modern breeding. Plants are more compact, tidy and floriferous, 
producing a nice canopy of vivid blue and white daisy blooms. The 
original blue bicolor variety has been a bit of a problem child and 
we welcome the replacement!

PERICALLIS ‘Senetti Red Halo’
NEW IN 2024 Color - We’re seeing more red in Senetti with 
breakthrough colors! Red options to date include Ruby Red and 
White Red Heart (white daisies with red centers). The new Senetti 
Red halo has larger red daisy flowers with red centers surrounded 
by a bright white ring. Excellent for early spring impulse sales.

PERICALLIS ‘Senetti Lavender Dawn’'
NEW IN 2024 Color - If you love Senetti Magic Salmon, you 
will really love Lavender Dawn! Plant is more compact and loaded
with blooms. The color-changing magic continues with blooms 
starting out lavender blue with bright centers that expand as 
flowers age. Think Easter in the North!

PETUNIA 

‘Surfinia Mounding Patio Party Pink’
NEW IN 2024 Color - Pucker up for a sweet new petunia! 
Surfinia Mounding Patio Party Pink is an upright compact variety 
with flower power. Bright pink blooms have a star pattern that
resembles a kiss! An irresistible addition to your spring
assortment.

Sun Parasol Giant Peach SunriseSurfinia Mounding Patio Party Pink Sensetti Red HaloSun Parasol Giant Peach Sunrise

Senetti Red Halo

Senetti Lavender DawnSenetti Blue Bicolor Improved
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LINERS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
Sun-Fire Nurseries

sunfirenurseries.com

Natural climber
Classic Giant Mandevilla

Early bloomer
Stunning multi-tonal flowers

Perfect for large pots
and trellises
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LANTANA 

Baskets Full 
of Beauty 
Syngenta Flowers continues to innovate its 
leading portfolio of Lantana made for baskets! 
The color-changing flowers will provide endless 
joy to customers. Growers can depend on 
Syngenta's focus on breeding, addressing the 
need for sterility, and shipping quality cuttings. 

3" 

2" 

1" 

Reliably delivering 
consistent, high-quality 
cuttings, supported 
by the best technical 
advice for your success. 

855.630.3139 • syngentaflowers-us.com/bandolista 

All photos are either the property of Syngenta or are used with permission. 

© 2023 Syngenta. SSoommee  oorr  aallll  ooff  tthhee  vvaarriieettiieess  mmaayy  bee  pprrootteecctteedd  uunnddeerr  oonnee  oorr  mmoorree  ooff  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg:  Pllaanntt  Vaarriieettyy  Prrootteeccttiioonn,  Unniitteedd  SSttaatteess  
Pllaanntt  Paatteennttss  aanndd/oorr  Uttiilliittyy  Paatteennttss  aanndd  mmaayy  nnoott  bee  pprrooppaaggaatteedd  oorr  rreepprroodduucceedd  wwiitthhoouutt  aauutthhoorriizaattiioonn..  The trademarks or service marks 
displayed or otherwise used herein are the property of a Syngenta Group Company.

syngentaf/owers 
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BEGONIA Adora™
NEW IN 2024 Series - A symphony of color. Adora’ble double 
flowers and dark foliage for sun and shade. Striking dark foliage 
provides a beautiful contrast with a mass of petite double flowers. 
Well branched, mounded habits work across a range of container 
sizes. Ideal for premium begonia programs for both sun and shade 
applications.

COLEUS Talavera™
NEW IN 2024 Series - Colorful foliage for sun and shade. 
Sun tolerant varieties maintain color and foliage patterns in both 
sun and shade conditions. Late flowering selections for tidy, non-
bolting plants in the garden. Consistent, high-quality cuttings 
from a reliable farm source.

DIPLADENIA Madinia® Petite
NEW IN 2024 Series - Space-saving, heat-loving color. 
Madinia Petite has all the benefits for grower efficiency—early 
flowering, less PGRs, no vining, and high-density production in 
small pots. Beautiful tropical flowers on a compact habit along 
with less garden maintenance will keep consumers smiling all 
summer. Perfect for small gardens, mixed combos, and hanging 
baskets.

PETUNIA Itsy™
NEW IN 2024 Color - A new addition to the Itsy™ series. 
Experience all three Itsy™ varieties with our new Kwik Kombo™ 
Itsy™ Trifection™ Mix. Small but mighty! Tough and tiny! With 
exceptional color coverage and good vigor, Itsy is a great option 
for both the landscape and containers. Tons of tiny flower blooms 
form a blanket of color providing undeniable retail appeal. With 
superior branching and a controlled habit, Itsy is sure to be a hit 
with growers and consumers alike. New color: Pink

Adora™ Moon Dance

Talavera™
Burgundy LimeTalavera™

Moondust

Talavera™
Chocolate Mint

Madinia® Petite Pink Madinia® Petite Red

Itsy™ Trifection

Itsy™ Pink

Adora™ Satin Rose

Adora™
Red Velvet

Talavera™
Chocolate VelveteenTalavera™

Sienna

Talavera™
Pink Tricolor
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INTERSPECIFIC NEW GUINEA IMPATIENS
Spectra™
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Raising the standard for New Guinea 
impatiens with interspecific breeding, Spectra offers large flowers, 
excellent branching, and intense colors. Early to flower and 
mounded habits make Spectra grower-friendly and versatile in all 
pot sizes and hanging baskets. Standout at retail with high-quality 
New Guineas that perform in both sun and shade gardens. New 
colors: Orange Improved & Pink Bicolor

CALIBRACHOA Callie®
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Color uncompromised. Big vigor, bold 
colors and continuous blooms from spring to fall. The perfect 
mixer and the primary foundation for best-selling Kwik Kombos™. 
An excellent choice for premium hanging baskets and mixed 
combinations. New colors: Dark Blue & Deep Orange Spectra™ Orange Improved

Spectra™ Pink Bicolor

Callie® Deep Orange

Callie® Dark Blue

Callie® Dark Blue
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Scarlet Passion

CALIBRACHOA  Calitastic®  hybrid
The new standard of Calibrachoa with large blooms, incredibly 
uniform in habit and flower timing; a new bar is set for grower 
expectation. Very early to flower, all varieties flower at 11 hours 
critical day length and stay open and in flower under low light 
conditions making these a great line for retailing from early spring 
and continuing throughout the season. Good branching and a 
controlled growth. Colors: Bright Purple, Bright Red, Merry Cherry, 
Tricolor Pink, Violaceous, and White Imp.

CALIBRACHOA  Caramel
Calibrachoa Caramel combines the color-shifting characteristics 
of the Chameleon series with the bold, fun star patterns from the 
Candy Shop series to make something totally different! Flowers 
have a bold, white star pattern with blooms that change from 
yellow, to orange, to pink. Vigorous plants are perfect for hanging 
baskets and combos.

CALIBRACHOA  Dracula
Calibrachoa Dracula boasts large, dramatic rosy-red blooms with 
a dark, nearly black center. Mounding plant habits are perfect for 
any pot size and can be grown easily for either spring or autumn 
sales seasons.

CALIBRACHOA  Illusion
Calibrachoa Illusion is in a class by itself. A bright, multi-colored 
flower pattern that has never been seen before makes this plant a 
true breakthrough. Plants are well branched and make outstanding
hanging baskets for spring and summer markets.

DIANTHUS  Best Friends Forever
The perfect grab-and-go gift item, Dianthus Best Friends Forever 
series is a heavily branched, compact re-blooming potted
dianthus series. Boasting six colors to choose from, you’re sure 
to find the right one for your BFF. Colors: Pink Passion, Purple 
Passion, Red Passion, Rose Passtion, Scarlet Passion, and Violet 
Passion.

LOBELIA  Rift
The Lobelia Rift series boasts two varieties, Rift Purple and 
Rift Blue, that sport strongly variegated colors that can easily 
be combined into the Passion Combo Great Rift Mix. Heavily 
branched plants are ideal for combo pots and hanging baskets 
for spring and early summer. Colors: Blue, Purple, and Great Mix 
(Blue & Purple).

CALIBRACHOA CALITASTIC®

DIANTHUS BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

Calibrachoa IllusionCalibrachoa Dracula

Calibrachoa Caramel

White ImpTricolor Pink

Merry CherryBright Purple

Lobelia Great Rift Mix
Violet Passion

Red PassionPurple PassionPink Passion

Rose Passion

Calibrachoa 
Calitastic 
Bright Purple

Violaceous

Bright Red
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Ziggy Star

OSTEOSPERMUM  Gelato
Bred with desirable habit and bright colors in mind, the biggest 
advantage that Gelato offers growers is a much higher
vernalization temperature, making them easier and more 
economical to produce in more areas of the US. Colors: Almond 
Imp., Caramel, Lime, and Strawberry.

PETUNIA  Crazytunia® hybrid
While some of our sheer and shimmery classic shades are still 
best sellers, there is an overwhelming demand to provide an even 
broader range of unique colors and patterns to create custom 
combinations. The Crazytunia® series ranges from stonewash 
to starburst. There are neon brights, velvety blacks, pulsating 
duo-tones and bold confetti splashes. 79 colors in the series. 

PETUNIA  Flower Shower
The culmination of several years of breeding work, Westhoff 
is proud to introduce the Flower Shower series of Petunias.
Specifically bred for weather tolerance, these semi-mounding to 
trailing plants have enough vigor to fill out any size hanging basket, 
but have the robust habit and flower-power to make an excellent 
landscape plant as well. Intense, saturated colors will be flowered 
with attention from any passersby. The gorgeous medium sized 
flowers are rain tolerant and are a true mounding/trailing hanging 
basket series. Colors: Flame, Golden Harvest, Mayan Sunset, 
Patrick Star, White, and Ziggy Star.

PETUNIA  Perfectunia® 
The Perfectunia series is the perfect petunia for growers and 
retailers. It has been bred for fast and early production with 
perfect uniformity across all colors. Tight mounds of color look 
fantastic on the retail shelf and plants will perform perfectly for 
consumers in containers, window boxes and gardens alike. 20 
colors in the series. 

PETUNIA CRAZYTUNIA®

PETUNIA FLOWER SHOWER

OSTEOSPERMUM GELATO

PETUNIA PERFECTUNIA®

SCAEVOLA
TOPPOTSCAEVOLA  ToppoT

Bred specifically for high-
density pot production, the 
ToppoT line of scaevola offers 
growers a compact and well-
branched series that fills 
out later for the gardener. 
The tight-mounded plants 
have excellent retail appeal, 
come in a wide spectrum
of colors, and are pollinator 
friendly. ToppoT varieties also 
mix well for tricolor containers
at retail and are heat and 
drought tolerant.

YellowPink Imp

Swiss Dancer ImpPlumbelievablePink Bride

Lighthouse PinkIced Berry Imp

Golden Eye RoseGolden Eye Purple

WhitePatrick Star

Mayan SunsetGolden HarvestFlame

Pretty in VioletBlue Improved

Red Orange StarPurple Improved

Blue Ice Imp

Strawberry

Caramel

Lime

Almond Imp

Blue Imp
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BEGONIA  Dragon Wing Pink
Dragon Wing Pink is a versatile performer showing off clusters 
of pink bell-like flowers with rose accents against glossy green 
angel-wing leaves. The Dragon Wing series is more vigorous and 
better branched with a fuller habit than other angel wings. 

BEGONIA  Harmony Plus Scarlet
Compact and exceptionally uniform, the Harmony series of dark 
leaf begonias will provide your garden with masses of color, that 
will stand up to both the rain and heat. Harmony Scarlet will give 
you clusters of scarlet red flowers on dark leaf plants.

BIDENS  Yellow Sunshine
Bidens are a great plant to add to any floral environment. Their 
high versatility makes them a wise choice as a filler or border 
plant. Yellow Sunshiine is the perfect filler in potted arrangements 
or in the garden as ground cover.

BRACTEANTHA  Mohave Purple Red
Widest Color Range in Bracteantha. Big, Brilliant Flowers. Perfect 
for Mixed Containers & Landscape. Superior Branching. Excellent 
Retail Shelf Life.

CALIBRACHOA  Aloha Kona Blue Sky
Top Selling Dummen Orange calibrachoa line. Semi-upright, 
medium habit is ideal for quarts up to hanging basket production.
Second most vigorous member of the Aloha family.

CALIBRACHOA  Callie Apricot
Calibrachoa Callie's are great plants to add to any floral environ-
ment. Their high versatility makes them a wise choice as a filler or 
border plant. Enjoy many different beautiful bell shaped flowers 
in a variety of colors. Create a beautiful combination or accent 
window boxes and hanging baskets with colorful trailing Callies.

IMPATIENS  Beacon Bright Red
Fill your gardens once again with bright, long-lasting color. Beacon 
Impatiens offer high resistance to Impatiens Downy Mildew. Easy 
to grow. Has the same plant structure, flowering time, flower size, 
and culture as traditional garden impatiens

LANTANA 

Landscape Bandana Clementine
If you are looking for a plant that can perform in tough condi-
tions, the Bandana Lantana Series from Syngenta Flowers should 
be your first stop.  Heat tolerant, drought tolerant, deer resistant, 
little to no need for deadheading, versatile, fragrant, attractive to 
butterflies and hummingbirds, what is there not to love?  

Callie Apricot 

Harmony Plus Scarlet

Dragon Wing Pink

Bidens Yellow Sunshine

Landscape Bandana Clementine

Mohave Purple Red

Aloha Kona Blue Sky

Beacon Bright Red
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BEGONIA Adora™ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Adora’ble double flowers and dark 
foliage that grows well in sun and shade. Well branched mounded
habits work in a variety of container sizes. Ideal for premium
begonia programs. New color: Velvet Red From Syngenta Flowers.

BEGONIA Nonstop® 
NEW IN 2024 Colors - New color addition to the Joy subseries 
of Nonstop® begonias. Multicolored single blooms, with shades of 
yellow, pink, and peach all on the same plant. Mono variety that 
looks like a mixed combination. Excellent in hanging baskets. New 
color: Joy Peaches & Dreams From Benary.

BIDENS Blazing Star™ 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Upright habit with single flowers. 
Very stable bicolor flowers. Strong performance at trials. From 
Danziger.

COLEUS Down Town™ 
NOTABLE Color - Very popular hot pink colored coleus. 
Compact to medium vigor. Interesting foliage shapes, colors, and 
color patterns. Late to flower. Color: Vegas Neon From Dummen 
Orange.

DAHLIA Labella™ Maggiore
NEW IN 2024 Variety - New variety from dahlia breeding 
experts. Eye-catching colors on robust, solid stems. Excellent 
garden performance. From Beekenkamp.

Begonia Hybrid Adora™ Velvet Red

Begonia Nonstop® Joy Peaches & Dreams

Bidens 
Blazing 
Star™

Dahlia Labella™ 
Maggiore
Fun Rose 
Bicolor

Coleus Down Town™
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EUCALYPTUS Baby Blue Bouquet 
A true cut flower type eucalyptus. Small silvery grey leaves. 
Excellent aromatic foliage adds interest in cut flower bouquets or 
as a combo planter thriller.

GAZANIA Sterling Silver®  
NEW IN 2024 Color - Clean silver foliage. Daylength neutral 
plants with season-long blooming. Large double flowers with 
eye-catching burgundy stripe. New color: Burgundy Stripe From 
GreenFuse.

PETCHOA Caliburst™ 
First Petchoa series from seed. Petunia and calibrachoa cross, 
offering the best from each genus. Deep, yellow-colored flowers. 
Excellent performance in both combo baskets and planters

PETUNIA Double SweetSunshine™ 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Medium vigor & semi-trailing habit. 
Well branched plants with durable, fully double blooms. Excellent 
for hanging baskets. New color: Magenta Sky From Selecta One.

Gazania Sterling Silver® Burgundy Stripe

Eucalyptus Baby Blue Bouquet

Petchoa Caliburst™ Yellow

Petunia Double SweetSunshine™ Magenta
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Caramel

Orange

Violet Passion

COMBINATION  Passion Pink Panther 
The pre-made combo reimagined. Passion Combos are a 
collection of multi-species combination that combine the ease of 
a ready-to-go combination program, with the exceptional flower 
colors and patterns that have forged Westhoff’s global reputation 
as well as incorporating the category shattering FanciFillers 
program. From Westflowers.

DIANTHUS  Best Friends Forever
The perfect grab-and-go gift item, new Dianthus Best Friends 
Forever series is a heavily branched, compact re-blooming potted 
dianthus series. Boasting six colors to choose from, you’re sure 
to find the right one for your BFF. Colors: Pink Passion, Purple 
Passion, Red Passion, Rose Passion, Scarlet Passion, and Violet 
Passion. From Westflowers

HELIANTHUS  Helisol  
Bred in sunny Florida, these cheerful, bright yellow flowers with 
a dark center, bloom quickly and profusely until late fall.  A large 
flower mound will quickly form after a couple of weeks and works 
perfectly for hanging baskets. Helianthus Helisol is a heat loving 
plant and does well under heavy rains and wind; fertilize and 
water regularly. From Westflowers.

LANTANA  Fuego™ 
Available in Gold, Orange, Pink, Rose, Red and White.  Each of the 
Fuego™ series excels in garden performance, with an aggressive 
habit perfect for six inch and up containers. Fuego™ fires out color 
all growing season! Mature height is 15” to 20”. From GreenFuse.

OSTEOSPERMUM  Gelato
Bred with desirable habit and bright colors in mind, Gelato's 
growing advantage is a much higher vernalization temperature, 
making them easier and more economical to produce in more 
areas of the US. Colors: Almond Imp., Caramel, Lime, and 
Strawberry. From Westflowers. 

LANTANA FUEGO™

Scarlet Passion

Red

Red PassionPurple PassionPink Passion

Gold

Combination
Passion Pink Panther

Helianthus 
Helisol

OSTEOSPERMUM GELATO

StrawberryLime

Almond 
Imp

Pink

WhiteRose

Rose Passion

DIANTHUS BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
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XXL Watermelon Jazz Sweethearts Mix

Heavenly Amethyst Burst

PETUNIA  BigDeal ™ hybrid 
Our most durable, landscape-grade petunias, BigDeal™ is bred to 
flower earlier, grow taller, spread wider, and are more vigorous 
than other plants in our collections. Combining these vivacious, 
bicolor blooms with massive plant habits, these plants are sure to 
be noticed in gardens everywhere. From Westflowers.

PETUNIA  Good and Plenty® hybrid
Good and Plenty® varieties flower early, even when grown in the 
shortest of days.  But what really makes Good and Plenty® a “must 
grow” choice for growers is their near perfect habit.  Plants wrap 
containers in bouquets of flowers. Predictable finishing allows for 
perfect containers and combinations. Garden height is 8” to 10”. 
New colors: Blue Denim, Blue Ice, and Pink Flash. From GreenFuse. 

PETUNIA  Surfinia ® hybrid
Searching for a garden superstar? Look no further than Surfinia®,
the world’s leading petunia based on outstanding garden
performance. Flower petals and leaves are more durable to 
withstand weather extremes and disease. Plants fill out beds, 
baskets, and containers quickly. Surfinia® is named after the surf 
for its spreading habit, creating colorful drifts, like waves on the 
shore. Surfinia® petunias are an excellent choice for any garden, 
container, or hanging basket, just water, fertilize and place in full 
to partial sun. From Suntory.

PURSLANE  Hot Shot ® 
Hot Shot® are very early and have eye catching, large flowers.  
Their strong self-branching eliminates multiple pinches to create 
full baskets.  The Yellow-White is a must grow in your Purslane 
assortment with its eye catching color pattern of a true yellow 
and white pinwheel. It looks outstanding alone or in a mixed
container. Mature height is 4” to 6”. From GreenFuse. 

SCAEVOLA TOPPO T™

Pink Imp

Petunia  
Big Deal™  
Hollywood Star

XXL Salmon Vein

Purslane Hot Shot® Yellow WhiteBlue Imp

Petunia  
Good & Plenty® 
Pink Flash

Petunia  
Good & Plenty® 
Blue Ice

Petunia  
Good & Plenty®  

Blue Denim

PETUNIA SURFINIA®

SCAEVOLA  ToppoT™
Bred specifically for high-
density pot production, the 
ToppoT line of scaevola offers 
growers a compact and well-
branched series that fills out 
later for the gardener. The 
tight-mounded plants have 
excellent retail appeal and 
come in a great spectrum of 
colors and are pollinator friendly. 
ToppoT™ varieties also mix well 
for tri-color containers at retail 
and are heat and drought 
tolerant. From Westflowers.
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GERANIUM  Big EEZE Pelargonium interspecific
Big EEZE is hands down, the most impressive geranium for retail 
sales. This interspecific has the heat tolerance of an ivy, but with 
the classic look of a zonal with supersized flower power. The series 
has excellent heat and drought tolerance, earliness to flower, and 
a full canopy of flowers. 10 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Santana  Pelargonium interspecific
Santana is an interspecific geranium series that brings the heat!  
Much improved heat tolerance compared to traditional zonal 
types and  exceptional performance at both retail and in the 
garden make Santana an easy choice in both pots and hanging 
baskets. Dark green foliage provides a striking contrast to the 
large, oversized blossoms. The Santana series also offers a full 
color range that is well-matched in flower timing and habit.  Bench 
running this series will be a breeze! 7 colors in series.

GERANIUM  Sarita Pelargonium interspecific
Sarita varieties are the best choice for landscape plantings or 
for hanging baskets where minimal maintenance is expected. 
The interspecific hybrid brings ultimate heat tolerance to these 
varieties and the extremely dark foliage keeps the flower colors 
popping all summer long. They have excellent heat and drought 
tolerance and the  dark foliage contrasts with the vibrant umbel 
color. A top pick for garden applications. 9 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Great Balls of Fire  pelargonium ivy
The Great Balls of Fire series is the most premium lineup of ivy 
geraniums available today. Large double flowers, rich glossy-
green foliage, dense branching, and heat tolerance that cannot be 
beat. Comes in a wide array of colors. 11 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Elegance  pelargonium regal
Masses of blooms are produced all summer on these magnificent
geranium plants. The vibrant flowers are larger than other 
varieties giving you an amazing show throughout the summer. 
Perfect for patio containers and landscape beds. 14 colors in the 
series.

Geranium 
Santana 
White 
Splash

Geranium 
Santana 

Pink Splash

Geranium 
 Great Balls

 of Fire MerlotGeranium Sarita 
Salmon Pink

Geranium 
Big EEZE Scarlet
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GERANIUM  Brocade pelargonium zonal   
With unique, strongly zoned foliage and a high flower count, the 
AAS Winner, Brocade Fire, provides a novelty look with its unique 
foliage color and the adaptability and performance of a zonal. Use 
as an exciting component to combination containers and baskets. 
4 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Maestro Idols pelargonium zonal
Maestro Idols True Red is a beautiful rich-colored red against 
medium green foliage. The series is a mid-season zonal geranium 
with a semi-vigorous growth habit and green foliage. 13 colors in 
the series.

GERANIUM Patriot  pelargonium zonal
Patriot is an early season zonal geranium series with a vigorous 
growth habit and green foliage. Rosalinda is an absolute 
stunning variety for the garden center. Its massive, vivid pink 
blooms with fully double flowers will really wow consumers or 
impulse purchasing. This is a very vigorous plant that will easily fill 
out large containers and baskets. 16 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Savannah pelargonium zonal
Savannah Lavender Splash features bright balls of lightly scented 
lavender flowers with a splash of rose at the ends of the stems. 
With a superior plant habit, dark foliage, and bright flowers, the 
Savannah series stands apart from the rest. 18 colors in the series.

GERANIUM  Survivor  pelargonium zonal
Survivor Orange is a beautiful coral-orange and showcases large 
flowers and green foliage with medium vigor and well-suited for 
late production.

Geranium Elegance Rose Bicolor

Geranium  
Brocade Fire

Geranium 
Patriot  
Rosalinda

Geranium 
Maestro Idols 

True Red

Geranium 
Savannah 
Lavender Splash

Geranium 
Survivor 
Orange
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White

Magenta

GERANIUMMarcada®  pelargonium interspecific
Dark Red 23 - Strong interspecific with an ivy look in a medium 
vigor semi-trailing habit. This upgrade comes with even more heat 
tolerance and less sensitivity to oedema. The superior flower 
retention throughout growing, shipping, and retail make this a 
powerhouse variety. The Mercada is best in gallons and performs 
in containers, baskets, and combos. Colors: Dark Red 23, Deep 
Coral, Magenta, Pink + Purple Eye, and White.

GERANIUM   Decora  pelargonium ivy
Pink - Featuring large, colorful blooms with unique variegated 
foliage. These heat-tolerant, trailing ivy type pelargoniums are 
perfect for cascading baskets and window boxes. Five colors in 
the series.

GERANIUM Glacier White pelargonium ivy
A great-performing, single-flowered ivy geranium that stands 
up to the heat with unmatched performance and cascades over 
baskets and window boxes.

GERANIUM Roya® pelargonium ivy
Purple - These double-flowered, trailing ivy type pelargonium 
are early flowering for quick turns. These have high oedema 
resistance for clean foliage. The brilliant blooms shine on healthy 
foliage with medium-vigor, and a well-branched habit. 22 colors 
in the series.

Geranium Decora Pink

Pink + Purple Eye

Deep Coral

Dark Red 23

Geranium Glacier White

GERANIUM MARCADA®

Geranium Royal® Purple
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GERANIUM Moonlight® pelargonium zonal
Dark-foliage, compact, uniform series is perfect for pot-tight 
production with no pinch necessary! The Moonlight series is 
early flowering with 3-4 flowers at first flush. Large blooms on 
an upright plant make this a must-have. The Moonlight is best in 
quarts or gallons and performs in containers and landscapes. 16 
colors in the series.

GERANIUM Sunrise® pelargonium zonal
Green-leaf foliage with medium-vigor is a strong performer. This 
large-flowered series blooms early and has great color range 
across the series. The upright habit and uniformity make this a 
go-to variety. Sunrise is best in quarts or gallons and performs in 
containers and landscapes.

GERANIUM Super Moon Red 
pelargonium zonal
A large-flowered zonal type pelargonium with dark red blooms 
and very dark stems which provide a gorgeous contrast. This 
strong, vigorous, heat-tolerant plant is sure to make you howl 
with delight! 

Raspberry Blush 23Pink + Big Eye

Light Pink + Big Eye

GERANIUM SUNRISE®

Geranium Super Moon Red
LavenderHot Coral

Brilliant Red 23Appleblossom

GERANIUM MOONLIGHT ®
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GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC  Caldera™ 
An eruption of color that beats the heat. Flower intensity and 
exceptional heat tolerance like Caliente® geraniums, but with 
a spreading habit. Caldera™ stands out all summer long with a 
striking combination of dark foliage paired with vibrant flowers.
A spreading habit makes Caldera™ a perfect choice for bold
landscape plantings, baskets, and heat-tolerant mixed containers.

GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC 

Calliope® Medium 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Intense Color That Lasts™. The 
best-selling interspecific geranium series for medium sized pots 
and premium retail programs. Large double flowers and intense 
flowering all-season long creates an impact in the garden. Calliope®

Medium’s wide range of colors, including unique novelties, are 
a one-stop option for building the ideal geranium program. New
color: Medium White Splash

GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC 

Calliope® Cascade 
Spreading Intense Color. The award-winning Calliope® geranium 
series continues to innovate with the industry’s first cascading
interspecific geranium. Calliope® Cascade has large, intense 
colored semi-double flowers, blooms all summer, and a vigorous
spreading habit. Perfect for growing in high-impact premium 
hanging baskets, large pots, or landscape plantings. A semi-
trailing habit, 20-24” wide and 12-16” high; plant in full to part sun.

GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC  Mantra™ 
Making a statement with big blooms, vigor, and dark green foliage. 
The first and only geranium series that combines the best of 
interspecific breeding with dark green foliage, excellent branching,
and a vigorous upright growth habit. Mantra’s™ dark green leaves, 
brilliant flowers, and habit is similar to the MojoTM series, but with 
about 40% more vigor. Large flowers and high vigor like Rocky 
MountainTM zonal geraniums – ideal for 2.5 qt. and larger pots. 
Colors: Bright Red, Magenta,and Pink.

GERANIUM CALLIOPE® MEDIUM

GERANIUM MANTRA™

Geranium Calliope® Cascade Violet MagentaBright Red

Calliope® Medium White Splash

SalmonBright Rose

Pink
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GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC   Mojo™
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Brilliant colors and large flowers set 
against dark green foliage deliver a striking combination. Medium 
vigor and very well-branched upright habits make Mojo™ the ideal 
choice for 1. 25 qt. to 2.5 qt. pots. A must-have series that works 
across a range of container sizes and is ideal for bold combination 
containers. New color: Dark Red Improved & Scarlet

GERANIUM INTERSPECIFIC  Moxie!™
Moxie!™ is the first and only interspecific geranium series bred 
specifically for brilliant flowers, unique colors, and space-efficient 
production in small pots. Excellent branching, heat tolerance, and 
compact vigor make it the ideal series for small – medium size 
containers with superior flowering all season long. 

GERANIUM IVY  Ivy League™
This ivy geranium has large vibrant amethyst flowers with strong 
branching and dark foliage, creating interest in hanging baskets. 
Exceptional heat tolerance, raises the bar for the ivy geranium 
class. 

GERANIUM ZONALExotica™
A zonal geranium collection that delivers eye-catching novelties 
for retailers and consumers. Perfect for small to medium-sized 
pots to add something different for geranium programs. Also in 
this collection, Rosalie Antique Salmon. 

Dark Pink

GERANIUM EXOTICA™

GERANIUM MOJO™

Hot Cherry

Coral Sunrise

Dark Red Improved

Starry Pure White

Geranium Ivy League™

Amethyst

Geranium Mojo™

Scarlet

Geranium Moxie!™ Pink Splash
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Dark Red

GERANIUM  Americana® zonal 
North America’s No. 1 zonal geranium series. The go-to zonal
geranium series for core volume-focused programs in medium-
sized pots, mixed combos, and baskets. Americana's right balance 
of medium vigor and series uniformity makes it a great choice for 
2.5 qt. geranium programs where growers need versatility and a 
wide range of color options. 

Dark Red - This true red is perfect for medium-sized pots, 
mixed combos and baskets. Americana’s offer the right balance of 
medium vigor and series uniformity. A great all-around geranium 
that works well for both grower & consumer.

Pink - The semi-double blooms of Americana Pink are a 
sought-after true pink in color.

Salmon - The bright salmon-pink blooms of American Salmon 
are big & beautiful sitting atop robust, well-branched plants. The 
series is versatile & uniform making it one of the most popular 
collections on the market.

White - A brilliant white that is part of the go-to Americana 
series. Excellent zonal geranium for both borders & containers.

GERANIUM Calliope® Cascade interspecific
Violet - The award-winning Calliope geranium series continues
to innovate with the industry's first cascading interspecific
geranium. Calliope Cascade has large, intense colored semi-
double flowers, blooms all summer, and a vigorous spreading
habit. Perfect for growing in high-impact premium hanging 
baskets, large pots, or landscape plantings. From Syngenta.

GERANIUM   Calliope® Large interspecific 
Dark Red - Blooms are semi-double and a dark, velvety red. 
Intense Color That Lasts™. An industry-first innovation and still 
the No. 1 geranium for color and performance. Vigorous habits and 
maximum flower power make Calliope Large the perfect choice 
for high-impact baskets and large pots. A wide range of color
options, large habits, and all-season performance translates
directly into consumer success. 15 colors in the series.

Pink

Geranium Calliope® Cascade Violet

GERANIUM AMERICANA®

Salmon White
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Dark Red

Bright Rose

Pink Flame

Crimson Flame

PinkMagenta

Bright Red

GERANIUM MANTRA™

GERANIUM CALLIOPE® MEDIUM
GERANIUM Calliope® Medium interspecific
The best-selling interspecific geranium series for medium-sized 
pots and premium retail programs. The Medium Calliope series 
offers all the benefits of the Large Calliope line in a more space 
efficient package. The wide range of colors, including unique 
novelties, are a one-stop option for building the ideal geranium 
program. Plants work great in combination planters, showing off 
in the landscape, or planted up in hanging baskets. From Syngenta. 

Bright Rose - These vibrant bright pink-rose blooms will add a 
shock of color to your outdoor space. 

Crimson Flame - A unique color featuring deep red flowers 
with hot pink edges; truly eye-catching.

Dark Red - Velvety-red blooms with a great branching habit. 

Pink Flame - A novelty color with semi-double blooms in light 
pink with dark pink markings in the center.

Salmon - The perfect shade of salmon-pink.

White - A true pure white geranium.

GERANIUM Mantra™ interspecific
Making a statement with big blooms, vigor, and dark green foliage. 
The first and only geranium series that combines the best of 
interspecific breeding with dark green foliage, excellent branching,
and a vigorous upright growth habit. From Syngenta.

GERANIUM Rocky Mountain zonal
Big on vigor and heat tolerance. Vigorous zonal geranium series 
ideal for 2.5 qt. and larger containers. Excellent heat tolerance
and bred to thrive all summer in North American climates and 
landscape plantings. Large round flowers and a wide color 
assortment provide high-impact retail sales.

Dark Red - A vigorous zonal geranium that is ideal for 2.5 quart 
& larger containers. Rocky Mountain Dark Red gives you beautiful 
dark red semi-double blooms.

Salmon White
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GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock Fancy Leaf / hybrid
Bright red flowers are nicely set off by the sumptuous foliage 
which are compact with ruffled, dark green leaves decorated 
with a narrow band of black bordering the edges. Combined with 
their lovely leaves, the effect is truly breathtaking. Fancy Leaf
geraniums are perfect for borders and containers in full or part 
shade. Height and spread 18”. 

GERANIUM Vancouver Centennial 
Fancy Leaf / hybrid
One of the top brocade type geraniums on the market decades 
after its introduction. Vancouver Centennial has orange-red
single flowers which bloom in clusters and sit alongside beautiful 
gold and green leaves with a bronze splash. The combination of 
foliage color and heat tolerance makes this geranium an excellent 
choice for container or in ground applications.

GERANIUM Wilhelm Langguth  
Fancy Leaf / hybrid
Successful on the market for decades, Wilhelm Langguth still
belongsto our top selling Pelargoniums. Compact with ruffled,
dark green leaves decorated with a narrow band of black 
bordering the edges. Brightly colored flowers are nicely set off by 
the beautiful foliage, from early summer to frost. Combined with 
their lovely leaves, the effect is truly breathtaking. Fancy Leaf 
geraniums are perfect for borders and containers in full or part 
shade. Height and spread 18”.

GERANIUM Lemona hybrid
Popular since its introduction, Lemona has vigorous flowering and 
a strong citrus scent, it swirls up every planter or landscape bed. 
This beautiful pink pelargonium does well in containers, gardens 
and landscapes; height 10-12”.  From WFL®. 

GERANIUM Darko® zonal
Distinctively different with intense, dark green foliage that really 
sets off the color of the bloom. Darko® geraniums pair up very 
well with the Elanos series in size, crop culture and timing. The 
well-structured, compact plants are a perfect fit for any 4 or 
6-inch program and mix well in larger containers. From pac®.

Geranium 
Mrs.Pollock

Geranium 
Wilhelm 
Langguth

Geranium 
Vancouver 
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Geranium Lemona

Geranium 
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Deep Red - This red flowering zonal variety is the most popular 
green leaf geranium from our program. 

Neon Purple - This eye catching purple flower color gets 
noticed in every planter. 

Salmon - The bright orange flower on a dark foliage background 
will grab the attention of passersby.

Scarlet Red - Vibrant red flowers pop against the deep green 
foliage.

Velvet Red - Luxurious Velvet Red joins the Darko® family with 
rich dark red flowers. A vigorous variety, these zonal geraniums
pack a punch on  compact foliage which makes this variety popular 
for planters and combination pots. From pac®.

White Imp - Sparkling white flowers look pretty as a picture 
among the contrasting dark foliage.

GERANIUM Elanos® zonal
Compact, allowing them to work well in color bowls, mixed 
container plantings and hanging baskets. The Elanos series have 
a medium-vigorous growth habit that offers maximum versatility
for growers. The structure of the plant remains neat and tidy at 
retail. Garden and landscape performance of Elanos is superb 
with large, full umbels with bright clean colors that really pop. The 
strong, bright foliage stands up well with the traditional zoning 
pattern across the leaf. Perfect for the landscape! From pac®.

Bright Red - No need to shine a spotlight on Elanos® Bright Red 
because it shines just fine on its own! 

Deep Red - Large flowers with massive foliage volume is why 
this is the most sold item of the vigorous zonal varieties. 

GERANIUM Flower Fairy® zonal
Violet  - These gorgeous blooms among rich, resplendent green 
foliage will catch your eye. Blooms present themselves in early 
summer and flower until the fall. Perfect for gardens or patio 
containers. Plant in full sun; height 16”, spread 12”. Colors: Berry, 
Pink, Red Splash, Rose, Velvet, Violet, and White Splash.

Geranium Darko® 
Deep Red Geranium Darko®  
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Geranium 
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Geranium  
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BUDDLEJA  'Butterfly Gold'
Beautiful bright yellow, green and white variegated foliage with 
colorful, mauve-purple flowers. Blooming mid to late summer; it 
attracts butterflies and bees. 72” mature height. Zones 6-9; plant 
in full sun. From Must Have Perennials®. USPP33807

DELOSPERMA  'Mountain Dew'
Brilliant yellow blooms with a white center make a gorgeous, tight, 
groundcover habit with succulent green foliage. 'Mountain Dew' 
is drought-tolerant and low maintenance. Blooms in spring-early 
summer; plant in full sun. Zones 5-8; height 2-3’. From Must Have 
Perennials®. USPP31543

DELOSPERMA  'Orange Crush'
Attractive light-orange flowers have a lovely a blush-pink center. 
'Orange Crush' makes the perfect groundcover with a tight 
habit and succulent green foliage, height 2-3”. Delosperma is 
drought-tolerant and low maintenance. Blooms spring through 
early summer. Zones 5-8; plant in full sun. From Must Have
Perennials®. USPP30806

DIANTHUS  American Pie®
Fragrant pure white blooms with unique magenta centers sit  
above classy blue-green foliage. Flowers bloom spring through 
early summer; height 12”. Zones 5-8; plant in full sun. Bulking and 
vernalization is beneficial. From PlantHaven/Pinks By Whetman. 
USPPAF

DIANTHUS  Pickables™
Vivid magenta flowers have a stunning iridescent peacock blue 
overlay. These fragrant flowers sit above classy blue-green 
foliage, the 11” high sturdy stems are perfect for a vase. Blooms 
spring through early summer. Zones 5-8; plant in full sun. Bulking 
and vernalization is beneficial. From Sunset Plant Collection/
PlantHaven/Pinks By Whetman (tag required). USPPAF

Dianthus Pickables™ ColorPopDianthus American Pie® Berry à la Mode

Delosperma 'Orange Crush'Delosperma 'Mountain Dew'

Buddleja 'Butterfly Gold'
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DIANTHUS  EverBloom™
Large flowers repeat throughout the season and bloom spring 
through early summer. Ever Bloom has a mounding habit; growing 
6-8” high. Bulking and vernalization is beneficial but not required. 
Zone 4; plant in full sun. From GardenChoice™ (tag required).

GERANIUM 'Black ‘n White × pratense
Dazzling white flowers with silver-purple veins have intensely-
divided, deep-purple leaves and reddish-brown stems. 'Black ‘n 
White' has the perfect contrasting colors for woodland gardens 
and the perennial border; height 14”. Anticipate blooms in early 
summer, plant in full sun to part shade; Zone 5. Bulking and
vernalization is beneficial but not required. From Must Have 
Perennials®. 

LEUCANTHEMUM Sunshine Freak!™
× superbum
 Attracting butterflies and bees, these cheerful yellow daisy 
flowers mature from creamy yellow to white. Sunshine Freak!™ 
blooms in early summer and is a tidy display that reblooms and 
will bloom without vernalization. Height 10-12”. Zones 5-8; plant 
in full sun. From Must Have Perennials®. USPPAF 

SALVIA Bodacious® Hummingbird Falls
× guaranitica
The first hanging basket Salvia! Hummingbird Falls has dark 
blue-purple flowers and black calyxes which will bloom from 
spring through fall; height 12-24”. This hummingbird magnet is 
tender; Zones 7-8. Vernalization not required; plant in full sun. 
From PlantHaven. USPP33891 

DIANTHUS EVERBLOOM™

Red DeliciousRaspberry Jam

Geranium 'Black ‘n White'

Leucanthemum Sunshine Freak!™Salvia Bodacious® Hummingbird Falls
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ASTILBE Delft Lace
Enjoy a show in the garden with Delft Lace. Long, ombre apricot- 
pink flower plumes sit upright on sturdy, bright red stems. The 
flower spires which grow up to 3' high, are held above mounds of 
lacy green to silver foliage. Delft Lace is long lasting; the plumes 
continue their show, ultimately turning a rich caramel color.

BAPTISIA Decadence®
Sparkling Sapphires - This addition to the Baptisia 
DECADENCE® series will stop you in your tracks with its intensely
vibrant flower color. You’ll enjoy its vivid violet blue blossoms in 
late spring, around the same time as peonies and COLOR SPIRES® 
Salvia.

HOSTA  Wide Brim
Tip your hat to the Wide Brim Hosta, a stellar choice for the shady 
part of your garden. Broad, variegated blue-green and cream 
leaves create a sturdy mound of attractive foliage. In the summer 
they are topped with slim spikes of lavender flowers.

LAVENDER  Purple Crown
Deep purple-violet flowers perch above lovely gray-green foliage. 
Plant in patio containers, or as a border in a sunny location and 
enjoy the lovely fragrance from late spring through summer. 
Lavender Purple Crown attracts pollinators!

LEUCANTHEMUM shasta daisy
Amazing Daisies® Banana Cream
A superb selection with huge 4-5”, lemon yellow flowers which 
brighten to creamy white. Well-budded plants have an extra long 
bloom time in summer. A vigorous grower with disease resistant, 
dark green foliage. Nice in pots or in the garden.

Astilbe Delft Lace

Baptisia Decadence® Sparkling Sapphires

Lavender Purple Crown

Hosta Wide Brim

Leucanthemum Amazing Daisies® Banana Cream
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PEONY Sarah Bernhardt
Gorgeous, double rose-pink flowers with sweet ruffled petals, not 
only look stunning but smell incredibly fragrant and are huge at 
8"! The emerald green foliage will add that extra touch of lushness 
your garden needs. Sarah Bernhardt is deer resistant, cold hardy 
and extremely long-lived.

PHLOX Glamour Girl
Glamour Girl maintains bright green, healthy looking foliage on 
strong stems all summer, putting on a flower show in mid through 
late summer. 

RUDBECKIA Little Gold Star
A knee-high Black-Eyed Susan, with star-shaped golden yellow 
flowers. Flowers are produced over dark green foliage for a long 
time. Attracts: bees, birds, and butterflies.

SALVIA  Perfect Profusion
Soft icy blue flowers cover the perfectly rounded plant. The sheer 
density of flower stems will certainly catch your eye as you walk 
past!

SEDUM Bundle of Joy
If you love 'Pure Joy' for its fantastic can't-be-beat habit and short 
stature, you'll love 'Bundle of Joy'. This is a white flowering sport 
of 'Pure Joy' has the same exemplary performance, as well as an 
explosion of blooms that cover the dome-like habit.

Sedum Bundle of Joy

Peony Sarah Bernhardt

Phlox Glamour Girl

Salvia Perfect Profusion

Rudbeckia Little Gold Star
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COREOPSIS Solanna™ 
Sunset Burst and Sunshine - 1st year flowering. Solanna™ 
is early, with large semi-double blooms and unique coloring that 
changes depending on temperature. Prolonged flowering on a tidy 
mounded habit that is enjoyable all season long. Solanna™ is well 
branched and self cleaning. No vernalization or bulking needed; a 
must have for all growers. Hardy to Zones 4-9. Perfect for 5-6” 
pots and larger, landscapes, and gardens. 

DIANTHUS  Delilah™ 
Bicolor Purple - Floriferous with semi-double flowers that 
make an impact. Programmable plants that do not require a 
cooling period for flowering. Strong colors and highly fragrant will 
lend to consumer appeal. Zone 4–9.
 

ECHINACEA Panama™
Red - The first echinacea availabe as a URC. Bright scarlet 
blooms on upright habit that will bloom in weeks 22-24. Zone 5.
 

ERYSIMUM Sunstrong™
Large garden plant that will make a spectacular container plant 
or landscape staple. Cooling is not required to bring into bloom. 
Showy violet blooms can be enjoyed all season. Hardy to Zone 6.

GAILLARDIA  Gusto™
This series of Gaillardia offers four eye-catching colors; Lemon 
(yellow), Paprika (red), Saffron (golden yellow with an eye), and 
Sweet Chili (red & yellow bicolor).  The focus with the new series 
is ease of rooting and extended performance in the garden. Cold 
hardiness Zone 5.

Echinacea 
Panama™ Red

Dianthus Delilah™ Bicolor Purple
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GAURA  Steffi™ 
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Two new imrovements to the Steffi 
series. The Blush Pink is more upright and the Dark Rose has more 
of a spreading habit. Both feature stronger color and larger, more 
abundant blooms. A thriller for combos or exceptional pollinator 
for the landscape. Zone 4. New colors: Dark Rose Improved & 
Blush Pink Improved

LAVENDER Layla™ Blue 
Early flowering  with large blue spikes distinguish this variety from 
other angustifolia types on the market. Neat, light green foliage 
on a mounded habit without vernalization requirements is a
grower’s favorite. Zones 5–9.

RUDBECKIA  American 
NOTABLE Gold Rush™ - Now available as an URC from 
Danziger! American Gold Rush™ is being produced at the Danziger 
Guatemala farm for Intrinsic Perennials. This Rudbeckia is a nice 
upgrade over Goldsturm that offers a bright golden yellow flower 
with a longer period of flowering and improved garden habit. Cold 
hardiness Zone 5.

SALVIA Dark Matter™
Deep, dark blue blooms take on a feathery appearance on this 
rebloomer for all summer color. Strong branching that doesn’t 
require any bulking or vernaliztion will make this a top perennial 
pick. Hardy to Zone 5.

SALVIA Pink Nebula™
NEW IN 2024 Variety - Fantastic partner to Salvia n. Dark 
Matter™, the new Pink Nebula™ has large vibrant pink blooms 
that alsmost gives it a feathery appearance. This will be your new 
favorite perennial as it reblooms throughout the Summer. Zone 4.

Salvia  
Dark Matter™

Gaura Steffi™ Blush 
Pink Improved

Gaura Steffi™
Dark Rose Improved

Lavender
Layla™ Blue
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ACHILLEA  Sun-N-Fun™ millefolium
Sun-N-Fun™ is a season long bloomer, and the most compact 
yarrow available. This Achillea is day length neutral and no 
vernalization is required. Zone 4 hardy.

BUDDLEJA   Leah™
A compact habit makes Buddleja Leah™ an excellent choice for 
containers. It maintains it’s tight growth for mounds of color in 
the garden during late Spring and Summer. It does not require
vernalization, but does need long days for flower initiation.

DELOSPERMA  Delmara®
Absolutely massive yellow flowers accompany the extremely 
tight, well rounded habit of the all new Delmara.  Daylength
neutral, Delmara Yellow, like all other colors in the series, will 
bloom all growing season. Zone 3; width 18-24”. 

DIANTHUS  Constant Beauty® Crush 
caryophyllus
A completely programmable Dianthus with fantastic landscape 
performance. Constant Beauty® Crush is day length neutral and 
no cooling is required. Added to the series is Watermelon which 
is fully commerical and Pomegranate is a new single flower type. 
Zone 5 hardy. 

DIANTHUS  Constant Cadence®   
Potpourri - Potpourri offers a multitude of color as the flowers
open a deep orange and fuchsia before fading to more pastel
shades. Many flowers blooms are an even half and half 
color split in this extremely stable selection. Potpourri
also makes a beautiful potted plant crop!  Zone 4 hardy.

Achillea 
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DIANTHUS  Constant Promise™ 
barbatus x chinensis
Constant Promise is a top garden performer and class leading
series! It is the first to bloom and last to stop every year. This
variety is day length neutral with no vernalization required.

LAVENDER   Lavish® stoechas
A gorgeous fully double Spanish lavender. Lavish® is the earliest
blooming series available with flowering holding 5-6 weeks!
Purple Frost joins top selling Pink, Purple and White. Utility patent 
granted; unsurpassed shelf life.

LEUCANTHEMUM  Whisker™ x superbum
White - A complete reinvention of the “crazy daisy” type of 
shasta. Whisker™ White is completely day length neutral and
requires zero cooling hours to bloom. This is scheduling ease for 
all growers. It’s massive five to six inch flowers will continue in the 
garden all growing season. Zone 4.

LUPINE  Staircase®
This bicolor Staircase® promotes rose and yellow shades, clearly 
living up to its name.  Like all Staircase®, Pink Grapefruit blooms 
via temperature and not cooling or daylength.  It is ready to show 
off any time of year!  Zone 4.

SILENE  Carol Jean®
The Carol Jean® Series in both pink and white may be the most 
significant ground cover ever!  Daylength neutral allows the
season to open as the days warm.  Nonstop spring and summer 
flowering has positioned this series as the subulate replacement.

Silene Carol Jean® White

DIANTHUS CONSTANT PROMISE®

LUPINE STAIRCASE®

Red Papaya

Cherry Frost

Lavender Lavish® Purple Frost

Leucanthemum Whisker™ White
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ALSTROEMERIA  Colorita® 
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Colorita® Alstroemeria are a 
series of 14 naturally compact varieties with outstanding flower 
power and habits. Excellent when used in a container on the patio 
or planted out in the garden. Flowers bloom all summer long until 
the first frost. From ThinkPlants / Royal Van Zanten.

ARMERIA  ‘Dreameria’®
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - This beautiful well-matched 
series of Armeria provides frost-to-frost flowering in containers 
or in the garden. Very heat tolerant and easy to grow. Remove 
old flowers once a month for best performance. From Darwin
Perennials.

DIANTHUS  ‘Pashmina’™
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Brilliant colors bloom constantly 
from spring to fall above a mounded habit. Super tough plants 
overwinter without a doubt making the Pashmina™ varieties a top 
choice for perennial landscapes. From Selecta.

ECHEVERIA  ‘Coral Reef’®
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Unique leaves have colorful wavy 
margins highlighted in bright red. Varieties ‘Coral Reef® Chocolate’
and ‘Red’ are perfect for high-end succulent combinations and 
year-round centerpieces.  From GreenFuse Botanicals.

ECHINACEA  ‘SunSeekers Pumpkin Pie’
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - This new groundbreaking color 
in the ‘SunSeekers’ series features fully double rows of petals 
in shades of copper, orange and peach. Plants are extremely
floriferous with vibrant flowers that don’t fade. From Innoflora.

ECHINACEA SUN MAGIC VINTAGE

Armeria 'Dreameria'® Vivid Dream Echinacea 'SunSeekers Pumpkin Pie'

Dianthus Pashmina™ Berry Red

Alstroemeria 
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Eliane Orange

Echeveria Coral Reef® 
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Echeveria Coral Reef® 
Red
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GEUM ‘Double Bloody Mary’ chiloensis flore plena
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Blood red ruffled flowers are fully 
double, blooming on strong tall stems. Stunning when used in the 
landscape or combination plantings. 

HEUCHERA  ‘Black Forest Cake’
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - This new groundbreaking color 
in the ‘SunSeekers’ series features fully double rows of petals 
in shades of copper, orange and peach. Plants are extremely
floriferous with vibrant flowers that don’t fade. From TerraNova.

IBERIS  ‘Mermaid Lavender’ x hyb
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Amazingly deep lavender petals 
flower consistently from spring into summer. This season-
extending variety of Candytuft is excellent for sales during the 
months of high garden center traffic! From ThinkPlants / Syngenta.

LUPINUS  ‘Staircase’®
NEW IN 2023-24 Color - Pure, crisp white is the newest 
color in the Staircase® series! The first proven day-length neutral 
lupine, ‘Staircase®’ lupine are easy to program for production. 
Grown in a larger pot (2 gallon +), plants will grow to the pot 
size and produce even more flowers. New color: White From
GreenFuse Botanicals.

SAXIFRAGA  ‘Alpino Early’ x arendsii
NEW IN 2023-24 Series - Free-flowering varieties bloom 
in stunning colors! The Alpino varieties offer a more vigorous 
plant habit that is approximately 2-4 weeks earlier than other 
varieties. These will be the first pop of color to cure spring fever! 
*Vernalization recommended, 32 cell vernalized liners available. 
 From ThinkPlants / Syngenta. Iberis Mermaid Lavender

Geum Double Bloody MaryHeuchera Black Forest Cake

Saxifraga 
Alpino Early 

Picotee
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CENTAUREA  Mercury
Intense color effect, Silver- white, rosettes of decorative wavy 
rounded lobes leaves. Cushion shape, mounding habit.  Easy to 
grow, low maintenance, drought, deer and wind tolerant. Superb 
foliage combo, edging, rock gardens, group planting, big contai ers 
also for patios and decks. US Zone 7 – 9

COPROSMA  Eclipse
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Shiny glossy maroon with bright 
pink margins colored foliage creates bold color impact. Upright, 
dense, well branching. Easy to grow, low maintenance, tolerates 
coastal conditions, deer resistant. Add a splash of color, excellent 
autumn color, ideal for low hedging, borders, mixed borders, beds, 
mix combinations, rock gardens, containers for balconies, decks 
and patios. US Zone 9 – 11 PBR PPAF

COPROSMA Pacific Night
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Shiny glossy deep purple- red, 
narrow, rounded foliage creates bold color impact. Upright, dense, 
well branching. Easy to grow, low maintenance, tolerates coastal 
conditions, deer resistant. Add a splash of color, excellent autumn 
color, ideal for low hedging, borders, mixed borders, beds, mix 
combinations, rock gardens, containers for balconies, decks and 
patios. US Zone 9 – 11

HEMIGRAPHIS Purple Waffle
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Evergreen perennial, grown for 
their unique foliage! Rich metallic purple- green tinted leaves 
with waffle like texture. Grow easily and low maintenance plants.
Adds a decorator and colorful touch inhouse, out in the garden 
and any outdoor spaces. Perfect hanging baskets, and great for 
small or big pots for sunny spots indoors or partly shaded patios 
and decks. Good color impact as a small group planting in the 
garden. Low growing and dense habit. US Zone: 8 - 11

SALVIA Amistad 
Super flower power. Free flowering, blooms early and repeatedly 
for a long flowering season. Deep purple tubular flowers from 
black calyces, sterile large flowers. Good uniform bushy habit. 
Easy to care, beneficial for butterflies, hummingbirds and bees.
Idle centerpiece or standalone in big containers for patio and 
outdoor spaces also mix containers. Adds a splash of color to 
borders, garden group planting, cottage and meadow gardens and 
beds. US Zone 7 – 10 PP23578 EU35867

Centaurea MercuryCoprosma Eclipse

Coprosma Pacific Night

Hemigraphis Purple Waffle

Salvia Amistad
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SAPONARIA Bressingham Pink
Masses of Bright pink flowers late spring. Low growing, cushion- 
mat forming, dense habit. Drought tolerant, deer resistant, easy 
to grow, low maintenance. Great value for small to mid-size spring 
containers, low small ground covers, rock gardens, along walk-
ways and stepping stones. US Zone 4 – 9

SENECIO Orange Flame
Color and texture plant grown for its showy Silver, rosette
succulent foliage. Heat and drought tolerant, easy to grow, low 
maintenance. Flowers in late spring- summer with Bright orange 
flowers. Use in large containers for the outdoor spaces, patios and 
decks, garden planting, rock gardens. Also used inhouse in lighted 
areas. US Zone 8 – 11

SETCREASEA Green White Beauty 
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Attractive variegated, striped 
green and white patterned foliage. Great color effect indoor and 
outdoor spaces, in hanging baskets and containers. Contrasting 
small ground covers, fillers, informal planting, beds, rock gardens. 
Low growing, dense, trailing habit. Heat and drought tolerant, 
easy to grow, low maintenance. US Zone: 8 - 11

SETCREASEA Tricolor Power 
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Attractive white and green striping
with pink edges leaves, light purple on the underside. Bold and 
showy color effect indoors and out. In hanging baskets and 
containers. Upright, dense rosette growth forming habit. Great 
use in big containers for patio and decks, mix borders, water 
wise garden planting, cottage and meadow gardens and beds. 
Contrasting small ground covers, fillers, informal planting, beds, 
rock gardens.  Heat and drought tolerant, easy to grow, low
maintenance. US Zone: 8 - 11

SETCREASEA Zebrina Bourdeaux  
NEW IN 2023-24 Variety - Bold and colorful showy zebra 
patterned foliage. Striped purplish, green and bourdeaux leaves 
on dark stems. Excellent foliage power effect inhouse and garden 
spaces, in hanging baskets and boxes, big containers. Contrasting 
small ground covers, fillers, informal planting, beds, rock gardens, 
gently crawl over stones and other hardscape elements. Low 
growing, dense, trailing habit.  Heat and drought tolerant, easy to 
grow, low maintenance. US Zone: 8 - 11

Setcreasea Green White Beauty

Setcreasea Zebrina Bourdeaux

Setcreasea Tricolor Power

Senecio Orange Flame
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AUBRIETA Glacier™
This series is complementing to the best-selling Axcent™ series. 
Glacier™ flowers on average 2–3 weeks later than Axcent™ and 
is slightly more compact, making it an ideal season extender for 
Aubrieta programs nationwide. 

CAMPANULA F1  Clockwise™
The first F1 Campanula portenschlagiana offering fast, uniform 
production. First-year flowering with no vernalization period 
needed. Dark blue flowers along with matching White Blush on a 
dense, compact habit requiring less PGRs with highly uniform in 
habit and flowering time.  

IBERIS Mermaid Lavender x hybrida
The first lavender flowering Iberis to extend the season and add 
color to this perennial class. This new item is first-year flowering 
and has a rich lavender color from spring to summer. 

IBERIS  Whistler™ candytuft
F1 seed creates uniformity in both habit and flowering for early 
spring and spring shipping windows. Whistler is a very compact 
perennial with beautiful small white flowers. It is suitable for 
partial shade, expect flowers in March and April.

ECHINACEA  Prairie Blaze™ 
NEW IN 2023-24 Series - Striking novelty colors upgrade 
perennial programs and are a direct match to Prairie Splendor 
Compact in habit and timing. Efficient to produce in a wide range 
of containers and ideally suited for 2.5-quart programs. The first 
seed grown Echinacea with earliness and uniformity optimized 
for mass production and with a wide enough color range to offer 
a true alternative to vegetative varieties. Striking novelty colors 
upgrade perennial programs and are a direct match to Prairie 
Splendor Compact in habit and timing.

Aubrieta Glacier™ Red

Aubrieta 
Glacier™ 

Red

Aubrieta Glacier™ Violet

Campanula F1 Clockwise™ Compact White Blush

Iberis Mermaid Lavender

Iberis Whistler™
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ERYSIMUM Erysistible™
NEW IN 2023-24 Series - The first Zone 5 hardy Erysimum 
available in novelty colors. Striking novelty colors are a welcome 
addition to early spring programs. Medium-vigor controlled habits 
work well across all key container sizes.

LITHODORA  Tidepool™ diffusa
Tidepool™ has a true blue stand-out color and tidy habit creating 
great producibility. The habit is fuller and refined with large
quantities of intense blue, star-shaped, tiny flowers all over the 
plant. Blooms from late spring through mid-summer. Use in a pot, 
in rock gardens or as ground cover.

SAXIFRAGA Alpino™ Early
NEW IN 2023-24 Colors - A gamechanger in Saxifraga 
breeding, Alpino Early is very free-flowering with large blooms 
in stunning colors. Offering a more vigorous plant habit and 
is approximately 2 to 4 weeks earlier compared to Touran™

Saxifraga series. New colors: Carnival Improved, Deep Red, & 
Early Rose Improved

PEROVSKIA   Zephyr™
NEW IN 2023-24 Series - A densely branched and compact 
habit makes Zephyr the best choice for small to mid sized containers.
Soft blue flowers are held above the fine foliage all summer long. 
A tough and drought tolerant variety that is also a magnet for 
pollinators.

PHLOX   GoldiPhlox™
NEW IN 2023-24 Colors - A well-matched Phlox subulata 
that brings a needed upgrade to this perennial workhorse.
GoldiPhlox™ brings series uniformity with core colors, including 
the first ever Cherry! Ideally suited for small to medium-sized 
containers and it a must-have for any perennial program, big or 
small. New colors: Lavender Eye, Light Pink, & Pink Improved

Erysimum Canaries™ Yellow Imp

Saxifraga Lofty™ 
Dark Rose Shades

Lithodora Tidepool™ Sky Blue

Spanish Lavender Javelin™ Compact Purple

SAXIFRAGA ALPINO™ EARLY

White Imp

Carmine

Picotee 
Imp
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ANEMONE  Puff® ‘Pink’
Very unusual, compact, pompon flowers cover this short plant 
with stems long enough for cutting. New flowers open a rich rose 
color and progress to an antique sliver pink. Bred for its exceptional
habit, the brilliant flower display is a bonus for planting in flower 
beds and borders. Truly unique.

BERGENIA Vintage™ ‘Bouquet’
VINTAGE™ Bergenia are making a name for themselves in the 
perennial market. Compact plants are covered with clusters of 
large, lavender-pink flowers. Very different from old varieties, the 
new VINTAGE™ ‘Bouquet’ is long lived in the garden and makes a 
great, carefree container plant also.

ECHINACEA Kismet™ ‘Pink Lemonade’
Nothing else like this one! The famous KISMET® series has a new 
and exciting addition. ’Pink Lemonade’ has all the best features 
of the multiple, award-winning KISMETs, rounded, compact habit, 
great vigor, long lasting, bi-color blooms in an unusual shade of 
pink with lemonade colored petal tips.

ECHINACEA Prima™ ‘Lime’
The compact PRIMA™ series, now has a tropical lime companion.
Compact plants grow in a perfect mound and have exotic daisy-
like flowers. Distinctly lime colored petals tips, give way to a 
cream-colored center with an emerald eye that shifts to golden 
yellow as the flower matures.

GEUM Tempo™ ‘Coral’
Another exciting addition to the popular TEMPO series! Bright 
coral-red flowers are held in great numbers over this compact 
garden plant. The excellent quality foliage stay clean all summer 
long. Reblooms in the summer!

HEUCHERA ‘Changeling’
A most curious Heuchera! Changeling is so named because of the 
unique characteristic of changing colors every week or so. From 
top to bottom, new color emerge. New foliage starts off blushing 
peach and cherry and changes to champagne and taupe, finally 
ending up several shades of celadon green, pine, and moss. The 
strong H. americana bloodline enhances this plant with a sharp, 
silver veil that highlights the contrasting veins.

Anemone Puff 'Pink'

Echinacea Prima 'Lime'

Geum Tempo 'Coral'

Geum Tempo 'Coral' Heuchera 'Changeling'

Anemone Puff 'Pink'

Echinacea Prima 'Lime'

Echinacea Kismet 'Pink Lemonade'

Bergenia Vintage 'Bouquet'
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HEUCHERA ‘Peach Smoothie’
A companion to and an updated version of ‘Berry Smoothie’, 
new ‘Peach Smoothie’ features large, bold leaves in a new color! 
Primarily, the color of sun kissed peaches, ‘Peach Smoothie’ has 
undertones of cherry, coral, and orange. ‘Peach Smoothie’s full 
sun performance was excellent, and the foliage stayed rust free, 
even during Oregon’s longest, wettest spring in decades.

PENSTEMON ‘Parade of Parrots’
Oh, my goodness! Never has there been another Penstemon like 
this. Very upright, with strong stems to support and enormous 
floral display. There’s nothing subtle about this penstemon. Strong, 
claret-colored flowers; the rich color is so saturated that even the 
seed heads are deeply blushed. Very healthy and a stand-out!

PENSTEMON Nova® ‘Twilight’
A fabulous new look in Penstemon! Clouds of violet-blue, float 
at the top half of the neat, upright plant. So nice for a garden or 
container work. The medium small flowers are great pollinator 
attractors and continue for months. It’s a very long time since an 
entirely new type of Penstemon has been introduced! This is it! 
Also available in a glowing white flower form Penstemon NOVA® 
‘Pearl’.

RUDBECKIA ‘Summer Sienna’
This new Rudbeckia was a visitor must this summer. Mid-sized, 
tawny and sun-bronzed flowers are produced in impressive 
numbers, all summer long. The informal flowers are cheery and 
dramatic at the same time and in a well drained, sunny location 
will become a garden staple.

Penstemon 'Parade of Parrots'

Rudbeckia 'Summer Sienna'

Rudbeckia 'Summer Sienna'

Penstemon Nova 'Twilight'

Heuchera 'Peach Smoothie'

Penstemon 'Parade of Parrots'

Rudbeckia 'Summer Sienna'

Penstemon Nova 'Twilight'

Heuchera 'Peach Smoothie'
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ANEMONE  Frilly Knickers  xhybrida
An award-winning selection from England! Lovely white 
semi-double flowers with adorable ruffled petals that surprise 
with a delicate wash of pale lilac on the back; the contrasting 
dark stems and tough, olive green leaves really help set off the 
blooms. Frilly Knickers is a tough plant bursting with flowers 
from mid-summer into early fall.  Plant in full sun to part shade; 
height 24-30”. PP33416
 

ARTEMISIA  SunFern™ gmelinii
SunFern™ features fern-like textures that thrive in full sun making 
it perfect for a great accent plant in containers or groundcover in 
the landscape. Sun Fern™ is low maintenance, drought tolerant, 
and winter hardy. Plant in full sun to part shade. Height 14–18”. 
Zones 4–9. 
 

CALAMAGROSTIS 'Karl Foerster'
acutiflora
2001 Perennial Plant of the Year. Versatile, attractive and care-
free ornamental grass. Deep-green, lustrous foliage in early 
spring, lasts all the way to winter. Upright clump with feathery 
plumes. Moist, well-draining soil.

ECHINACEA   Artisan™
Yellow Ombre - A plethora of very large, single blooms in an 
intense golden yellow flowers put on a show from early to late 
summer.  This coneflower is a compact perennial that thrives in 
full sun, and is drought and heat tolerant. Great for beds, borders 
and gardens; attracts birds, butterflies and bees. Yellow Ombre is 
slightly taller than the rest of the Artisan series at 24-34”, plant 
in full sun. Zones 5-9. 

Echinacea Artisan Yellow OmbreCalamagrostis 'Karl Foerster'

OlympiaArcadia

Anemone Frilly Knickers

ARTEMISIA SUN FERN™
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FESTUCA 'Elijah Blue'glauca
Probably the most well-known ornamental fescue. Silvery-blue 
foliage forms a small, dense mound with flower spikes reaching a 
foot above the foliage. Prefers loose, well-draining soil.

MISCANTHUS  High Frequency™  
sinensis  (Japanese Silver Grass/Maiden Grass)
A tall, erect grass with arching blades in a variegated pattern of 
gold bands. The foliage is perfect to show off and use as a focal 
point; an impressive display of feather-like seed heads appears in 
the Fall for added interest. Plant in a sunny location with plenty 
of space to grow. Rust resistant, plant in full sun; height 5’. Zones 
5-10. An infertile variety from NC State via Darwin Perennials. 
PPAF

PANICUM 'Heavy Metal'virgatum
Glaucous blue leaves and a strong upright form create a formal 
appearance that’s softened only by its delicate seed heads.
Tolerates a wide range of soil.

PENNISETUM Hameln alopecuroides
One of the best fountain grasses for mass plantings. Seed heads 
appear in July and open greenish-white, turning a creamy tan 
with maturity. Prefers well-draining soil.

SCHIZACHYRIUM  Shining Star™  
scoparium (Little Bluestem Grass) 
NEW Variety - Catch a Shining Star! Variegation brings a 
game-changing ornamental look to this stalwart native. Bright 
basal foliage gleams with green and creamy white stripes. Cooler 
temperatures in spring and autumn, bring a kiss of pink to the 
tips; the blades continue to darken to burgundy with deep green 
stripes in fall. Flower stems stand tall with no lodging. Plant in full 
sun, grows 18-30” high. Zones 4-10. An Emerald Coast Growers 
introduction. PP33433

Pennisetum 'Hameln'

Panicum 'Heavy Metal'

Schizachyrium Shining Star™

Miscanthus High Frequency

Festuca 'Elijah Blue'
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AGASTACHE'Little Adder
Medium violet-purple flowers, dark green foliage, and a vigorous, 
upright-mounding growth habit distinguish this Darwin Perennials 
selection. Compared to A. ‘Black Adder’, ‘Little Adder’ sits lower in 
the perennial border and exhibits a more uniform branched habit. 
The bonus is the abundance of blooms—it’s safe to say pollinators 
will be very happy with the addition of this little gem in the 
andscape! PP26514

BAPTISIA'White False Indigo
A tall and lovely prairie native with long spikes of pure white 
flowers from May to Mid-June. Easy to grow and long-lived, the 
trifoliate, bluish-green foliage lends bold texture to the landscape. 
Flowers give way to ornamental black seed pods, excellent for 
dried flower arrangements.

BOLTONIA'False Chamomile
Zillions of lacy white daisies top long stems of fine-textured silver 
blue foliage in late summer and early fall. An undemanding native 
perennial that is surprisingly tolerant of drought and flood—and 
beloved by pollinators!

EUPATORIUM Spotted Joe Pye Weed
This pollinator powerhouse grows 4-7’ tall with extravagant, 
mauve-pink flowers blooming in late summer to early fall. This 
durable and delightful native perennial attracts swallowtail
butterflies and lives happily in sunny, wet soils. 

PYCNANTHEMUM Hairy Mountain Mint
Bees and butterflies abound on the flowers of this vigorous and 
versatile meadow native! Whitish-lavender flowers bloom in 
the summer atop silvery fragrant foliage. A great addition to a
pollinator habitat garden.

Eupatorium Spotted Joe Pye WeedPycnanthemum Hairy Mountain Mint

Boltonia False Chamomile

Baptisia White False Indigo

Agastache Little Adder
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GELSEMIUM'Carolina Jessamine
Surprisingly hardy for a jessamine (to zone 6!), this outstanding 
semi-evergreen vine blooms in a profuse display of soft yellow 
trumpet flowers from spring to early summer. Showy, prominent 
flower clusters stand out against a trellis or fence and serve as 
a nectar waystation for hummingbirds, bees, and Swallowtail 
butterflies.  

CLEMATIS'Old Man’s Beard
Blooming in late summer to early fall, this vigorous native vine is 
covered in showy, sweetly scented white flowers. A fine addition
to fences, on trellises, or trained up trees, the blooms provide 
nectar to bees and hummingbirds, while the foliage provides 
cover for birds. Clematis virginiana is a sound alternative to the 
invasive sweet autumn clematis.

CAREX'Rosy Sedge
A petite woodland sedge with fine-textured foliage and elegant 
star-like flower clusters that appear in spring. Topping out at 
roughly a foot tall, the neat bright green clumps of this lovely 
native groundcover are gorgeous used en masse—and just as 
lovely dotted about the landscape.

CAREX'Feather Falls™ Sedge
This hybrid Carex takes form and function to the next level! The 
soft, cascading habit of Feather Falls™ is a dynamic addition to 
part shade gardens and containers. This exceptional evergreen 
sedge has finely textured, variegated dark green foliage edged in 
cream. Each clump will spread to over 3' wide with time—sure to 
make an impression in the landscape!  PP26199

SORGHASTRUM'Golden Sunset®
Selected for upright stature, clean foliage, and plentiful early-
to-bloom golden-bronze flower plumes—this gem grows on a 
wide variety of sites and soils with winter hardiness to Z3! When 
in need of a native warm season grass with the verticality of 
Calamagrostis ‘Karl Foerster’, your search ends with Golden 
Sunset®.  PP33776

Gelsemium Carolina Jessamine

Clematis Old Man's Beard

Carex Rosy Sedge

Carex Feather Falls

Agastache Little Adder
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AGASTACHE ‘Guava Lava’ 
A brightly colored North American native hybrid and favorite of 
pollinators. ‘Guava Lava’ begins bloom in the heat of the summer 
and continues for many weeks. Coral orange flowers are held on 
equally colorful mauve pink calyxes. Even after the flower has 
finished, the calyxes remain attractive.

ARTEMISIA ‘Silver Lining’ 
A hybrid of native North American species including Artemisia 
ludoviciana. ‘Silver Lining’ finds the best in its parentage as a 
spectacular, durable foliage perennial. Broadly dissected silver 
leaves are showy from spring to fall. The mounded, low wide 
habit maintains perfect form all season and resists opening up. 
Use this perennial as a filler in the landscape and spiller in mixed 
containers. Buff yellow flowers are held on tall scapes. Unlike A. 
ludoviciana, ‘Silver Lining’ will not take over your landscape as it 
does not spread by underground runners. PPAF CPBRAF

BERGENIA ‘Peppermint Patty’ 
A very unique look for Bergenia. White flowers have a pink throat 
with color radiating down each petal. The petals are then edged 
with a matching thin pink picotee margin. Individual flowers are 
above average in size at 1¼” wide. By the flowers, stems are bright 
rose pink before transitioning to green near the base. Wavy, 
serrated leaves are extra thick with prickly toothed edges. PPAF 
CPBRAF

HEMEROCALLIS Rainbow Rhythm®
‘Blazing Glory’ 
‘Blazing Glory’ has 6” golden yellow flowers with a bold burgundy 
red eye and matching picotee edge. Where traditional cultivars 
have picotee edges that bleed or fade, ‘Blazing Glory’ remains 
consistent with a wide margin that extends the length of the 
petal. Compared to ‘King of the Ages’ the flowers are ½” smaller, 
more golden yellow in color, and have a more pronounced eye and 
picotee edge; the plant is also about 6” shorter. Well-branched 
scapes and high bud count will ensure a blazing display of color.

HEUCHERELLA Fun and Games®
‘Capture the Flag’ 
A Heucherella set to capture your attention! This large-leaved 
variety has deeply lobed chartreuse leaves with dramatic 
burgundy red centers. In late spring clouds of white flowers appear 
on light colored stems above the foliage. Compared with ‘Eye Spy’ 
the flowers are white instead of pink and the centers of the leaves 
are more red. Try this semi-evergreen perennial to brighten up 
the shade. ‘Capture the Flag’ will put up new leaves early in the 
season and hold foliage interest through the fall, with winter color 
showing in warmer zones without snow cover. PPAF CPBRAF

Heucherella 'Capture the Flag'

Artemisia 'Silver Lining'

Hemerocallis 'Blazing Glory'

Bergenia 'Peppermint Patty'

Agastache 'Guava Lava'

Artemisia 'Silver Lining'

Hemerocallis 'Blazing Glory'

Bergenia 'Peppermint Patty'
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HIBISCUS Summerific® ‘All Eyes on Me’ 
One of our most compact Hardy Hibiscus to date! Despite its 
scaled down size, ‘All Eyes on Me’ keeps the trademark massive 8” 
blooms the plant has become known for. The blushing pink blooms 
appear from the top to the bottom of a well-rounded habit of dark 
green leaves. Heavily overlapping petals give the impression the 
flowers are semi-double, particularly as each bud unfurls. PPAF 
CPBRAF

HOSTA Shadowland® ‘Love Story’ 
This Hosta will be a part of your garden “love story.” Long heart-
shaped leaves have medium green margins with chartreuse
jetting that bleeds into creamy white centers. The medio-
variegation extends from leaf tip to the petiole, flaring at the base 
of the leaf. A gentle piecrust wave edges each leaf. Tall scapes 
hold large clusters of tubular white flowers in early summer, 
creating a Hosta that can be enjoyed for its foliage and flowers. 
PPAF CPBRAF

NEPETA ‘Chartreuse on the Loose’ 
‘Chartreuse on the Loose’ is a perennial with season long interest 
perfect for lining the front of the border. The foliage allows for a 
full three seasons of interest with bright chartreuse yellow leaves. 
Clusters of lavender blue flowers are produced just above the 
foliage and appear all summer long. Unlike most catmint, ‘Char-
treuse on the Loose’ will continue to produce flowers without 
being cut back.  PPAF

PHLOX Luminary® Collection 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Tall Garden Phlox are a favorite in 
the garden, but often are plagued by powdery mildew in hot, 
humid conditions. These varieties are selected especially for 
their improved resistance over typical Phlox paniculata varieties.
‘Prismatic Pink’ has large, well-formed panicles of bubblegum 
pink flowers with dark pink eyes. This variety matches the height 
of the rest of the collection; perfect for the middle of the border. 
New color: Prismatic Pink  PPAF CPBRAF

SEDUM Rock ‘N Grow® 
NEW IN 2024 Color - A tall Sedum in line with the rest of the 
ROCK ‘N GROW® Collection, ‘Midnight Velvet’ adds a new foliage 
and flower color combination. Rich, dark purple leaves comprise 
the domed habit, adding garden interest from the moment they 
appear in spring. Beginning in late summer clusters of mauve 
buds cover the habit, before bursting open with rose red flowers. 
After bloom seedheads appear a dark red color. Leave seedheads 
standing for seasonal interest and as a food source for birds in 
winter. UV light is required to see true foliage color; leaves will be 
more green in too much shade. New color: Midnight Velvet PPAF 
CPBRAF

Hibiscus 'All Eyes on Me'

Phlox 'Prismatic Pink'

Nepeta 'Chartreuse on the Loose'

Hosta 'Love Story'

Hibiscus 'All Eyes on Me'

Phlox 'Prismatic Pink'

Nepeta 'Chartreuse on the Loose'

Sedum 'Midnight Velvet'
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Here for You
a s

You r  Sou rce  for  Cut t i ng  E d ge  Ne w  Pl a nt s
Each year our New Plant Development department works on projects involving more 

than 80 plant genera. From these projects we will make and evaluate more than 
35,000 unique crosses. Many are eliminated and only the most promising make it to 
the landscape, container, and production trials. In addition to our own efforts, we also 
consider numerous cultivars submitted by outside sources. All in pursuit of finding the 

best, most unique and improved plants for our catalog.

TM

Premium Perennials. Rewarding Results.
www.WaltersGardens.com

Home of Proven Winners® Perennials
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See our entire Madinia® lineup at 
syngentaflowers-us.com.

All photos are either the property of Syngenta or are used with permission.
© 2023 Syngenta. Some or all of the varieties may be protected under one or more of the following: Plant Variety Protection, United States 
Plant Patents and/or Utility Patents and may not be propagated or reproduced without authorization. The trademarks or service marks displayed 
or otherwise used herein are the property of a Syngenta Group Company. 

Space-saving, heat-loving color.

• Madinia® Petite Dipladenia has all the benefits for 
grower efficiency—early flowering, less PGRs, no 
vining, and high-density production in small pots.

• Beautiful tropical flowers on a compact habit along 
with less garden maintenance will keep consumers 
smiling all summer.

• Perfect for small gardens, mixed combos,  
and hanging baskets.

P E T I T E  S E R I E S

Madinia®  
Petite Pink

Madinia®  
Petite Red
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VENDOR LOCATION KNOWN FOR…

Evergreen Nursery Wisconsin
Bare Root & Cell Tray Evergreen Trees, Cell Tray Shrubs including Proven
Winner Color Choice Shrubs

Half Hollow Nursery Long Island, NY Outstanding quality B+B, trees up to 4”, P+P , and containers!

Hillis Nursery Tennessee Bare root liners, shrubs and native material

JP Chesapeake Maryland Large caliper landscape grade deciduous material

Johnston’s Evergreen Pennsylvania Container & B/B trees, shrubs, and Evergreens, Limited areas

Hopewell Nursery New Jersey Great assortment of high quality container trees, shrubs, and perennials.

Kogut Nursery Connecticut Good assortment of B+B, container, P+P, outstanding evergreens!

Lancaster Farms Virginia High quality container plants and P+P material. Limited distribution.

R A Dudley Nursery Georgia Great assortment of Container grown trees & shrubs for Northern 
& Southern markets.

Michigan Evergreen Michigan
Originator of LA Dreamin Hydrangea, good assortment of container 
shrubs and perennials.

Scott Farms New Jersey Outstanding container shrubs, perennials and grasses. Limited areas.

Superior Farms Michigan Container & Evergreen shrubs including Bloomin Easy varieties,
Fruit Trees

Scenic Hills Nursery Tennessee High quality Deciduous trees & Evergreen shrubs

Youngblood Nursery Tennessee High quality Deciduous trees & Evergreen shrubs

Sepers Nursery New Jersey
Nice selection of container grown shrubs, grasses, perennials, and roses. 
Limited areas.

Sunset Farms New Jersey American Beauties pollinator plants in 1 gal containers. 
Limited distribution.

Transplant Nursery Georgia #1 nursery plants for shifting material, #3-#7 finished material.
Limited areas.

Lake County Nursery Ohio
Nice selection of Container and Field Grown flowering and evergreen
shrubs, and trees. Limited areas.

Angelica Nursery Maryland High quality, large size material, field grown trees and shrubs

Bob Young’s Nursery Tennessee High quality Deciduous trees & Evergreen shrubs

Botanico Nursery Tennessee Container and B&B shade and flowering trees

Cerbo’s Newton Nursery New Jersey High quality Deciduous landscape grade trees

Faron Green Nursery Tennessee High quality Deciduous trees & Evergreen shrubs

Freedom Tree Farms Tennessee Container grown Flowering, Shade, & Fruit trees and asstd shrubs

Grower’s Choice North Carolina High quality, good assortment B+B, flowering and shade, P+P trees

Georgia 32 cell nursery shrub linersGriffith Propagation

EAST COAST  ❱ NURSERY VENDORS
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VENDOR LOCATION KNOWN FOR…

Advanced Ornamentals Oregon Conifers, grafted plants and ornamentals

Blue Heron Farms Oregon Good assortment - container shrubs and trees.  

Blue Mountain Oregon Miniature and dwarf conifers assortments.

Bountiful Farms Oregon High quality B+B and P+P, great assortment.

Colony Nursery Oregon High quality B+B and container grafts.

Ekstrom Nursery Oregon Great assortment, B+B and container; retail sized inexpensive plants.

Ekstrom & Schmidt Nursery Oregon Great Value flowering and shade trees & shrubs in Container and B+B.

Fisher Farms Oregon Great selection of high quality container material, including PW 
selections.

Frank Henny & Sons Oregon Specializing in field grown Buxus, Ilex, and Rhododendron.

GardenScape Nursery Oregon Wide assortment of B/B plants including conifers, Rhodos, ever-
greens, and grafted items. Limited containers.

KCK Farms Oregon Container grown Fruit, Shade, & Flowering Trees, limited shrubs

KG Farms Oregon High quality grafted plant material, larger sizes available.

Loen Nursery Oregon Container and field grown plants in sizes from #1 to specimen

Marjama Nursery Oregon High quality grafted material.

Meridian Young Plants Washington Cell Tray, 6 cm, 9 cm, & #1 Container Shrubs and Perennials.

Obersinner Nursery Oregon Outstanding quality Rhododendron, Pieris and grafts.

Pohlschneider Nursery Oregon Great quality field grown grafted conifers, Acer, and evergreen shrubs.

Reardon Nursery Oregon Buxus, Ilex, Pieris, Rhodos, and Thuja are the staples here; mainly 
containers.

Russells Nursery Oregon Field grown unique grafted Conifers and Acers.

Schiedels Nursery Oregon Nice assortment of grafted nursery stock.

Schmidt Nursery Oregon Unique assortment of Japanese Maples, including specimens.

Spada Farms Oregon Great assortment of retail sized commodity items.

Twin Springs Nursery Oregon Nice arborvitae, grafted items.

Woodburn Nursery Oregon High quality container and P+P; dormant & forced florist azaleas.

WEST COAST ❱ NURSERY VENDORS
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VENDOR LOCATION KNOWN FOR…

Blue Heron Farms Oregon #1 Container Shrubs and Bare Root Trees

Evergreen Nursery Wisconsin Bare Root & Cell Tray Evergreen Trees, Cell Tray Shrubs including Proven 
Winner Color. Choice Shrubs.

Fisher Farms Oregon #1 Container Shrubs

Four Star *** Michigan Proven Winner Color Choice Shrubs

Georgia 32 Cell Shrub Liners including Encore Azaleas, First Editions, Gardeners
Confidence, Plant Haven, and Southern Living varieties 

Hillis Nursery Tennessee Bare Root Trees, Shrubs, and Native material

Meridian Young Plants Washington Cell Tray, 6 cm, 9 cm, & #1 Container Shrubs and Perennials

Pleasant Vie w *** New Hampshire Proven Winner Color Choice Shrubs

Transplant Nursery Georgia #1 Container Shrubs (East Coast Only) 

Woodburn Nursery Oregon #1 Container Shrubs  

NATIONWIDE ❱ LINER VENDORS

www .michells.com

Tel (800) 422.4678 • info@michells.com  • Fax (610) 265.4208 • 225 W Church Rd, King of Prussia,  PA 19406

*** Greenhouse Dept 55

Griffith Propagation
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Thuja Smaragd  
1 Gal Red Pot Rosa  

Double 
Knock Out  
3 Gal

Rose  
Heirloom 

3 Gal

Perovskia  
Denim N 
Lace 3 Gal

Deep in the heart of southern New Jersey, Bell Nursery (prev. Hopewell) is 1800 acres strong
with over 4 million square feet of polyhouse prodution and 100 acres of pot-in-pot production. 
They serve many markets with over 2000 different varieties of plants.

Bell has a large selection of deciduous and evergreen trees and shrubs, container plants, pot-in-pot 
trees and grasses and produce over 2 million perennials per season. Their selection and diversity  
ensures the best growing conditions with the highest level of quality plant material.

Hosta 
Francee 

3 Gal

Echinacea  
PowWow  
Wild Berry  
1 Gal

Chamaecyparis 
Gold Mop

3 Gal
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Hydrangea Mac LA Dreamin Bloom

Pieris 3 Gal

Hibiscus

Coreopsis 
Enchanted
Eve 3 Gal

Dianthus Odessa  
Orange Bling 

Bling 1 Gal

Buxus  
Winter Gem 

1 Gal
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Hibiscus syr Rose Satin #6 STDFagus syl Roseo Marginata 4-5’

Thirty years ago Bountiful Farms Nursery was born in the heart of the beautiful Willamette Valley 
in Woodburn, Oregon by the Nelson family. Today Bountiful Farms has grown to over 700 acres! 
Bountiful Farms has embraced new techniques to conserve resources and provide superior plant 
material. 

One of the most exciting methods they use is the “pot-in-pot” cultivation, which significantly reduces 
the amount of water usage and has the added benefit of allowing year round shipping.  New state of 
the art robotic technology has been introduced to produce a consistent quality product. 

Bountiful Farms produces and ships unique and stunning plant material of the highest quality all over 
the United States and to many countries throughout the world.

Corylus Contorta #10

Syringa Palibin #10 STDHydrangea Pinky WInky

Hydrangea P Quickfire #10 STD

Picea pun Baby Blue
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ACER Japanese Maples 
A wide selection of both upright and dissectum Maple varieties grown in various habits (tree, standard, branched, and clump). The 
dissectum varieties are field grown for a time, then Bare rooted and planted into the finished container size then allowed to fully root 
in. This method allows for a more uniform habit and fuller plant. Some Upright varieties are available as balled and burlapped.

CONIFERS  Grafted Types
Check out the great assortment of grafted conifers like Cedrus, Picea, and Pinus. They root prune the spruce as they are growing to 
help the plant develop a fibrous root system. This means into less transplant shock and a better transition into the landscape.

FAGUS Tricolor Beech
Young plants are heavily trimmed to encourage more side branching, and the finished plants are much fuller bodied than the industry 
standard.

FLOWERING Patio Plants & Flowering Trees
Tree Form Hibiscus, Hydrangea, Salix, and Dwarf Syringa are heavily sheared, have good caliper and full heads. Hibiscus available 
as both #6 & #10 Tree’s, Hydrangea, Salix, & Syringa in #10 Trees; bush form is also available. Also available are a great selection of 
Cercis varieties.

LANDSCAPE FAVORITES Buxus + Juniperus + Thuja
Buxus Green Mountain & Green Velvet are available in many forms. You can also find a wide array of upright  junipers and Thuja to 
suit all of your needs.

TOPIARY Sculptured Plants
Bountiful does a full line of topiary and sculptured art forms. In addition to the basic spiral and tiered forms, they offer animals, plants, 
people, letters, arches, umbrellas, screens, geometric shapes, and custom creations. If you can imagine it, they can turn it into living art!

Cedrus Atlantica GlaucaBamboo (clumping)

Acer palmatum Atrolineare
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Colony Nursery offers a broad mix of conifers, evergreen and deciduous shrubs, broadleaf evergreens, 
and bamboo. Specializing in grafted conifers and ornamentals, Colony Nursery is in the Willamette 
Valley, which provides the perfect fertile ground and a long growing season, making them the ideal 
supplier for independent garden centers, landscape designers and re-wholesalers.

Cedrus Atl Blue Cascade #20

ACER Japanese Maple
Colony offers a great selection of upright and dissectum maple varieties. You can count on nicely shaped field grown plants.

BUXUS Boxwood 
Outstanding quality with a great selection of varieties, shapes and sizes to choose from, including Bush form, Columnar, Cone, Globe, 
Spiral and Standard.

CEDRUS Cedar
Cedrus atl Blue Cascade was discovered by Colony and is a unique alternative to Cedrus atl Glauca Pendula because the mounding 
habit gets fuller as it matures in the landscape.

PICEA Ornamental Spruce
Wonderful selection of varieties and sizes to choose from, including unusual dwarf forms to the tried and true older varieties.

PRUNUS Laurel
One of very few nurseries offering Prunus l Marablon, otherwise known as Skinny Skip. Heavy field grown plants.

Thuja p Green Giant 4-5’

Prunus l Marablon 6-7’Picea ab Cupressina 7-8’
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Thuja P Green Giant 4-5’

BUXUS Boxwood
Kogut offers a nice selection of Boxwood in some larger field grown sizes. Green Velvet, Green Mountain, and Winter Gem are a few 
of their staples.

FRUIT TREES Assorted
Excellent quality #10 and #20 pots and a well rounded variety selection of Apple, Cherry, Peach, Pear and Plum trees!

THUJA Arborvitae 
Beautiful east coast grown plants are very full. Emerald Green, Green Giant, Techny, and Yellow Ribbon. Kogut has also introduced 
Thuja pl Leprechaun, an exciting new dwarf version of Green Giant!

Buxus mic Winter Gem 24-30”

Blackberry Arapaho #3 Teepee

Kogut Nursery, LLC is a family owned wholesale nursery grower located in Connecticut with 125 
acres of container nursery stock and 355 acres of field grown nursery stock.

Since 1931, Kogut has strived to serve the wholesale nursery market and work to ensure the highest 
quality at the best prices. Located in Meriden, Connecticut, they also have growing operations in 
Wallingford and Enfield.

Cherry Semi Dwarf Stella #10
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Don Marjama Nursery was started in 1977 by Don & Le’Ann Marjama on 1.5 acres in their back yard. 
Their small plot has since grown to a 267-acre powerhouse with seven different farms, all located in 
Sandy Oregon with stunning views of Mt Hood.

They produce field and container grown stock consisting of a variety of high quality grafted conifers, 
evergreens, deciduous and flowering shade trees, dogwoods, and topiaries. Choose from 183
varieties ranging from one-gallon containers to 12-foot trees.

Cham p Cyano Viridis Pompon 3-4’ Hvy

Juniperus Skyrocket Spiral 6-7’

 Juniperus Blue Arrow 4/5’

Thuja P SteeplechasePicea A Cupressiana 4’
Cornus x Summer Fun

Cornus x Radiant Rose

Cornus K x Celestial Shadow
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ACER Assorted
Marjama has a wonderful selection of both upright and dissectum varieties in a wide array of sizes from small to specimen. Acer 
griseum are top notch! All of the Japanese maples, both upright and dissectum, are nicely trimmed, full, and well branched.

CONIFERS Grafted Conifers + Thuja
The nursery grows a wide selection of grafted conifers including Cedrus, Chamaecyparis, Picea, and Pinus cultivars.  They offer many 
varieties of upright junipers which are available as B/B or potted. All are full bodied, well sheared plants. Marjama also offers many of 
the popular Thuja varieties.

FLOWERING + ORNAMENTAL TREES Assorted
Marjama has a diverse selection of ornamental flowering trees which are perfect for the retail market. There are many cultivars of 
Cercis in both upright and weeping forms with amazing foliage colors. In Cornus, they have a great selection of both Florida and Kousa 
varieties, including some of the newer pink flowering and variegated foliage cultivars. Fagus and Stewartia round out the line. All are 
nicely trimmed, beautiful trees.

SHRUBS  Container Types
Marjama offers a broad selection of container grown material! #1, #2, #3, & #5 Berberis, Buxus, Euonymus, Grasses, Hydrangea, Ilex, 
Picea, Prunus, and Rhamnus to name a few. Beautiful Picea gl Conica are available in many sizes and also in spiral form.

Cercis can Forest Pansy 2.5” Cal WBAcer PD Red DragonJuniperus Sea Green Pompon #10

Cedrus atl Glauca Pendula Serpentine 5-6' Picea pun Glauca Globosa 18-24" STD
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A division of Obersinner Farms, Inc. Specializing in Rhododendrons, they also produce Japanese 
Maples, Grafted Ornamentals, Buxus, Daphne, Deciduous Azaleas, Ilex, Kalmia, Pieris, Prunus, and 
more. 

With more than 30 years of growing experience, Obersinner consistently supplies quality nursery 
stock, offering both field grown and Pot in Pot material.

Pieris Katsura Prunus Otto Luyken #10

Rhododendron Cunningham's White 21-24" Rhododendron Ken JaneckRhododendron Honey Butter
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GRAFTED MATERIAL Variety 
Obersinner has greatly expanded their offering of various grafted items. From Acer to Cedrus, Chamaecyparis to Picea, and Ilex to 
Tsuga, they offer a wide selection to choose from! Acer p dissectum varieties as well as some upright types are field grown, then bare 
rooted and grown on a full year in the pot in pot so they are fully rooted.

PIERIS JAPONICA Assorted
Grown in field beds or Pot in Pot. Trimmed to produce very full, finished plants which can’t be beat.

RHODODENDRON Assorted
Grown in field beds and Pot in Pot, quality is first and foremost. Larger sizes available. Great selection of varieties in both H-1 and H-2 
hardiness.

Picea ab Pendula

Picea Glauca PendulaChamaecyparis law Oregon BlueCedrus Atlantica Glauca Pendula

Daphne burk Carol Mackie

Acer P Sango Kaku #10



Started in 1958, A&R Spada Farms are a family owned and operated agricultural business located 
in the heart of Oregon’s Willamette Valley, known for its rich, lush and fertile soil. The farm
cultivates more than 2,000 acres with a variety of crops, including landscape-type plants that are 
now shipped to 42 States. Seed, grain, and hazelnut crops are sold on the world markets.

Through the years, as the farm and nursery grew, exceptional quality to ensure customer
satisfaction was emphasized and today this standard is maintained in each and every plant from 
A&R Spada Farms.
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Picea gl Conica #7 42-48” Thuja occ Smaragd #10 6’

Picea P Baby Blue 4-5’ Spada

Pieris Cavatine #3

Spada Container Yard
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BUXUS  Boxwood
Spada offers many different varieties of Boxwood including Arctic Emerald, Gordo, Graham Blandy, Green Gem, Green Mountain, 
Green Velvet, Highlander, Newport Blue, Skywalker, Varder Valley, and Variegata. Styles include Columnar, Globe, and Pyramidal.

PICEA GL CONICA Dwarf Alberta Spruce 
From #1 through #10, Spirals #3 through #10, and Pompons #10 Spada has you covered! They also carry the very dwarf Humpty 
Dumpty variety In a #3

PICEA PUNGENS Baby Blue
Available from #3 15/18” container grown through #15 4/5’ field grown and potted

THUJA Emerald Green Arborvitae
Field grown plants are dug by machine then potted with a bark mix. Uniform trimming ensures great quality every time. Available in a 
wide array of sizes.

Ilex x aquip Dragon Lady 5-6’Hydrangea an Petiolaris STKD #5

Picea pun Baby Blue Field

Acer p dis Crimson Queen #2

Buxus Dee Runk #7 30-36’’
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Rhododendron Percy Wiseman #6 18/24”

Starting in 1968 as a small greenhouse growing florist azaleas, Woodburn Nursery & Azaleas contintued 
to grow and evolve and began raising foliage plants and a few annuals. Expanding their nursery in 1979, 
they also moved into outdoor nursery stock and soon field grown rhododendrons followed. Pot-n-pot 
production began in 2000 and soon the 1 acre farm became 10 acres, and by 2007 the nursery had 
installed 185 acres of pot-n-pot production. 

Today the nursery consists of 116 acres of covered production area, 56 of which is for azalea production,
and the balance for nursery stock production. Nursery stock includes 65 acres of can yard and 225 
acres for pot-n-pot production. There is also dedicated space for annual production including tray 
packs, 6-inch pots, hanging baskets, and patio planters.
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AZALEAS Forcing Azaleas
Pre-cooled and ready to bloom for whatever holiday you wish. Traditional and topiary forms available in multiple sizes.

BUXUS Boxwood 
A great assortment of container grown Boxwood in sizes from #1 through #10.

FLOWERING SHRUBS Assorted
Rhododendrons are  a staple at Woodburn, known for their quality and fullness from #1 containers to #10 pot in pot. Woodburn also 
grows a nice assortment of Buddleia, Caryopteris, Erica, Hibiscus, Hydrangea, Physocarpus, Potentilla, Spiraea, Syringa, Viburnum, 
and Weigela including popular Proven Winner and First Editions varieties.

PRUNUS Laurel 
Consistent quality and almost year round availability of many varieties of this popular landscaping genus.  They carry new varieties like 
Green Goblet, Greenfinity, and Volcano in addition to the tried and true Schipkaensis and Otto Luyken in #6 & #10 pots.

THUJA Arborvitae 
Many varieties and sizes to choose from including Emerald Green, Green Giant, Degroots Spire, North Pole, Northern Spire, and 
Leprechaun.

Pieris j Katsura #6 new growthChamaecyparis p. Fil Lemon Thread #3

Prunus I Schipkaensis #10Thunja pl Northern Spire #10



APoinsettia Viking Red



Poinsettias
UNROOTED | ROOTED CUTTINGS
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The perfect poinsettia program is in the details – classics with dashing style, novelties sparkling with charm. 
Color, of course, is key. You can never have too many varieties, and our new collection is more thrilling than ever.

Poinsettia combinations offer value-added programs to the market for retailers and consumers. These varieties 
are genetically matched families where timing, growth habit and production needs are similar to provide success.
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POINSETTIA  Bravo
Supported with a strong root system and durable stems, Bravo displays upright-facing bracts that create an attractive form that is 
especially apparent when sleeved. Colors: Bright Red, Pink, and White.

POINSETTIA  Burning Ember
Bright orange-red bracts on dark green foliage with a strong v-shape habit and good cyathia which are vibrant at retail. Suitable for  
4”, 5”, 6”, 8” pinched, 10” multi plant, mini tree, tree, and hanging baskets. 

POINSETTIA  Candy Cane 
This red and white jingle bicolor variety is stunning with big cyathia and large, star shaped bracts. The strong stems and medium vigor 
make it suitable for mini up to 10” production. A complement to Red Glitter, it is half a week earlier and slightly less vigorous for early 
premium promotions. The earlier response time will help it fly off the production floor while the amazing color will help it sell at retail.

POINSETTIA  Confetti Garden
J’Adore varieties exhibit absolute perfection in uniformity, allowing you to mix-and-match varieties for merry and energized holiday 
combinations. Combinations: Glam and Glitz.

Poinsettia  
Bravo White

Poinsettia 
Bravo Pink

Poinsettia  
Bravo

Bright Red

Poinsettia  
Burning Ember

Poinsettia
Confetti  
Garden 
Glitz

Poinsettia Confetti  
Garden Glam
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POINSETTIA  Early Polly’s Pink   
An alternative to the current hot pink variety, Polly’s Pink, Early Polly’s Pink is one week earlier and retains the same hot pink hue with 
similar high vigor. Early Polly’s Pink is vigorous but is responsive to PGR treatments for height control. The large cyathia with bright, 
hot pink bracts against dark green foliage make this a fantastic pink variety. 

POINSETTIA  Ferrara
Strong vigor and fast response time make this standout a top pick for the mass producer. This reliable variety offers excellent branching
and a V-shaped habit making it ideal for sleeving and high-density production. It is a new stand-alone selection that boasts beautiful, 
deep red bracts perfect for the premium tabletop centerpiece.

POINSETTIA  Frozen   
One of cleanest whites to join the assortment. Frozen is a mid-season variety with an 8 week response time that can easily time well 
for peak early December sales. Amazing V-shaped architecture that branches very readily with crisp white bracts makes this a great 
white variety for consumer satisfaction. Its medium-vigorous habit makes it ideal for medium and large containers.

POINSETTIA  Golden Glo
Soft buttery gold bracts pop on top of dark green foliage and pair well with all types of holiday decor. Extend the season with Golden
Glo! Medium earliness and compact vigor. Suitable for 2”, 2.5” pinched, 4”, 5”, 6” pots. Response time 8 weeks.

Poinsettia Early 
Polly's Pink

Poinsettia 
Frozen

Poinsettia
Ferrara

Poinsettia  
Golden Glo
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POINSETTIA  Grande Italia
Make a statement with this showstopping red variety, perfect for late season quality sales. This high-vigor poinsettia fills out larger 
containers nicely with large and dramatic, deep red bracts. Cyathia are slow to open, providing the longest lasting quality throughout 
the season.

POINSETTIA  Green Envy
This new and improved Green Envy will definitely be keeping spirits bright. The large, bright chartreuse bracts have outstanding 
contrast against the dark green foliage and make a bold holiday statement mixed in with either fall favorites or classic holiday reds.

POINSETTIA  Ice Punch
Extraordinary novelty breeding from Ecke provides a solid-performing specialty variety from early to late season. Bright rosy-red 
bracts have a streak of white down the center of each bract, in a unique marble-like pattern. Plants are uniform with medium vigor and 
excellent branching.

POINSETTIA  Imperial
The perfect plant for the late November and early December sales window, this new standout showcases bright scarlet medium-sized 
bracts. Its tight V-shaped structure paired with strong branching makes it suitable for high-density production. A more vigorous 
grower, it fills out medium-to-large containers with ease and can handle a later transplant than comparable varieties for the same 
finish time.

Poinsettia 
Grande Italia

Poinsettia  
Green Envy

Poinsettia  
Ice Punch

Poinsettia 
Imperial
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POINSETTIA  J’Adore   
J’Adore is the newest series of interspecific euphorbia hybrids created for dynamic, modern-day holiday décor.  J’Adore features 
layers of velvety bracts in pastel pink and rich touchable textures.  Its versatility allows growers to lean on these performers from the 
early season all the way through New Year’s Eve promotions, for an elegant and glamorous impression. 

POINSETTIA  Jubilee 
A vigorous family with a classic bract and leaf shape, Jubilee fills larger containers well and is an outstanding performer in both hot 
and cold climates. The series is available in 3 colors: Jingle Bells (striking red and pink bicolored), Pink, and White. 

POINSETTIA  Luv U Pink
A standout in any setting, Luv U Pink is an explosive plant with strong branchdes. The most vigorous in its class, it is suitable for larger 
containers as well as the southern landscape. It has a later response time compared to other euphorbias.

POINSETTIA  Polar Bear
Excellent, bright-white bracts over variegated transitional bracts for a unique look. A rare pure white poinsettia variety that took 
years for breeders to achieve.

Poinsettia 
Jubilee Pink

Poinsettia 
Jubilee  

Jingle Bells

Poinsettia 
Jubilee 
White

Poinsettia 
J'Adore Soft Pink

Poinsettia 
 J'Adore  
Dark Pink

Poinsettia J'Adore  
White Pearl

Poinsettia 
Luv U Pink Poinsettia 

Polar Bear
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POINSETTIA  Premium 
A legacy program for greenhouse growers around the world. This standout collection has the traditional reds and white, but also 
many unique standouts like Ice Crystal and Picasso. Premium varieties finish early with lower vigor for small to mid-sized containers 
and early season sales. Colors: Early Red, Ice Crystal, Lipstick Pink, Marble, Red, Picasso, Polar, and White.

POINSETTIA  Prestige 
This collection stands out at retail with reliable and long-lasting shelf life. Prestige is versatile in use and adaptable to any container 
size. Early Red finishes one-half to one-week earlier than Red. Maroon finishes half a week later and features a deeper wine-red color.

POINSETTIA  Prestigious
One of our most exceptional varieties with mid-vigor and mid-season performance. The plant is extremely tough, handling dropping, 
sleeving, and shipping with ease. Consumers will love Prestigious with the dark red textrued bracts above classic green foliage.

POINSETTIA  Princettia 
These eye-catching and intense hybrids are available in the beautiful colors of Dark Pink, Hot Pink, Pink, Pure White, Queen Pink, 
and Red. They are compact and early, making them a charming option for smaller applications – from miniature pots to mixed bowls.

Poinsettia
Premium  

Ice Crystal

Poinsettia  Prestige
Early Red

Poinsettia 
Prestigious Poinsettia Princettia  

Queen Pink

Poinsettia  
Princettia  

Pure White

Poinsettia
Princettia 

Red
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Poinsettia
Red Soul

POINSETTIA  Red Glitter
Striking bicolor with horizontal red bracts splashed with pure whtie. Heat-tolerant and ideal for tree forms with superior post- 
production characteristics.

POINSETTIA  Red Soul
Deep, velvet-red bracts are striking against intense, dark green foliage. A standout in all climates, especially the South, Red Soul  
exhibits excellent heat tolerance on a medium-vigor plant.

POINSETTIA  Southern Belle
This heat-tolerant, all-weather performer is an easy choice for both southern and northern growers. A medium-vigor selection, it is 
suitable for small and medium-sized containers with bright-red color and a strong V-shaped structure.

POINSETTIA  Tapestry
Tapestry makes an elegant statement with green foliage highlighted with a luxe gold margin. Excellent for combination plantings or  
as a standalone decorative accent among traditional red varieties.

Poinsettia
Red Glitter

Poinsettia
Southern Belle Poinsettia

Tapestry
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POINSETTIA  Viking Cinnamon
This collection is both heat tolerant and well-suited for cold finishing. Red, and the unique cinnamon, display a V-shaped architecture 
that is perfect for high-density production.

POINSETTIA  Viking Pro  
A great new addition for a mid-season red. This variety has an 8 week response time with medium vigor. It is versatile to fit containers 
ranging from 4-inch to 8-inch and even minis. The classic medium-sized bracts provide a full display on top of the plant. These attractive 
bracts stand out against the contrast of the yellow cyathia and dark leaves. The strong root system and great branching works well for 
multiple climate regions.

POINSETTIA  White Wonder
Versatile for multiple container sizes. White Wonder showcases clean white color, medium to large bracts, and V-shaped branching.

POINSETTIA  Winter Rose® Early Red
Winter Rose has made a strong comeback in the last year with social media, interior decorators, and garden writers. The ruffled bracts 
resemble roses for a unique holiday look. The narrow plant habit is great for straight-ups and combination plantings. And originally 
bred from cutflower production varieties, Winter Rose® Dark Red has phenomenal vase life and makes unique Christmas bouquets.

Poinsettia 
Viking Cinnamon

Poinsettia 
White 
Wonder

Poinsettia  
Winter Rose®  

Early Red

Poinsettia  
Viking Pro



POINSETTIA   Ruby Red™
Deepest, Richest Red Bract Color of All Red Poinsettias
- 2022 Poinsettia Trial Winner! #1 Red at Plantpeddler, #2 Red at 
Heimos. Uniform, medium vigor and nice V-shape habit for reliable
performance.8–8.5 week response time for easy scheduling.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 18-25  |  POT SIZE: 4–10 in.
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North |  VIGOR:  Medium

POINSETTIA   Orion™ Early Red
One of the Earliest Reds to Market – A perfect early 
season variety that works for all regions and climates. Ideal for 
6.5 inch pots and absolutely stellar for large, high-end containers. 
One of the most heat tolerant varieties and an excellent choice in 
the Deep South. 
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 7–14  |  POT SIZE:  6.5–10 in., Tree
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium–
Vigorous

POINSETTIA   Mirage™ Red
Sets the New Standard for Efficiency and Performance
in Small to Medium-Sized Pots – Vibrant red bracts with 
long-lasting cyathia make this award-winning variety a sure bet 
for Black Friday! A compact to medium habit is ideal for 4 to 6.5 
inch pots and space-efficient production. One of the best varieties
for holding and postharvest shelf life.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 15–22  |  POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–6.5 in.
REGION:  South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Compact–Medium

POINSETTIA   Whitestar™
North America’s Favorite White for Painting – Consistently
one of the most reliable white varieties in all climates and the No. 
1 variety for painting! Very large, showy white bracts cover the 
foliage. Versatile and can be grown at high density in all container 
sizes.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 18–25  |  POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–10 in.
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium–
Vigorous

POINSETTIA   Mars™ Early Red
A Winner in the South – An outstanding choice for early red 
sales in the Deep South with no heat delay. Upright habit that is 
very easy to grow in large containers. Exceptional shelf life.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 13–20  |  POT SIZE:  6–10 in., Tree
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium

POINSETTIA   Toro™ Red
An All-Around Winner – Beautiful large, vibrant red bracts 
with huge cyathias against dark green foliage. Medium to vigorous 
with upright V-shaped habits and strong roots. Best grown in 6.5 
to 10 inch pots.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 15–22  |  POT SIZE:  6.5–10 in.
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium–
Vigorous

Ruby Red™

Whitestar™

Mars™
Early Red

Orion™ 
Early Red

Mirage™ 
Red

formerly
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POINSETTIA   Red Elf™
Perfect for Minis - An early season variety with attractive 
bright red bracts on compact plants. Ideal for high-density bench 
run production in mini and small pots. Excellent heat tolerance 
even in the Deep South.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 10–17  |  POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–6 in.
REGION:  Deep South, South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Compact

POINSETTIA   Titan® Red
Strong for the Early Season – Robust habit and large 
upright red bracts. Excellent keeping quality—consistently out 
performs other varieties in shelf-life trials. Titan’s strong stems 
makes sleeving and unsleeving simpler with less damage at retail.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 7–14  |  POT SIZE:  4–10 in.
REGION:  Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium–Vigorous

POINSETTIA   Candy™ Cinnamon
Sweet Novelties for the Core of the Selling Season – 
Vibrant red bracts with long-lasting cyathia make this award-
winning variety a sure bet for Black Friday! A compact to medium 
habit is ideal for 4 to 6.5 inch pots and space-efficient production. 
One of the best varieties for holding and postharvest shelf life.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 15–22  |  POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–6.5 in.
REGION:  South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Compact–Medium

POINSETTIA   Mars™ Pink
A True Pink to Finish the Season – Appealing true pink color 
with medium vigor to fill all container sizes. Mid to late season 
timing to finish the core selling season. Upright V-shaped habit and 
excellent shelf life.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 21–28  |  POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–10 in.
REGION:  South, Mid Region, North  |  VIGOR:  Medium

POINSETTIA   Carina™ Hot Pink
The Perfect Pink for Small Pots North to South – 
A compact, early season variety with vibrant, hot pink bracts.  
Perfect for high-impact small container programs. Strong stems 
and V-shaped habits makes Carina ideal for high-density 
production.
FINISH DATE:  Nov. 10–17
POT SIZE:  Mini, 4–6 in.
REGION:  South, Mid Region, North
VIGOR:  Compact

Red Elf™

Mars™ Pink

Candy™
Cinnamon

Titan™ 
Red

Carina™ 
Hot Pink

Toro™ Red
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Family
Combining grower needs with consumer demands, family varieties mix and match with ease for small or large 
pot programs and as combinations. Predictability, heat delay resiliency, and flower longevity are all available in 
the true families for the perfect grower program and consumer appeal.

Innovation
Years of development have resulted in an extensive assortment for all customers and conditions. Our innovations 
allow growers to choose unique novelty varieties or family combinations that are perfectly suited to each 
production environment and product  program.   

Perfection 
Small details build the foundation for a strong program, and we focus on perfecting those details in our variety 
collections, uniform Confetti Garden™ combinations, and retail solutions.

Vitality
The unique Vitamum® assortment shines with large flowers in bold and fresh colors. They offer disease resistance 
and are selected for extended color retention, resulting in straightforward production and a long shelf life to 
expand the selling window.

RECIPE FOR GROWERS
• Wide assortment for all finish weeks and pot sizes
• Trial-tested in multiple production environments
• Strong genetics require fewer chemical inputs
• Family breeding for uniform production
• Long shipping window
• Variety collections for easy production

RECIPE FOR RETAIL 
• Extended shelf life and color retention
• Selected for larger flower sizes and unique flower forms
• Bright point-of-sale material to maximize sell-through
• Product availability from mid-summer through end of fall
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Chrysanthemum 
Desire Golden

Chrysanthemum
Cheer Red

Chrysanthemum
Bliss White

Chrysanthemum 
Apple Cider

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Apple Cider
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Previously known as SB Apple Cider, this variety has a sturdy habit and great color retention with its medium-large bronze flowers.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Bliss White
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Previously known as SB White, Vitamum® Bliss White is an early season variety, with a medium size flower, and a fully mounding habit 
with a slow flower development to full flower.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Cheer Red
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previously 
known as SB Red, this is an early season decorative variety in an intense red color with a mounding habit. 

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Desire Golden
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Previously known as SB Golden, this is an early season, decorative variety that has very large flowers in an intense yellow color and 
a mounding habit.
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Chrysanthemum 
Festive Purple

Chrysanthemum
Jolly Dark Bronze

Chrysanthemum 
Fair White

Chrysanthemum 
Jubilant Red

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Jolly Dark Bronze
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Previously known as SB Dark Bronze. An early variety, Vitamum® Celebrate Jolly Dark Bronze has a perfect bronze fall color with a 
mounding habit and medium-sized blooms.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Fair White
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previously 
known as ET White, this is a decorative, late season variety with a perfectly round mounding habit. 

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Festive Purple
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previously 
known as ET Purple, this is a late season variety.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Jubilant Red
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previously 
known as ET Red, Vitamum® Festival Jubilant Red is a late and decorative variety with a mounding habit.
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Chrysanthemum  
Melody Bronze

Chrysanthemum 
Party Yellow

Chrysanthemum 
Pride Pink

Chrysanthemum 
Sing Yellow

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Melody Bronze
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty vari-
eties. Previously known as ET Dark Bronze 2019, this variety is late, and a decorative variety with a mounding habit.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Party Yellow
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previ-
ously known as ET Yellow, this variety has a matching habit within the timing group; it has a slow flower development to full flower. 
This is a late season variety with lovely yellow flowers.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Pride Pink
Vitamum™ garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties. Previ-
ously known as AG Pink 2018, this decorative variety is a late season type with medium-size flowers and a mounding habit.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Sing Yellow 
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty 
varieties. Previously known as AG Yellow, Vitamum® Sing Yellow performs well in all pot sizes and has voluminous plant vigor, this is 
a late season variety, with medium size flowers and a mounding habit.
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Chrysanthemum Field Yellow

Chrysanthemum 
Ditto Yellow

Chrysanthemum 
Ditto White

Chrysanthemum 
Ditto Pink

Chrysanthemum 
Ditto Dark Pink

Chrysanthemum 
Ditto Dark Orange

Chrysanthemum Power Red Chrysanthemum 
Homerun Yellow Imp

Chrysanthemum 
Homerun Scarlet

Chrysanthemum 
Homerun Pink

Chrysanthemum 
Homerun White

Chrysanthemum 
Homerun Orange

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Ditto
The perfectly matched Ditto family features a full range of colors, well-suited for monoculture or combinations. Predictable and 
highly resilient, Ditto is an easy solution for both shaded and natural season production. Ditto is also featured in the early season 
Confetti Garden® collection. Ditto is early season, compact, with a small to medium flower and a mounding habit. Colors: Dark Orange, 
Dark Pink, Pink, White, and Yellow.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Field Yellow
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Vitamum® Sport Field Yellow has large, medium-sized, intense yellow flowers.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Homerun
Featuring large flowers and bred from a family mutation for a perfectly matched mid-season program, Homerun has a quick blackout 
response time of 6-weeks and excellent shelf-life. Homerun is also featured in the mid-season Confetti Garden® collection. Homerun 
is a mid-season variety with medium vigor, large flowers and a mounding habit. Colors: Orange, Pink, Scarlet, White, and Yellow Imp.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Power Red
The Vitamum™ brand of garden mums feature a refined assortment, new mutation-bred families, and interesting new novelty varieties.
Previously known as MR Deep Red, this variety has medium earliness, is decorative with a medium-vigorous, mounding habit.
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Breeze
Jam

Chrystal  
White

Chrystal  
Romance

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM  Breeze
The Breeze series is refreshingly beautiful. This single-flowered series freshens up every interior or exterior space. Sparkling flower 
colors around a green center–what’s not to love? Let Breeze surprise you! Dark Red has single, dark red flowers with a yellow/green 
center and medium vigor. Top picks: Dark Red, Fox Orange, Jam, Yellow

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM  Chrystal
Quality has never been so accessible. The decorative Chrystal series blooms in every climate and is there for you to enjoy. Whatever 
shelf or growing condition, Chrystal will be filled with blooms. A new addition to the Chrystal series is White, a pure white chrysanthemum
with large blooms, medium vigor and perfect flower quality. Top Pick: Bumblebee is a sturdy, voluminous plant with a warm yellow 
color that contrasts nicely with dark leaves. Chrystal is sturdy, voluminous plant with a great shelf life and nice branching quality; it 
needs low PGRs. Top picks: Blanche, Bumblebee, Bronze Bicolor, Red, Romance.

Breeze Fox Orange
Breeze  

Dark Red

Breeze 
Yellow

Chrystal  
Bumblebee

 Chrystal Bronze Bicolor

Chrystal  
Ruby

Chrystal  
Blanche
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Cosmo 
Bordeaux

Cosmo 
Fresh Lime

Cosmo 
Yellow

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM  Cosmo
All varieties in this series have large, beautifully incurved flowers with endless petals. On top of that, they are easy to grow and require 
little growth regulators. Be inspired by these classical beauties! A new addition to Cosmo family is Bordeaux is a gorgeous deep red 
color, with medium vigor and extra large flowers; low PGR required to finish. Fresh Lime is also new, and has extra large flowers with 
white flowers and a tinge of green; yellow is improved. Top picks: Dark Red, Fox Orange, Yellow.

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM   Rainbow
It is no surprise we named this series Rainbow. Like sunshine after rain, this series certainly brightens up your day. This single-flowered 
series is characterized by the stunningly beautiful bicolor effects wrapped around a fresh green center. NEW in the Rainbow series is 
Passion, which exhibits an intense pink and white bicolor on large flowers and sturdy habit. Other top picks are: Circus, a medium-sized 
bicolor with red and yellow flowers which has great color retention; Sunset, a large, single flower with red/yellow bicolor blooms and 
perfect for the fall, and Carousel, another great option, has large flowers in a pink and white bicolor. Rainbow is an easy-branching, 
voluminous growth type chrysanthemum with lots of flowers and a great shelf life. Top Picks: Carousel, Circus, Sunset.

Rainbow 
Carousel

Rainbow 
Sunset

Rainbow 
Passion

Rainbow 
Circus
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Splash 
Pure White

Splash 
IntenseSplash 

Energy

Swifty 
Yellow

Swifty 
Purple

Swifty  
Orange
Bicolor

Swifty  
Bronze
BicolorSwifty 

Rosso
Swifty 
White

Swifty 
Pink

Swifty 
Light Pink

Swifty  
Dark Pink

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM  Splash
Through years of breeding, we are able to offer you some splashing varieties. This specialty line has very exciting options to offer, all 
with extravagant flower types.

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM Swifty
Swifty is your top pick! This series is characterized by its mini-sized flowers and fast finishing. All Swifty varieties have great branching 
qualities and are full of flowers. Swifty will definitely make you smile!
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Gediflora is a global player in the breeding and propagation of ball shaped chrysanthemums.
The wide range with unique varieties and families is known under the name Mum Flowers.

Gediflora’s mission, thanks to its R&D department, is to provide growers with a very consistent, 
high quality, innovative, 100% ‘easy to grow’ plant assortment. The mission of Gediflora is to make 
growers successful. We strive to be and remain the specialist in ball-shaped chrysanthemums. We 
do this by offering a total package: golden genetics + quality + service. Gediflora wants to be a 
reliable partner and enthusiastically goes ‘the extra mile’ for satisfied customers all over the world.

The brand MUM Flowers creates added value in terms of lifestyle. The brand boosts the general 
image of chrysanthemums and improves the perception of the consumer, the industry and the 
grower. It presents the chrysanthemum as a must-have plant that offers a colorful, carefree
experience.

For 3 generations we have had a profound love for chrysanthemums. The passion and enthusiasm 
for what we do has earned us a place amongst the world’s top. We strive to be and continue to be 
the specialist in ball-shaped chrysanthemums. We like to set the bar high and are not easily satisfied.

At Gediflora we have a passion for what we do, we work from a gut feeling and we are bursting 
with energy. We are a team of enthusiastic people and this enthusiasm is reflected internally in the 
company and in contact with our customers, partners.

Aduro Red
Aduro Pink

Aduro Purple

Amiko Yellow

Amiko White

Amiko Violet

Amiko Bronze
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Fonti YellowFonti Red

Arluno PinkArluno YellowArluno Red

CHRYSANTHEMUM Aduro
The vibrant, bicolor flowers are arranged in a perfect ball. Aduro is recommended for black cloth production with Jasoda or Staviski 
families and fits well with Conaco’s. These will flower early to mid-October under natural day; natural season in the north: early 
October; natural season south: Mid October. Colors: Orange, Pink, Purple, Red.
 

CHRYSANTHEMUM Amiko
Excellent choice for late September sales. Amiko offers one of the largest and longest lasting blooms among Belgian Mums® and are 
great for mixed color planters. This variety will flower late September in the north and early October in the south. Colors: Bronze, 
Violet, White, Yellow.
 

CHRYSANTHEMUM Arluno 
Arluno has a perfect round growth habit, suitable for all pot sizes and is an excellent choice for mixed color combinations. This is one 
of the most disease resistant variety. Arluno Amiko will flower in late September in the north and south. 
 

CHRYSANTHEMUM Fonti
Fonti is the earliest Belgian Mum family to flower and has very large, attractive blooms that will start cracking color in late August. 
Fonti is for outside full sun production only; this type will flower in early September in the north and in mid September in the south. 
Colors: Coral, Dark Pink, Orange, Pink, Red, White, Yellow.
 

Fonti White

Fonti PinkFonti OrangeFonti Dark PinkFonti Coral

Arluno PurpleArluno VanillaArluno OrangeArluno Dark Pink
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Padre Yellow

Jasoda YellowJasoda Red

Jasoda White
Jasoda Pink

Jasoda Orange Jasoda Purple

CHRYSANTHEMUM Jasoda
Designed to perform best inside and under blackout; Jasoda is less vigorous than the Staviski Family and more suitable to finish in
small and mid-size containers without PGRs. This is a great season extender in the south, and a stellar performer on the West Coast. 
Jasoda offers 6 colors with long lasting flowers.  Natural season in the north is early October and mid October in the south. Colors: 
Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, White, Yellow.

CHRYSANTHEMUM Padre
A top selling family that is easy to grow. Padre is vigorous and perfect for growing in large containers; great for mixed color planters. 
Padre is one of the most disease resistant varieties. Natural season is mid September in the north and late September in the south. 
Colors: Cerise, Lilac, Orange, White, Yellow.

CHRYSANTHEMUM Possidi
New decorative spider type flowers with great flexibility and a perfectly rounded shape. Great for hanging baskets, large pots and 
bushel baskets. Possidi is mid vigor and suitable for all pot sizes; excellent shelf life, and gradually opening flower buds. Flowers 
mid-September int the north and late September in the south. Colors: White, and Yellow.

Padre White

Padre Orange

Padre LilacPadre Cerise

Possidi White

Possidi Yellow
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Vigorelli Violet

Vigorelli RedVigorelli Orange

Staviski Yellow

Staviski White

Staviski Red

Staviski Pink

Staviski Orange

Soul Sister Pink

Soul Sister Yellow

Soul Sister Red

Soul Sister Orange

Soul Sister Dark Pink

CHRYSANTHEMUM Soul Sisters
Highly suitable for small pot sizes in black cloth production; no PGR’s needed. Soul Sister is a great natural season extender for mid to 
late October sales in the south. Perfect for color combos and hanging baskets - easy to grow and easy to love! 
 

CHRYSANTHEMUM Staviski
Our bestselling family, Staviski, is widely used for 8” production inside under black cloth. This is a great choice for mixed color baskets 
and upright containers and offers a very uniform growth habit with countless flowers. Staviski will size up in large containers for 
early October sales. Natural season is early October in the north and mid October in the south. Colors: Orange, Pink, Red, White, and 
Yellow.
 

CHRYSANTHEMUM Vigorelli
Vigorelli has very attractive mid-size deco flowers which are suitable for both inside and outside production. Vigorous enough to size 
up in large containers for late October sales. This variety is very disease resistant with long shelf life. Natural season in the north and 
south is mid October. Colors: Orange, Red, and Violet.
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Outstanding performance is Syngenta’s focus so success can be yours.

Syngenta Flowers has a long history of the best-selling varieties, industry-leading crop
performance, and best-in-class, customized technical support. The Yoder® Mums have always 
been associated with easy growing, excellent retail appeal, and exceptional value for the 
consumer.

All mums are expertly bred for versatility and outstanding performance throughout North 
America. Specially crafted and detailed grower resources, like their Grower Success Guides, 
At-A-Glance tables, and Fresh-All-Fall variety guide, to ensure you’re supported to make your 
Garden and Pot Mum programs better than ever before.
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Chrysanthemum Gloria Yellow Chrysanthemum Jane Yellow

Chrysanthemum Elizabeth Dark PinkChrysanthemum Cleopatra Purple

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM  Cleopatra™ Purple
Decorative, rich dark pink/purple with natural timing between Cheryl™ Regal Purple and Emelda™ Purple. Cleopatra™ has a tidy round 
mound with larger decorative flowers than Emelda™ Purple. This is a nice compact plant in black cloth, but slower to flower than 
Cheryl™ or Gigi™.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Elizabeth™ Dark Pink
Elizabeth™ Dark Pink is a medium sized purple/dark pink color that is decorative. These have a natural season timing between Wanda™ 
Purple and Emelda™ Purple. Elizabeth™ is not recommended for black cloth because of the slow flowering response. This has more 
plant size than Cheryl™ Regal Purple.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Gloria™ Yellow
A medium sized yellowish-gold decorative flower with natural timing between Wilma™ Yellow and Yvette™ Yellow. The beautiful round, 
mound growth habit has uniform flowering. Gloria™ complements the Wanda™ family in the fall.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Jane™ Yellow
Decorative Jane™ Yellow, a small/medium, yellow-gold color replaces Stephany™ Yellow although it is a smaller flower size. Late yellow 
between Nikki™ and Rhonda™ for natural season timing. Potential for black cloth with a slower response.
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GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM  Joan™ White
Joan™ White has small to medium, very late, decorative white flowers that bloom between Mildred™ White and Rhonda™ White. This 
type flowers with Jane™ Yellow, Judy™ Bronze, and Kathleen™ Dark Red for fall crops and is similar to Jane™ Yellow in black cloth.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Josephine™ Red
A small red decorative mum that flowers with the Jacqueline™ family in the fall. Josephine is a more similar plant habit and flower size 
to Jacqueline™ than Patty™ Pomegranate. For the south, flower timing of Josephine™ is more similar to Jacqueline™ than Patty™.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Judy™ Bronze
Judy™ Bronze is an awesome fall color—a rich bronze that blends into a glowing orange-bronze with time. This new decorative, 
medium sized bronze variety replaces Stephany™ Bronze with a stronger and more long-lasting color. Judy™ Bronze is a well-shaped, 
compact plant in black cloth, but slower to flower than Cheryl™ or Gigi™.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Summer Sunset™
An exciting new multicolor daisy that has shades of pink with yellow and white as the flowers mature. Summer Sunset™ is eye-catching 
in the field with its unique look and exciting colors. Colors are best when grown outside, but is still a bicolor with hot indoor crops.

GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM Teresa™ Pink
Teresa™ Pink is a medium to large, new easy-to-size-up pink/lavender daisy to follow Demi™ Pink. This type flowers before Marsha™ 
Pink in the North and with Marsha™ Pink in the South. (Except slower than Marsha in Florida.) Teresa™ Pink is good for black cloth 
crops with timing similar to Brooke™ Dark Pink, Hankie™ Yellow and Edana™ Red.

Chrysanthemum Teresa™ PinkChrysanthemum Summer™ SunsetChrysanthemum Judy™ Bronze

Chrysanthemum Josephine™ RedChrysanthemum Joan™ White
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POT CHRYSANTHEMUM Flagstaff™ Gold
A red colored, small to medium daisy, Flagstaff™ Gold is a similar plant to, but slower in response to Flagstaff™ Topaz. This is a 
full, non-clubby plant habit with uniform flowering just like Flagstaff™ Topaz, but has faster flowering with shorter and fuller plants 
than Pueblo™ Yellow. Flagstaff™ Gold is a smaller flower, but more yellow in color and greater plant spread than Emporia™ Golden.

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM Pendleton™ Pink
Pendleton™ Pink is a replacement for New York™ Bold Lavender; it is a shorter plant that is stronger, faster to flower, less clubby
and shows less disk flowers when the flowers open. The flower color is a slighter darker than New York™ Bold Lavender or Mount®
Ventoux but still works as a soft pastel pink/lavender color. Pendleton™ Pink is also faster to flower than Newark™ Pink Bicolor with 
a larger flower that is lighter in color and has less disk flowers.

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM Neptune™ Pink
Neptune™ Pink is a replacement for Roseville™ Pink; it is a larger decorative plant that is easier to size up for winter crops and flowers 
faster with similar flower color. The flower color is a pinkish-lavender that is similar to Roseville™ Pink and similar or bit darker than 
Newark™ Pink Bicolor without the bicolor effect; the flower color is lighter when finished under high temperatures. Neptune™ Pink is 
similar or bit faster to flower than Newark™ Pink Bicolor and has a larger flower with less disk flowers once the flower is fully open.

POT CHRYSANTHEMUM Moab™ Red
This medium sized, decorative mum is a great bright red color, ideal for indoor displays. Moab™ Red grows well for fall crops, but 
flowering response delays in high temperature summer crops. This variety is faster to flower than Crystal Red with a larger plant and 
larger flower. Moab™ Red is shorter and fuller than Tobago™ Red with a faster response and larger flower size.

Chrysanthemum Moab™ RedChrysanthemum Neptune™ Pink

Chrysanthemum Pendleton™ Pink Chrysanthemum Flagstaff™ Gold
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CANNA  South Pacific™
NEW IN 2024 Color - South Pacific is a hybrid dwarf Canna 
series form seed, so it is not prone to diseases transmitted in 
rhizome production. Thriving in hot and humid conditions, it 
produces an abundance of showy 4-inch flowers all season on 
heavily branching plants. Excellent uniform germination with 
reduced production time in all phases. Beautiful in garden borders, 
containers, pots, and well suited for shallow areas of ponds and 
other water features. Impressive in trials and new for 2024. New 
color: Yellow 

SNAPDRAGON  DoubleShot
NEW IN 2024 Color - A 2023 AAS Ornamental Seed Winner, 
Snapdragon DoubleShot Orange Bicolor is part of a new series 
of intermediate-height snaps perfect for the garden or as cut 
flowers. The stunning open-faced double flowers emerge in 
beautiful warm shades of orange and orange-red that transition
to a dusty shade as they age. Strong stems produce more 
branches, resulting in a higher flower count. The stems produce 
romantic flowers all season long (even in lower light conditions) 
that didn’t break off in strong winds. New color: Orange Bicolor

SPREADING BEGONIA  Hula
NEW IN 2024 Series - Hula is a unique spreading type of 
begonia that is highly branched with lots of small flowers. Its 
trailing habit is perfect for baskets and containers. The series 
is daylength neutral and it is the earliest interspecific begonia to 
flower, with timing like BabyWing®. Hula starts to spread at an 
early stage, and along with early flowering, it provides growers 
with a high-quality, attractive, salable plant that is covered with 
blooms at retail, in both hanging baskets and smaller pots.

CUPHEA  Sweet Talk
NEW IN 2024 Series - A new heat-loving cuphea series. A 
natural source of nectar, the flowers attract pollinators like bees 
and hummingbirds. Offers a more refined plant form compared 
to competitors, with tighter competitors, with tighter branching 
and less gaps. A good option for Spring or Summer production, 
it is more floriferous and less susceptible to oedema. Vivid bloom 
colors stand out on the bend, and in a true red.

Canna South Pacific™

Spreading Begonia Hula Cuphea Sweet Talk
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PETCHOA Caliburst
NEW IN 2024 Color - The first Petchoa from seed! Caliburst
takes the best colors from calibrachoa and delivers them in 
the habit, flower size and product form of petunias. Vibrant 
yellow flower color looks exceptional in any season. Day neutral
flowering with a 9-hour daylength response. Cold durable; it can 
be produced in early Spring using cold growing down to 50°F.  
New color: Yellow 

PANSY  Cats™ Plus
These have the same great “whiskers” as the original Cats™ series, 
but are much easier to grow. Bring a little “cattitude” to your 
garden! From Benary. Colors: Blue & Yellow, Marina, Purple & 
White, White, and Yellow.

PENTAS  Beehive™ White lanceolata
The one and only spreading Pentas from seed. Excellent basal 
branching makes for full and fast hanging baskets and landscape 
applications. Superior branching creates full coverage of flower 
for unending color in extreme conditions. Perfect for combination 
use in high heat. From Syngenta Flowers.

RUDBECKIA  Goldblitz fulgida var. sullivantii
Goldblitz provides a more economical input option for natural 
daylength growers, as the plugs do not require special treatment 
to perform to the same quality as Goldsturm.  From PanAmerican 
Seed.

VINCA  Virtuosa Catharanthus Roseus
Compact and uniform in habit and good basal branching in pots. 
It performs well in the garden, pots or mixed containers. Thrives 
under a wide range of conditions and is especially suitable for 
warm and humid areas. From Sakata. Colors: Orchid, Peach, Pink, 
Raspberry, and True Blue (not pictured).

ZINNIA  Zydeco™
With fully-double flowers that are 25% larger than the competition,
this season extender sets the new industry standard. Excellent 
disease resistance and impressive heat and drought tolerance 
combine for superior season-long garden performance. From 
Syngenta.  Colors: Cherry, Deep Yellow, Fire, and White. 

PANSY CATS™PLUS

ZINNIA ZYDECO™

VINCA VIRTUOSA

Deep Yellow Pink

Orchid

WhiteCherry Fire Raspberry

Peach

YellowWhite

Purple
& White

Marina
Blue & Yellow

Petchoa Caliburst Yellow

Pentas Beehive™ White Rudbeckia Goldblitz
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BEGONIA  Bada Bing® semperflorens 
TOP SELLER: Matching, early flowering, green and bronze leaf 
varieties; Perfect for main season sales. Very early flowering with 
a narrow bloom window for quick turns and bench-run production.
Compact, well-branched plants ideally sized for high-density 
growing in packs and small pots. Strong germination and seedling 
vigor to optimize production from sow to finish. From Syngenta 
Flowers. Colors: Pink Imp., Rose, Rose Bicolor, Scarlet Imp., White, 
and Mix.  

CALENDULA  Bon Bon Mix  officinalis
TOP SELLER: These bright and cheerful, fully double flowers 
are one of the most celebrated blooms of any calendula. Bon Bon 
Mix is perfectly dwarfed with pops of bright yellow and orange 
pom-pom like blooms. These are vigorous garden performers are 
excellent in borders, pots and as cuttings. Colors: Apricot, Light 
Yellow, Orange, Yellow, and Bon Bon Mix. From Benary.

DIANTHUS  Floral Lace Mix chinensis x barbatus
TOP SELLER: Gorgeous extra-large, lacy-edged flowers with 
bright green leaves make quite the statement. Floral Lace Mix is 
not only early flowering with huge 1.5” beautiful blooms, but it’s 
tough, and  grows well in challenging conditions as an annual or 
biennial. Good for high-density spring and fall pack or small pot 
programs. From PanAmerican Seed.

IMPATIENS  Imara XDR  walleriana
TOP SELLER: Take back the shade! The first Impatiens walleriana
with a high degree of resistance to downy mildew. Proven
landscape performance that fights back with reliable flowering 
all season long. Easy and economical to produce, with a compact 
branching habit ideal for high-density growing in packs and pots. 
A complete range of core and novelty colors in one disease-
resistant series. 15 colors in the series. From Syngenta Flowers. 

PANSY  Delta™ Premium
TOP SELLER: Spring or fall, the most uniform growing and flow-
ering pansy series on the market. Delta™ offers the widest range of 
perfectly matched core and novelty colors and mixes in its class, 
with large, cheerful, upright-facing flowers. Identical growth and 
flowering windows eliminate the need to pick and choose among 
series for colors or season. A tightly branched habit resists 
stretching, so plants require fewer growth regulators, ships easily, 
and holds longer at retail. Ideal for high-density finishing. Extra 
early and uniform flowering under the short days of early spring 
and late fall, provides fast greenhouse turns and reliable color. 
From Syngenta Flowers.

BEGONIA BADA BING®

PANSY DELTA™PREMIUM

WhiteScarlet ImpPink Imp

Mix

Pure Orange

Impatiens Imara XDR ProFormula Mix Dianthus Floral Lace Mix

Calendula Bon Bon Mix

Pure Violet
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SALVIA  Rhea™ Blue  farinacea
TOP SELLER: A heat tolerant, and reliable, long-lasting performer 
with fragrant violet-blue spikes and lanced shaped leaves in a 
medium to light green color. Bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds 
enjoy visiting the plants dense spikes and deer are most likely to 
ignore these landscape favorites. Height 12-16”, spread 10-13”. 
Zones 9-11. From Syngenta Flowers.

SNAPDRAGON  Snaptini™ Mix
TOP SELLER: Controlled and consistent across all seasons. 
Highly programmable with reduced photoperiod sensitivity offers 
consistent crop timing across all seasons. Bred for high-density 
production in packs and small pots with a reliable, tight flowering 
window for bench run finish. Strong central leader combined with 
sturdy branching creates an easy-to-ship plant and provides a 
classic look at retail. Height 6-8”, width 6-8”. Zones 8-11. 9 colors 
in the series. From Syngenta Flowers.

VINCA  Titan Mix
TOP SELLER: Robust and ready for anything Mother Nature 
sends! Upgrade your vinca for the best germination and the 
most reliable supply available on the market! Titan is up to 2 
weeks faster to flower than open-pollinated vincas, with superior 
branching and big flowers in all the top-selling colors. The most 
uniform F1 vinca series on the market shows off flowers that are 
up to 50% larger than O.P. types in cooler temperatures. Perfect 
for landscapes and containers of all types. From PanAmerican 
Seed.

ZINNIA  Profusion
TOP SELLER: Incredible uniformity allows for bench-run sales 
in all colors. Profusion has extreme heat and drought resistance 
makes for excellent landscape performance. Disease resistant so 
it’s easy to grow and longer flowering in the garden. 14 colors in the 
series! Profusion Red Yellow Bicolor is a 2021 GOLD MEDAL AAS 
Flower Winner! Orange, White, Red and Cherry are All America 
Selections Gold Medal Winners! Cherry and Red are Fleuroselect 
Gold Medal Winners. From Sakata Ornamentals. ZINNIA PROFUSION

Salvia Rhea™ Blue

Snapdragon Snaptini™ Mix

Yellow5 Color Mix
Vinca Titan Mix
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BEGONIA  Cocktail® Vodka
TOP SELLER: The bestselling fibrous begonias in the world! This 
pretty little red number packs a powerful punch! Blooms after 
blooms with cheery yellow centers pile on top of shiny bronze 
foliage. Use in packs, pots, containers and in the landscape. Plant 
in full sun or shade; height 9”. From Benary.

BEGONIA  Dragon Wing ® Red
TOP SELLER: Angel-wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon 
Wing a dramatically different look. Unique and beautiful arching, 
pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, large containers
and commercial landscape plantings. Features best-in-class 
“bulletproof” performance, fast fill-in, and an easy-care nature. 
Grows lush and vigorous in southern U.S. heat and under cool, 
stressful conditions of northern Europe and Canada. Easy to grow 
from pelleted seed, it surpasses vegetative varieties for branching,
vigor and “flower power.” From PanAmerican Seed.

BEGONIA  Super Olympia® 
TOP SELLER: This begonia performs in the widest array of 
conditions. Early flowering and uniform, with large, bright blooms 
and succulent heart-shaped leaves. The foliage is dark green with 
bits of coppery-bronze throughout. Vigorous and low maintenance
Super Olympia® is perfect for containers, beds or the landscape. 
Plant in either sun or shade; height 11”. From Benary.

DUSTY MILLER  Silver Dust
TOP SELLER: This, “you-just-want-to-touch-it”, velvety foliage 
is silvery white and finely cut. Silver Dust adds needed contrast 
and texture to beds and borders. Size and uniform habit also make 
this Dusty Miller type perfect for container plantings. Height and 
width 10”. From Benary.

GERBERA Cartwheel® jamesonii
Large, semi-double blooms come in distinctive designer hues. 
Multi-blooming, vigorous plants are ideal for larger premium pot 
programs. Superior shelf life compared to the competition, with 
reduced leaf stretch or yellowing and longer flower life. Seed-pro-
duced plants are an efficient and cost-effective alternative to 
tissue culture liners. 

Begonia Cocktail® Vodka

Begonia Dragon Wing® Red

Begonia Super Olympia® Mix Dusty Miller Silver Dust Gerbera Cartwheel® Strawberry Twist
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PANSY   Delta Premium 
TOP SELLER: Offers the widest range of perfectly matched core 
and novelty colors and mixes in its class, with large, cheerful, 
upright-facing flowers. Identical growth and flowering windows, 
across the premium range, eliminate the need to pick and choose 
among series for colors or season. A tightly branched habit resists 
stretching, so plants require fewer growth regulators, ship easily, 
and hold longer at retail. Ideal for high-density finishing. Extra 
early under the short days of early spring and late fall, provides 
fast greenhouse turns and reliable color. From Syngenta Flowers.

PANSY  Inspire® Plus 
TOP SELLER: A new milestone in large-flowered pansies! Pansy 
Inspire® Plus is the most advanced breeding in large-flowered 
pansies. These beauties are uniform and compact with shorter 
flower stems – and the plants don’t stretch! Plant in full sun, works 
in packs, pots, mixed containers and landscape, or mass plant-
ings; good overwintering. From Benary.

PENTAS BeeBright™ 
NOTABLE: Fastest finish for packs and small pots, about one 
week faster than the competition. Tight uniformity and consistent
compact habit across all colors. Extremely free flowering with 
fast flower follow up in the greenhouse and the garden. Available 
in a mix and five distinct colors including 'Best In Class' BeeBright™ 
Red.

VINCA Cora® XDR Catharanthus roseus / upright
NOTABLE: Season-long flowering and survival in landscape 
plantings. Highly resistant to 10 of the most virulent isolates of 
Phytophthora nicotianae that cause Phytophthora blight on 
annual vinca. Large showy flowers in a wide range of solid and 
bicolor patterns. Available in 11 colors a mix.

VIOLA  Penny™ Yellow
TOP SELLER: Thoughtful growers grow Penny. Early flowering 
and uniformity across a wide range of colors make Penny™ suited 
for high density production in packs and small pots for both fall 
and spring. A multitude of flowers creates long-lasting landscape 
displays, and a strong root system ensures reliable overwintering 
performance. From Syngenta Flowers.

YellowTrue Blue

Pure White Imp

Lavender Blue Shades

PANSY INSPIRE® PLUS

Viola Penny™ Yellow

Pure Yellow

PANSY DELTA PREMIUM

Pentas BeeBright™ Mix

Punch

Cranberry

Apricot

VINCA CORA® XDR

Light Pink

Magenta Halo
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BEGONIA F1  Big® x benariensis
The most trusted begonia in its class. Period. BIG® is the most 
vigorous, and well-branched landscape begonia on the market. 
The large 3”, showy flowers are held above the foliage for 
maximum show. BIGS® are 2 weeks earlier than competing
varieties, and they thrive in a wide range of climates and soils; can 
be planted in sun or shade. From Benary. 

BEGONIA  Bossa Nova™ Orange
Bring the carnival to your containers! Brilliant blooms in a full 
range of colors offer a perfect seed alternative to vegetative 
varieties. Fills multiple container sizes with an abundance of color 
due to the well-branched habit and short internodes. Excels in a 
variety of climates and conditions including heat, sun, and shade. 
From Syngenta Flowers.

BEGONIA  Gryphon  x hybrida
These easy to care for, low-water plants, blend beauty with
durability to make dramatic mixed or solo containers. Gryphon 
fits into existing begonia plug culture and is easier and quicker to 
produce than vegetative foliage types. This particular variety is 
more tolerant of stress than Rex begonias for less shrink. Retailers
will appreciate the longer sales window and versatility for outdoor 
container and indoor potted plant sales. And consumers can 
extend their enjoyment by bringing Begonia Gryphon indoors at 
the end of the season. From PanAmerican Seed.

BEGONIA  Nonstop® tuberhybrida
The industry leader in tuberous begonias, Nonstop® has large 
3-4”, fully double flowers and early, lateral branching yielding a 
full, mounded plant habit. Best for premium quality production. 
Use in garden beds, patio containers and landscapes, hanging 
baskets and window boxes. Plant in part to full shade; height 10”. 
From Benary.

GERBERA  Cartwheel® Strawberry Twist
Beautiful shades at every turn. Large, semi-double blooms come 
in distinctive designer hues. Multi-blooming, vigorous plants 
are ideal for larger premium pot programs. Superior shelf life 
compared to the competition, with reduced leaf stretch and 
yellowing, and longer flower life. Seed-produced plants offer a 
cost-effective and efficient alternative to tissue culture liners. 
From Syngenta Flowers.

Rose w/ Bronze Leaf

BEGONIA F1 BIG®

Red Yellow

Fire
Pink

BEGONIA NONSTOP®

Gerbera Cartwheel® Strawberry Twist

Begonia Gryphon

Begonia Bossa Nova™ Orange

Red w/Green Leaf
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GERBERA F1  Majorette Mix  jamesonii
Majorette is very uniform and perfect for quarts and larger 
containers with multiple plants. Abundant stems and long-lasting 
large flowers make for irresistible retail appeal. Gardeners LOVE 
daisies! Available as Slick Coat for streamlined sowing and
singulation. From Sakata.

GERBERA Revolution™ Select Mix
Flower timing is synchronized across the color range in each 
Revolution series, so your product flows smoothly. No surprises…
you grow, pick, pack and ship just as you planned. High uniformity 
enables a consistent, fully programmable, high-density crop year-
round. 11 colors in the series. From PanAmerican Seed.

GERBERA  Colorbloom™  Mix Imp
Stays tidy for smaller pots; ColorBloom™ stays compact, so it 
won’t get too full or leafy, allowing the colorful blooms to show 
through in quarts/11-cm pots. Faster to flower by around 10 days, 
ColorBloom beats the competition to market. And, first-time plant 
buyers will love the exciting, non-fading colors and easy care of 
this indoor/outdoor plant. From Pan American Seed.

PRIMULA F1  Sweet 16 
Pink Shades - Enchanting, color-changing blooms open white 
and mature to a lovely rosy-pink with a delicate fringe of white. 
As Primrose Sweet 16 continues to change, blooms fade to a soft 
blush pink. The hardy and robust habit with bright green leaves 
add plenty of vigor and ground cover. Plant in beds, borders and 
containers. Flowers three weeks earlier than Danova, with a 
slightly bigger plant. From Sakata.

RANUNCULUS  Sprinkles 
Mix - Ranunculus Sprinkles Original is a half-height potranunculus
with fresh, bright colors. The plant has uniform blooms, a fine 
leaf structure and a compact, full structure. Sprinkles Original
performs best at low temperatures. In addition, this variety 
requires less growth regulator. From Schoneveld Breeding.

Gerbera F1 Majorette Mix

Gerbera ColorBloom™ Mix Imp

Primula F1 Sweet 16 Pink Shades

Gerbera Revolution Select Mix

Ranunculus Sprinkles Mix
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AGERATUM  Kona Blue
Hem’s most compact Ageratum.  More compact than the Aloha 
series, Kona is ideal for pack use up to 4” or quart pot production. 
Good availability of seed and produces very uniform seedlings for 
plug trays.

ANTIRRHINUM/SNAPDRAGON
DoubleShot™
Series of Tall Snaps (18-20”) with double, open-faced flowers on 
heavily branched plants.  DoubleShot was bred to produce strong 
stems even under short day production, ideal for late season  gallon 
pots in the Deep South. Frost and freeze tolerance make them 
excellent season extenders. Five colors: Appleblossom, Crimson 
Red, Orange Bicolor, Peach, and Yellow. Antirrhinum/Snapdragon 
DoubleShot™ Orange Bicolor – 2023 AAS National Winner

CELOSIA  Arrabona™
NEW IN 2024 Colors - This series has added three new 
colors to the former stand-alone Arrabona Red. For 2023, we 
add Bronze-Leaf Red, plus Orange and Yellow, both with green 
foliage.  Uniform among the colors, in cooler, drier climates they 
get to 14-16” tall, and in warm, humid climates they achieve a height 
of 18-20”  Ideal dramatic landscape item that hold up to heat and 
humidity very well. New colors: Bronze-Leaf Red, Orange, & Yellow

SALVIA  Red Hill
A tall, red flowered Salvia splendens that has a heavily branched 
habit and produces its red flosser spices heavily all season long, 
reaching a height of 20-24”.  Ideal for tall accents in the garden, 
Salvia are one of the best hummingbird and pollinator attractants 
you can plant in your garden,  Red Hill also performs beautifully in 
large mixed patio containers.

Snapdragon DoubleShot™ Orange Bicolor

Celosia Arrabona™ Orange Ageratum Kona Blue

Celosia Arrabona™ Yellow

Snapdragon DoubleShot™ Peach

Ageratum Kona Blue

Celosia Arrabona™ Orange

Celosia Arrabona™ Bronze-Leaf Red

Snapdragon DoubleShot™ Lemon
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LAVANDULA  Lovely Sky Blue
A great new lavender grown from seed that blooms reliably the first 
year with no vernalization! This variety forms a strongly branched 
plant with beautiful light lavender blue flower, with the beloved 
lavender fragrance which is so attractive to pollinators. Winter 
hardy USDA zones 5 to 9. 12-16” tall.

LEUCANTHEMUM  Arctic Snow
A first year flowering daisy ideal for production in quart and gallon 
pots. It is also very early flowering, producing masses of white 
single traditional daisies all season long. Arctic Snow grows to a 
height of 14-16”, and is hardy in USDA Zones 5 thru 8.

RUMEX  Twister Copper Red
An unusual dock/sorrel with narrow copper colored leaves and 
wiry, contorted flower stems, and a mounding, spreading habit 
which create a unique item to add color and texture to both your 
landscape and mixed containers, plus tart lemony foliage for your 
salads! Twister is hardy in USDA zones 6b to 10a.

RUTA  Barry
A less common species called Fringed Rue, and has wonderful  leaf 
shape and foliage color to add both that silver blue accent to your 
gardens or patio containers.  Ruta Barry is winter hardy in USDA 
zones 5 through 9 and grow to a height of 16”.  The second year 
they will produce yellow cup-shaped blooms in spring.

Lavandula Lovely Sky Blue

Salvia Red Hill

Lavandula Lovely Sky Blue

Rumex Twister Copper RedLeucanthemum Arctic Snow

Ruta Barry
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ASPARAGUS FuzzyFern™ Frizz 
NEW IN 2024 Variety - With a demand for Asparagus
densiflorus ‘Sprengeri’ in the market and minimal seed available, 
we set our sights on improving supply with Fuzz Fern Frizz! This 
new asparagus fern saves growers money, space, and grief by 
providing a more reliable supply of seed with higher germination. 
Plus, it brings a fun texture to mixed containers, hanging baskets 
and indoor planters. 

BEGONIA BabyWing® F1 
NEW IN 2024 Color - Compact, colorful BabyWing is the first 
interspecific begonia to market! BabyWing and Hula are the earliest
to market from the PanAmerican Seed begonia assortment and 
will be ready at retail for early season sales. New color: Red Bronze 
Leaf

BEGONIA Dragon Wing® F1 
NEW IN 2024 Colors - The ideal begonia for the South! 
Dragon Wing expands the large-flowered and vigorous series with 
two core colors over warm bronze leaf foliage. Unique and beautiful
arching, pendulous habit is spectacular in hanging baskets, 
large containers, and commercial landscape plantings. Angel-
wing leaves and large blooms give Dragon Wing a dramatically 
different look. New colors: Pink Bronze Leaf & Red Bronze Leaf

BEGONIA Megawatt® F1 
NEW IN 2024 Color - This fresh, high flower-power begonia
option has quickly proven itself in the marketplace with great
timing benefits and ultimate garden power. These bigger-than-life 
hybrids offer amazing colour for gardeners. Offers better variety 
purity, eliminating green-leaf off-types, with deeper bronze foliage
colour and improved plant habit with shorter internodes and great 
basal branching. Earlier to flower, how much earlier depends on 
daylength conditions. New colors: Bronze Leaf Improved

SPREADING BEGONIA Hula™
NEW IN 2024 Color - The addition of this unique spreading 
begonia to our portfolio that includes Dragon Wing®, BabyWing® 
and Megawatt™ allows us to expand our offering of begonias 
that look great on the retail bench! Hula looks amazing as well 
in hanging baskets and mixed containers, providing an additional 
opportunity to offer a more premium product. Plus, it is fast to fill 
in landscape beds, creating a blanket of flowers with high-impact 
colour!  New color: Red and White Mixture

TUBEROUS BEGONIA
Amerihybrid® Ruffled F1
NEW IN 2024 Color - Amerihybrid tuberous begonias provide 
a wide selection of colors, including unique bicolours, along with 
some of the world’s largest blooms! This exciting collection can 
be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster 
turnover in the market.  New color: Red

Cuphea Sweet Talk Lavender Splash

Cuphea Sweet Talk Deep Pink

Coleus Premium Sun Coral Candy

Asparagus FuzzyFern Frizz
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TUBEROUS BEGONIA
On Top® F1
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Tuberous begonia series provide a 
wide selection of colors, including unique bicolours, along with 
some of the world’s largest blooms! This exciting collection can 
be sold at a premium price point at retail, and it results in faster 
turnover in the market.  New color: Polka Dot & Surprise

CUPHEA Sweet Talk™ F1
NEW IN 2024 Colors - These beautiful cuphea blooms are a 
natural source of pollinator-attracting nectar, providing gardeners
with a lively backyard gathering place for bees and humming-
birds. A new heat-loving cuphea series from PanAmerican Seed! 
A natural source of nectar, the flowers attract pollinators like bees 
and hummingbirds. Offers a more refined plant form compared to 
competitors, with tighter branching and less gaps. A good option 
for Spring or Summer production, it is more floriferous and less 
susceptible to oedema. All varieties can be grown with the same 
PGR schedule. Vivid bloom colors stand out on the bench, and 
include a true Red. New colors: Deep Pink, Lavender Splash, & Red

DIANTHUS Coronet™ F1
NEW IN 2024 Color - These are the biggest blooms of any 
dianthus of this type, with exceptional flower form and a palette 
of showstopping colour choices. Coronet adds a regal touch to 
cool-season landscapes, gardens, and patio planters. Brighten 
colour bowls and gardens with this mix of Cherry Red, Purple, 
Rose, Strawberry, White and White Purple Eye. Huge flower size 
and uniformity make it the best choice in this class of dianthus. 
New color: Mixture Improved

IMPATIENS Beacon™ F1
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Hot new colors join the disease-
resistant series. Announcing a popular colour addition for the 
Beacon Series, NEW Lipstick, along with bold NEW Pearl Island 
Mixture, a 3-colour mix named after a well-known lighthouse in 
Nova Scotia, Canada, where Impatiens downy mildew has been 
a significant problem. Both offer high resistance to the widely 
prevalent populations of Plasmopara destructor, the cause of 
Impatiens downy mildew. The series is suitable for packs, pots, 
hanging baskets and in-ground beds. New colors: Lipstick & Pearl 
Island Mixture

PETCHOA Caliburst™ F1
NEW IN 2024 Color - PanAmerican Seed now offers a vibrant 
yellow petchoa from seed that provides an economical option for 
growers that want the same easy production in large containers 
and the intensity of vegetative petunia colors. Caliburst has a 
naturally compact/medium habit without the need for PGRs, and 
it makes a great mixed container component. New color: Yellow 

Cuphea Sweet Talk Red

Dianthus Amazon Lavender Magic

Cuphea Sweet Talk Red

Impatiens Beacon Lipstick
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PETUNIA Ez Rider
NEW IN 2024 Colors - Grandiflora Ez Rider and multiflora 
Lo Rider put flexibility at your fingertips and cost savings in your 
pocket, thanks to their matched and manageable growth from 
bench to retail. These genetically shorter, more controlled plants 
need less PGRs and are perfect for high-density programs. The 
two series solve the seasonal, geographic and control challenges 
of traditional petunias – they’re perfect for growing and selling 
high-density cell packs to “promo” hanging baskets.  New colors: 
Mixture Improved & Violet

PURSLANE Toucan
NEW IN 2024 Color - Economical, reliable, and programmable
seed-grown purslanes for mass-market baskets, containers, and 
groundcover. Requires little or no PGRs, no pinching. Colorful 
buds develop into 2-in./5-cm blooms. Heat loving and drought 
tolerant. New color: Fuchsia

SPREADING PETUNIA E3 Easy Wave® F1
NEW IN 2024 Colors - It’s Early, it’s Efficient, it’s the
Evolution of Easy Wave®…it’s E3! This exciting Wave® series 
flowers at 10 hours daylength, and it will be ready at retail to kick 
off Easy Wave sales even earlier! With a manageable, uniform 
plant structure and vigor, this new series offers simple production 
to save on labor costs. New colors: Repositioned Yellow & Sweet 
Taffy Mixture

SPREADING PETUNIA Easy Wave® F1
NEW IN 2024 Color - You’ll always stand out in the petunia 
market with Easy Wave. Bring in a wide array of decorator 
colors. Put the huge versatility to work – they’re perfect for solo 
and mixed planters and baskets, gardens, and landscapes. Best 
of all, these all-season salesmakers deliver customer-pleasing
performance all Summer. New color: Blue Improved

VIOLA Sorbet® XP F1
NEW IN 2024 Color - Violas are a key pro landscaper 
item and Sorbet XP excels at every turn: plants cover the soil a
flowering, with more blooms on every plant and less stretching; 
stay compact in both heat and cold; excellent overwintering; wide 
range of clear colors allows for custom mixes. New color: Orange 
Jump Up Improved

ZINNIA Zesty™
NEW IN 2024 Color - Extraordinary garden appeal! Features 
fully double flowers and excellent garden vigor. Displays huge, 
vibrant colors all season long. Impressive in containers, mixed 
combinations, and borders. Pollinators love this plant! New color: 
Mixture Improved

Spreading Petunia E3 Easy Wave Yellow

Petchoa Caliburst Yellow

Spreading Petunia E3 Easy Wave Sweet Taffy Mixture

Spreading Petunia E3 Easy Wave Yellow
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Book your NEW Caliburst Petchoa seed and plugs from your Michell’s rep today!
panamseed.com makes growing easy

Wish they all could be 

CALIBURST™ PETCHOA

Find out  
more here!

THE FIRST PETCHOA 
FROM SEED!

Combine the hot colors  
of calibrachoas with the  

cool production  
and short daylength  

of petunias for 
sensational Spring  
and Summer sales!
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ANEMONE Harmony 
Burgundy + White Imp - Burgundy is a trendy, striking addition
to the series which features hardy flowers in a richly deep color 
set on sturdy stems and early flowering matched to the series. 
White Improved has a more vigorous habit and earlier flowering 
to match series as well.

CELOSIA  Flamma  argentea plumosa nana 
Compact habit with many branches in pot. Early and uniform 
flowering. Great heat tolerance in the field. Flower color stays 
bright without fading. Colors: Bright Red, Golden, Orange, Red, 
Rose, and Mix.

FLOWERING CABBAGE  Osaka iQ
Brassica oleracea 
Osaka iQ series has more color earlier for shorter crop cycle. 
More compact habit leads to less or no required PGR. Late to bolt, 
meaning longer shelf life at retail and in the landscape. Attractive, 
textured leaves with more finge. Colors: Pink Bicolor, and Red.

PANSY  Majestic Giants II x wittrockiana 
Earlier flowering and better matched to the series. Ship all colors 
at the same time. Majestic Giants II is the best known fall brand. 
Higher sell-through. Rose w/Blotch Improved has better brancing 
and looks better in packs and pots! Deeper color and better retail 
appeal. Clear Yellow Improved has larger flowers for more color. 
Colors: Blue & White Imp., and Deep Blue w/Blotch Imp.

PANSY  Grandio Viola x wittrockiana 
Red w/Blotch and Silver Blue - Red with Blotch is early 
with uniform flowering and matches the series. Excellent seed 
quality. New Silver Blue is excellent for fall to winter flowering and 
has outstanding uniformity to match the series. 

Anemone Harmony Burgundy Anemone Harmony White Imp

CELOSIA FLAMMA

Red Rose

OrangeGoldenBright Red

Flowering 
Cabbage  
Osaka iQ 

Pink Bicolor

Pansy 
Majestic Giants II 

Rose w Blotch Imp

Pansy 
Majestic Giants II  
Clear Yellow Imp

Pansy Grandio Silver Blue

Pansy Grandio Red w/Blotch
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Raspberry

PANSY 

Spring Grandio 
Silver Blue - This gorgeous 
color extends the series. It 
flowers well under short days 
and is earlier than the competition 
which saves production time. Sell in late 
winter and early spring. 

PRIMULA  Dania acaulis
A quality series for early season sales. Compact plant habit for 
less or no use of PGRs. Early flowering segment. Showy flowers 
are eye-catchers at retail. Colors: Blue, Golden Yellow, Red Bicolor, 
Rose, Rose Bicolor, Scarlet, White, Yellow w/Eye, and Mix. 

PRIMULA   Lighthouse polyantha

Uniform series performance, early timing and matching habit! 
Compact, uniform habit without PGR allows for multiple color 
planting program. Continuous flowering means longer shelf life at 
retail and season extending for final consumer! Colors: Blue, Pink, 
Rose, Yellow, and Mix.

VINCA  Virtuoso Catharanthus roseus 
Compact F1 hybrid and uniform habit with great basal branching
in pots. Overlapping strong petals with round flower shape. 
Performs well in the garden, even under extreme conditions - 
warm and humid to cool with low light. Colors: Orchid, Peach, 
Pink, and Raspberry.

VIOLA  ColorMax x hybrid 
True Blue - Good for spring and fall and in mixes. New colors 
to increase sales. Early flowering to match the series. Sell all the 
colors at the same time.

PRIMULA DANIA

VINCA
VIRTUOSO

PRIMULA
LIGHTHOUSE

Pansy Spring  
Grandio Silver Blue

Rose

Rose  
Bicolor

Red Bicolor

Golden 
Yellow

Blue

Viola Color Max True Blue Yellow

Rose

Pink

Blue

Pink

Orchid

Mix

Peach
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BEGONIA  Limitless™
NEW IN 2024 Series - A symphony of color. Fully double, 
extra-large flowers are held on top of the foliage, for ultimate 
presentation and retail appeal. Blooms up to 7 days earlier than 
competing series. Excellent branching fills containers uniformly 
for a tidy, mounded pot. Broad color range, including three unique 
novelties for special occasion sales.

BEGONIA Bossa Nova™
Bring the carnival to your containers! Two new colors for 2021 are 
Night Fever Rosso and Yellow Imp. Bossa Nova begonia’s brilliant 
blooms in a full range of colors offer a perfect seed alternative 
to vegetative varieties. Fills multiple container sizes with anab-
undance of color with well-branched habit and short internodes. 
Excels in a variety of climates and conditions, including heat, sun, 
and shade. 

BEGONIA Bowler™  interspecific
Contrasting flowers and foliage will bowl you over. Bowler™ is a 
vigorous, bronze leaf Begonia with large flowers and a unique, 
branched and mounding habit. Ideally suited for hanging basket 
production, yet versatile enough to also work in large packs. 
Chocolate-bronze foliage contrasts beautifully with large, bright 
white flowers. 

BEGONIA Tophat™  interspecific

The biggest blooms and fastest finish put Tophat™ ahead of 
the pack. Finishes at least one week earlier than the leading 
competitors. Tophat™ is bred for versatility and is easy to finish 
in 306-packs up to large patio containers. A pure white, perfectly 
matched to the rest of the series, brighten shady spots and offers 
expanded opportunities for uniform mixes.

CLEOME Sparkler 2.0
Brawn and beauty for season-extending programs. F1 hybrid vigor 
and uniformity offer easy production and superior landscape 
performance. Heat-loving annuals hold up to summer stress and 
provide reliable height and structure to landscape beds. Improved 
with richer, eye-catching color and better branching for quick 
repeat flowering. No priming is required, improving seed quality 
and uniformity of young plant stands.

BEGONIA LIMITLESS™

Sunrise

Orange

Sorbet

Dark Rose

BEGONIA BOSSA NOVA™

CLEOME SPARKLER 2.0

Yellow ImpNight Fever Rosso

Begonia Tophat™ 
Scarlet Imp

Begonia Bowler™ 
Bronze Leaf White

WhiteRoseLavenderBlush
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ECHINACEA Prairie Blaze™ 
NEW IN 2024 Series - Striking novelty colors upgrade perennial
programs and are a direct match to Prairie Splendor Compact in 
habit and timing. The first seed grown Echinacea with earliness 
and uniformity optimized for mass production and with a wide 
enough color range to offer a true alternative to vegetative
varieties. Striking novelty colors upgrade perennial programs 
and are a direct match to Prairie Splendor Compact in habit and
timing.

MARIGOLD Endurance™  interspecific  
Endurance™ is the next generation in triploid breeding — F1 
African x French Marigold brings the absolute best of both worlds! 
Extra-large double flower on a compact French Marigold habit.
Exceptionally quick finishing allows for a nearly African-sized 
flower with nearly French Marigold timing. Heat tolerance and 
sterility combine for unsurpassed garden performance, providing 
masses of blooms all-season long. 

PANSY  Delta™ Pro  
NEW IN 2024 Series - Produced for Precision. Brings the 
highest levels of programmability and uniformity to a multi-season
Pansy. Early and extremely uniform flowering, within varieties 
and across the series, takes the guesswork out of planning and 
production for spring and fall. 

VINCA  Cor® Cascade XDR 
There’s none other like it. The only trailing vinca powered by high 
levels of resistance to multiple strains of aerial Phytophthora. 
Ideal for summer baskets, mixed containers, and large landscape 
beds. Large, high-quality flowers completely cover plants creating 
blankets of color lasting all season long.

ZINNIA  Zydeco™ marylandica  
Let the good times bloom! 25% larger flowers than competitors.
Average measurement across varieties in garden setting. 
Fully-double flowers increase flower longevity with lasting impact. 
Excellent disease resistance partnered with heat and drought 
tolerance provide superior season-long garden performance. 
Vigorously branched plants are adaptable to production in packs 
as well as premium pots and baskets. Colors: Cherry, Deep Yellow, 
Fire, and White.

ZINNIA ZYDECO™

MARIGOLD ENDURANCE™

Sunset GoldOrange Yellow

Delta Pro Tricolor Mix

Delta Pro All Color Mix

WhiteFireDeep YellowCherry

VINCA CORA® CASCADE XDR

Mix

Cascade Cherry Lavender w/ Eye

Strawberry Violet

Apricot Imp Bright Rose

Lilac Shell Pink

Polka Dot





Delta Pro All Colors Mix
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SnowRed

BEGONIA F1 Fiona semperflorens
NEW IN 2020 Pink and White - Excellent uniformity in 
strong, upright, semi-double type Begonia semperflorens. Early 
flowering habit is same as standard single varieties. Plants are 
self-cleaning and provide continuous color throughout the 
summer until first frost; exceptional container performance. Also 
in the in series *Red and Rose. Height 8-10”; germination 7–10 
days. Fiona Red: 2018 Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner.

CAPSICUM Onyx Orange
NEW IN 2023 Has striking black/dark purple foliage that 
contrasts with the vibrant, round, orange fruit that is produced 
in clusters all over the plant. Onyx Orange has an attractive 
compact, branching habit that makes a lovely presentation even 
without fruit. Best in 6-inch and gallon pots. Also available is 
Onyx Red, an AAS winner.

FLOWER KALE F1  Crystal brassica oleracea 
Deep Red and Pink -  Deep Red features a brilliant red center 
surrounded by deep green, glossy leaves while Pink’s center is 
framed by bright green leaves. Plants are vigorous and glossy leaf 
types tend to resist bolting. 

Red and Snow - Red has a more vigorous plant shape compared 
to Glamour Red and the stem is relatively longer than the other 
varieties. Snow is more compact than Red and has later coloring
than the other varieties, it has a soft pink center, with cream 
colored inner leaves and dark green outer leaves. 

FLOWER KALE F1  Kamome Bright 
Red, and White - Fringe-leaf bedding flowering kale joining 
Takii’s extensive ornamental kale offerings. Kamome Bright is 
faster coloring (about a week) than the Kamome series. Excellent 
for gardens, landscapes, mixed containers; fall sales, and winter 
sales in temperate areas.

HELIANTHUS F1 Smiley Gold
NEW IN 2023 - Helianthus F1 Smiley Gold joins the dark disk 
Smiley. and is a pollenless, pot type sunflower with a branching 
habit that produces multiple blooms. Height is between 6 and 20 
inches (15 to 50 centimeters) depending on pot size. Blooms in 
about 55 to 60 days regardless of the time of year when grown in 
temperatures above 60°F (15°C).

WhitePink

Blue Pink

BEGONIA F1 FIONA

FLOWER KALE F1 CRYSTAL

FLOWER KALE F1 KAMOME

DELPHINIUM JENNY'S PEARL

Bright WhiteBright Red

PinkDeep Red
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ZINNIA BELIZE & BELIZE DOUBLE

Pink

Silver BlotchPink Lips

Statement Series

PETUNIA F1  Opera Supreme 
NEW IN 2023 Color - Supremely superior characteristics 
define the Petunia F1 Opera Supreme series which now includes 
Pink. Short internodes for an abundance of blooms including the 
center of each plant. Plant spread is 3.5 to 4 feet (1 to 1.23 meters) 
with a ground hugging height of 6 to 10 inches (15.24 to 25.4
centimeters). New color: Pink

PETUNIA F1  Trilogy™ hybrida
An F1 hybrid Petunia bred to help the grower, retailer and 
consumer. It requires less growth regulators, lasts longer on the 
retailer shelf display and performs in the garden with minimal care. 
A multiflora Petunia with a novel dome habit, flowers prolificall
on compact spreading plants. Uniformity across all colors, a 
controlled habit for less tangling, and less day length sensitivity 
than other spreading Petunias. Height 10–12”; spread 24–30”.

SNAPDRAGON F1   Statement majus
Antirrhinum F1 Statement is a dwarf series series with thicker 
leaves. It has excellent basal branching and features very large 
flowers on compact plants. Colors: Pink, Rose, Scarlet, White, and 
Yellow.

ZINNIA Belize
NEW IN 2023 Series - An interspecific Zinnia series that is 
floriferous with a naturally compact and branching habit. Belize 
has excellent heat tolerance and is early flowering. Ideal for packs 
and pots, it thrives in containers and gardens.  Available in Cherry, 
Orange, Rose and White.

ZINNIA Belize Double
NEW IN 2023 Series - Zinnia Belize Double has the same 
outstanding characteristics as Zinnia Belize. Available in Orange, 
Rose, Scarlet, White, Yellow and Formula Mix, three of the varieties
have earned Fleuroselect awards. Orange and Rose are Fleuro-
select Novelty winners and Scarlet earned a Fleuroselect Gold 
Medal.

PETUNIA F1 OPERA SUPREME

PETUNIA F1 TRILOGY™

SNAPDRAGON F1 STATEMENT

Belize Series Belize Double Series
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BASIL (OCIMUM)  Coldasil ™ocimum basilicum
Working in collaboration with a breeding company that specializes 
in spice cultivation, is cold tolerant. Coldasil™ has dark green foliage, 
medium size leaves and vigorous growth. This fantastic new basil
is extremely aromatic and produces pink flowers! Available in 
organic form, Coldasil™ is compact and suitable for pot growers! 
Exclusive to Hishtil.

LAVENDER   BeeZee® lavandula angustifolia  
NOTABLE  A hardy, compact and exciting series with tons of 
flowers that will attract and keep the bees busy during the long 
flowering season. Silver-gray foliage in the winter turns gray-
green in the summer, and gray in the fall. The compact growth 
habit, thick spikes, height, and long flowering window are identical.
Perfect for mix planting of two or three colors in the same pot. 
Colors: Dark Blue© (1st year flowering), Light Blue© (1st year flowering),
Pink© (white flower buds and deep pink flowers), Power Blue© 
(deep mid-blue), and White©.

LAVENDER  Lavlov™ lavandula stoechas
A Mediterranean beauty with a heavenly scent, this aromatic 
lavender is perfect for your garden or home. Densely packed 
flowers grow up to 16" high and create an ambiance of relaxation! 

LIPPIA Giant™ 
citriodora 

A Giant form, with bigger and broader leaves compared to the 
commercial variety. Furthermore, Giant™ grows a bit faster and 
taller than other Lippia citriodora varieties. 

MINT  Blackcurrant  mentha spicata
There is a hint of Blackcurrant scent over a spearmint base with 
this beautiful plant, which produces dark green leaves with a flush 
of Blackcurrant color in early growth and a profusion of tasty 
leaves during the growing season. It is hardy and like most species 
of the mint family has a spreading habit, so is well suited to being 
grown in a container.

Basil..
Coldasil™

LAVENDER BEE ZEE®

LAVENDER LAVLOV™

Lippia  
Giant™

Mint
Blackcurrant

Power 
Blue©

Pink©

Light 
Blue©

White©

Dark 
Blue©

Deep Purple© White©

Deep Pink©
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MINT  Kentucky Colonel  mentha spicata
The official Mint in the Kentucky Derby's mint julep drink! This 
new mint is super sweet, it has large leaves , dark green foliage, 
upright plant performance and vigorous growth. Mentha spicata 
'Kentucky Colonel' is easy to grow and fit well in pots. Also avail-
able as organic.

MINT Lime  mentha x piperita f. citrata 
A new variety in our wide Mint assortment. Hardy perennial with 
a rounded plant shape, dark bronze leaves which have a fruity, 
Lime scent. Complements meats (more specifically mint sauce 
with lamb), soups, salads, vegetable dishes, sweet dishes, and 
drinks. Add to fruit dishes, summer drinks, and cocktails. Also 
available as organic.

ROSEMARY  Green Ginger rosmarinus officinalis
Small dark blue flowers. Short, dark green, ginger scented, 
needle-shaped aromatic leaves. Green Ginger has great culinary 
flavor and is excellent with roast vegetables, tomatoes, and pasta 
dishes.

SANTOLINA   Lemon Fizz  viridis
Add sizzle to your summer with compact mounds of fragrant, 
finely divided folage in an eye-catching chartreuse green color. 
Lemon Fizz is a neat, small to medium sized rounded shrub which 
produces dazzing yellow, button-shaped flowers in the summer. 
Plant this santolina as a border, in rock gardens, containers or 
in your garden in full sun. Best grown in containers for cooler 
climates.

THYMUS  GrowFlow™ serpyllum 
A true cascading Thyme that is covered with small, bright pink 
flowers and large, caraway-scented, green leaves. It grows up to 
2” high and spreads up to 24” in diameter; plant in full sun. The 
serpyllum species is native to Europe and North Africa.

Mint 
Kentucky 
Colonel

Mint Lime

Rosemary
Green Ginger

Santolina 
Lemon FizzGrowFlow™ Pink Magic
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CUCUMBER Speedway 
Speedway is an early, gynoecious hybrid slicer variety that 
produces fruit with uniform dark green skin and a cylindrical 
shape. Featuring a good disease package, Speedway gives growers 
a yield of high-quality fruit. *This product is commercially sold as 
a blend of the named gynoecious hybrid and a pollinator variety. 

PEPPER, BELL Green Machine 
Green Machine is ideal for growers who experience pressure from 
tobamovirus strain 0, bacterial leaf spot races 0–10, or Tomato 
spotted wilt virus. This is a blocky bell with X10R®, Tobamo and 
Tomato Spotted Wilt disease resistance.

PEPPER, BELL Playmaker 
Developed specifically for the northeast and notable for its high 
yield potential, Playmaker (with X10R®) is the first commercial 
variety with intermediate resistance to bacterial leaf spot races 
0-10 and phytophthora blight — resulting in easier management 
for growers in comparison to other varieties such as Aristotle. 
This is a compact plant with blocky bell peppers with Tobamo, 
and phytopthera blight disease resistance.

PEPPER, BELL Tarpon 
Tarpon is a main-season hybrid with X10R® technology and 
Intermediate Resistance to Phytophthora blight in the Northeast
and Midwest United States and Eastern Canada. Tarpon has a 
compact plant and produces dark green, smooth blocky fruit.
This is a blocky bell with X10R and phytopthera blight disease
resistance.

PEPPER, BELL Turnpike 
Fresh Market growers in search of a hybrid bell pepper with a 
strong disease package will appreciate Turnpike (with X5R®) for 
its intermediate resistance to phytophthora blight, concentrated 
setting and high yield potential. This is a blocky bell with X5R and 
phytopthera blight disease resistance.

TOMATO  Pink Delicious
This giant heirloom-style hybrid tomato is as pink as it is
delicious! With an average weight of about half of a pound per 
fruit, this crack-resistant titan of a tomato will 
be sure to please any heirloom lover. Plant 
this variety and it won’t take long 
to discover these enormous, 
ribbed garden gifts that 
will produce plenty to 
share with friends and 
family. Heap this hefty 
tomato on burgers and 
BLTs or simply slice it 
up with some salt and 
pepper. This tomato is 

Bell Pepper Turnpike

Bell Pepper TarponBell Pepper Playmaker

Bell Pepper Green MachineCucumber Speedway

Tomato Pink Delicious
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delicious any way you slice it! With a great disease resistance 
package and a heavenly flavor, Pink Delicious will be a garden
favorite for generations to come. Regional AAS Winner.

TOMATO Plus Series 
If you’ve ever cared for a garden, you know how disheartening it 
can be to lose your harvest to disease. We want people to love 
gardening, that’s why we bred the Plus Series. Think of it as your 
favorite tomatoes PLUS more natural disease resistance, more 
flavor and better adaptability.

Better Boy Plus  - All the great characteristics of the classic 
Better Boy, plus more flavor, disease resistance and adaptability. 
This bright red hybrid is unbelievably juicy and packs an unbeatable
flavor. Weighing in at about a pound, Better Boy Plus can fill up 
dinner plates and hungry stomachs. Better Boy Plus is better 
canned, or cooked into hearty sauces. Height 6’, spread 3’.

Big Beef Plus  - Boasting better flavor, adaptability, disease 
resistance and deeper internal red gel color, compared to the 
classic Big Beef. Growers will appreciate Big Beef Plus for its 
updated disease resistance package and yield potential. The 
old-time tomato flavor and colossal fruit size makes this  a perfect 
variety for salads. Height 5’, spread 3’.

Celebrity Plus  - This tomato is everything growers love about 
the original Celebrity, plus an added resistance to Tomato spotted 
wilt virus. A widely adaptable hybrid for the fresh market and 
home garden, Celebrity Plus produces large, smooth fruit with 
outstanding flavor. Height 5’, spread 3’.

Lemon Boy Plus  - All the best qualities of the original Lemon 
Boy, plus added flavor and disease resistance. This tomato has a 
unique yellow color and a sweet, tangy flavor. Lemon Boy Plus will 
liven any salad or side dish. Height 6’, spread 3’.

TOMATO Saybrook
Saybrook is a determinate round tomato that is ideal for both 
the vine ripe and mature green market. The vigorous plant type 
produces a large set of extra-large smooth fruit all the way to the 
top of plant with good canopy cover to help reduce the risk of 
sunscald. Tomato Plus Series Celebrity Plus

Tomato Saybrook Tomato Plus Series Lemon Boy Plus

Tomato Plus Series Big Beef Plus

Tomato Plus Series Better Boy Plus
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BASIL Aristotle Greek type 
Small, leaved, highly aromatic with a very neat rounded habit. 
Strong stems,late flowering and good tolerance to poor weather.  
Ideal for containers.  

BASIL Floral Spires thai type
 Lavender + White - Produces anise scented leaves are a 
great alternative to standard basil.  Bred for its bloom, Floral 
Spires will not get bitter when blooming.

CUCUMBER  Peticue hybrid /slicer 
A short vined cucumber variety perfect for the patio. Short green 
fruits with good flavor and a slightly sweet taste. High yielding 
when regularly harvested.

CUCUMBER  Petipikel hybrid /pickling 
Short vining/bush takes up 1/3 the space of standard cucumbers.
Best harvested at 3-5” for pickling, though can be left on vine and 
harvested at 7” for fresh use.

EGGPLANT Amethyst dwarf / compact 
This compact, basal branching plant produces high yields of 
purple, egg sized fruit and virtually spineless leaves; weighing 2.75 
to 3.5 ounces. Ideal for pots and containers as well as in rich and 
fertile borders with shelter. Few pests and disease problems but 
monitor the plants for build-up of aphids and whitefly.

EGGPLANT Pinstripe
Unusual light purple fruits are streaked with white and produce 
virtually spineless leaves. Pinstripe is compact with a basal 
branching plant habit.

Eggplant Amethyst

Cucumber PetipikelCucumber Peticue

Basil 
Aristotle

WhiteLavender

BASIL FLORAL SPIRES

Eggplant Pot BlackEggplant Pinstripe
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EGGPLANT Pot Black baby type
Small 2-3 ounce patio grown fruit is ripe for the picking once it 
becomes as big as a ping pong ball and until it grows to the size of 
a tennis ball.

KALE Prizm baby leaf 
Produces an abundance of edible leaves. Quick to re-leaf with 
uniformly-sized, sweet leaves. Performs under high-density 
planting in small garden spaces and edible patio containers. Deep 
green, fine-curled leaves are attractive and tasty. Suitable for 
small space gardens. AAS Winner. ** Perfect for small spaces and 
containers! **

OKRA French Quarter dwarf
A brand new Dwarf Okra series with Pink or Red fruits, and lemon 
colored flowers. Red has attractive dark red foliage and stems. 
This compact plant produces 3-5 Okra at a time and will continue 
to produce as picked. Fruit is best picked young. Habit is open and 
works well on its own or in a combination. Height 16-18”, spread 
17”. Matures 50-55 days. Colors: Pink and Red.

OKRA Green Fingers
Compact, spineless Okra with deep, glossy green leaves.  A novel 
okra that starts producing fruit at 15” tall! 

PEPPER, SWEET BELL Encore
Mid- to-late season variety that is slow to turn red maintains 
large- to extra-large size and shape under cool temperatures. 
Consistently delivers very smooth peppers with thick walls. 
Widely adapted with strong virus tolerance. Medium height plant 
with excellent foliage cover to protect fruit. Adaptable to patio 
containers. ** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

PEPPER, SWEET BELL  Liberty Belle
Naturally dwarf plants bear an abundance of very sweet bell 
peppers.  Matures green to bright yellow.

PEPPER, SWEET BELL  Mohawk
A true bell pepper. Very early and high yielding on a compact, 
spreading plant. Great performance in packs or pots. Holds fruit 
well for a long shelf life. Height 12-16”, fruit 4-5”.

Okra Green Fingers

Bell Pepper Encore

Bell Pepper Redskin Bell Pepper Mohawk

Bell Pepper Liberty Belle

Pink

OKRA FRENCH 
QUARTER

Kale Prizm

Red
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PEPPER, SWEET BELL  Redskin
A true dwarf bell pepper with medium sized fruit; great for cooking.
Very early fruiting with excellent yield on a compact, upright 
plants. Ideal for pots or containers; matures to red. Height 12-16”, 
fruit 4-5”.

PEPPER, CAYENNE   Cayennetta 
A cayenne type chili with a very neat, attractive habit and 
compact branching. Produces  large crops of 4” bright red tapered 
fruits beneath the attractive leaf canopy. Mild fruit heat 20,000 
Scoville units. AAS Winner.

PEPPER, CAYENNE  Longhorn
Vigorous, high yielding plants. Like its namesake cattle, the fruit 
exhibit a very long taper with a slight curl at the tip. 15,000-
20,000 Scoville units.

PEPPER, CUBANELLE Aruba
Early maturing, even under conditions that make gaining size 
difficult. Harvest consistent yields of sweet Cubanelles over an 
extended season. Outstanding vigor, erect plants supports large 
sized fruit without overcrowding. Adaptable to patio containers.  
** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

PEPPER, HOT Alter Ego hot edible/ornamental  
Naturally dwarf plant, upward facing fruit.  Colorful fruit matures 
from light green, cream, light purple to bright red. It is both tangy 
sweet and hot in flavor. 30,000-40,000 Scoville units.

PEPPER, HOT Apache  
Apache turns from green to bright red and fruits all summer long. 
Height 18”. Fruit 2-3”. 80,000 Scoville units.

PEPPER, HOT Atomic  
Dwarf habits producing upward facing fruit. Exceptional branch-
ing results in high yields. Has both ornamental and culinary appeal. 
Fruit are sun-tolerant.  90,000 Scoville units.

PEPPER, HOT Basket of Fire 
hot edible/ornamental/semi-trailing  
A true hanging basket pepper with small leaves and a well rounded 
appearance! Branches cascade as they develop and new growth 
fills the top. Matures in 80 days and changes from cream to orange 
and finally to red as they ripen. 80,000 Scoville units.

PEPPER, HOT Chenzo hot edible/ornamental
Compact and well branched; beneath the foliage, multiple, long 
black peppers cascade and slowly mature to red. Ripens in 68 days. 
45,000 Scoville units.** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

Hot Pepper Atomic

Hot Pepper ApacheHot Pepper Alter Ego

Cayenne Pepper Cayennetta

Cubanelle 
Pepper 
Aruba

Cayenne Pepper Longhorn

Jalapeño Pepper PaquimeHot Pepper Chenzo

Hot Pepper Basket of Fire
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PEPPER, JALAPEÑO Paquime
The beginner’s jalapeño—just the right amount of heat without 
overpowering your senses. Consistently produces super-sized 
jalapeños nearly 5” in length beginning in 70 days. High-yielding
with strong, vigorous plants to support the fruit load. Fruit 
matures green to red. 5000-8000 Scoville units. Adaptable to 
patio containers. ** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

PHYSALIS Little Lanterns ground cherry 
Compact umbrella shaped habit with stunning flowers, soon 
followed by delicious fruit. Ideal for hanging baskets.

STRAWBERRY Mignonette Woodland/Alpine 
A woodland or alpine strawberry, renowned for its intense aroma 
and flavor. Known as an everbearing type, it produces fruits over 
a long harvest period. The small red fruits are attractive and 
hang down to form a cascading effect. Performs best if planted 
outdoors in a sheltered, sunny or partial shaded position and can 
provide fruit in early June from a March sowing. Ideal for pots, 
containers and hanging baskets. Height 10”; spread 16”.

TOMATO, BEEFSTEAK Better Bush  indeterminate   
Early- to mid-season beefsteak produces 8 oz. fruit that delivers 
real tomato flavor. Compact determinate habit is perfect for large 
pots or small gardens. Attractive plant habit and beautiful sweet 
fruit. Suitable for small space gardens. Best for salads, slicing, or 
eating fresh. ** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

TOMATO, BEEFSTEAK Big League determinate
Very large true beefsteak fruits, 320g to 650g. Good flavor for a
beefsteak, 6.5 brix rating. Semi-determinate habit, height 
approximately 3 feet and  5 to 7 fruits per truss.

TOMATO, CHERRY Peardrops
determinate/semi-trailing
Sweet tasting tomatoes with attractive, oval, golden yellow fruit. 
High yielding plants with a naturally trailing habit. Great in both 
baskets and containers. Meets the need for a deliciously sweet 
yellow grape tomato.

TOMATO, CHERRY Pink Charmer indeterminate 
Indeterminate habit, high yielding trusses, yielding, up to 40 
fruits per truss. Deep rosy pink fruits 20 to 25 grams weight with 
very good flavor, and a 10 brix rating.

Cherry Tomato Red ProfusionCherry Tomato Pink Charmer

Cherry Tomato PeardropsBeefsteak Tomato Big League

Tomato 
Beefsteak 

Better Bush
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Cherry Tomato Sugargloss Cherry Tomato Supersweet 100

CHERRY TOMATO SWEET 'N' NEAT

TOMATO, CHERRY Red Profusion
determinate/trailing 
Quick maturity makes it easy to finish for retail sales showing 
green fruit. Trailing, neat and tidy bushy habit is perfect for 
hanging gardens. Good weather tolerance. 

TOMATO, CHERRY Sugargloss indeterminate  
Excellent crack resistance and attractive, bright red glossy 
fruit make this one of the very best cherry tomatoes available. 
Indeterminate habit, yielding up to 60 fruits per truss. Very good 
flavor with a 12 brix rating and weighing 20 to 25 grams.

TOMATO, CHERRY Super Sweet 100 indeterminate
A top seller and home garden favorite! Produces large clusters of 
15–25 cherry-sized fruit. Perfect for amateur markets demanding 
high-quality and excellent sugary flavor. Same mouthwatering 
flavor yet more disease resistant than Sweet 100. Best for snacking
and salads. ** Perfect for small spaces and containers! **

TOMATO, CHERRY Sweet ‘N’ Neat
compact/determinate
A compact dwarf tomato plant that produces a strong upright 
plant 10-12” high. Tomato Sweet ‘n’ Neat  bears a large crop of 
small, sweet cherry red fruits which will harvest over a long 
period throughout the summer months. Retail in 4-6” pots with 
green fruit 10 weeks from sowing. Available in Scarlet and Yellow.

TOMATO, CHERRY Tumbling Tom Yellow
semi-determinate/trailing  
A very high yielding tomato with a cascading, even-branching 
habit for ornamental container use; vines yield 15 gm/.5 oz. fruit. 
With a sweet and delicious flavor, Tumbling Tom is a tasty
addition to any dish.

TOMATO, XL CHERRY Summerlast
snacking/compact/determinate
Dwarf patio tomato with Late Blight Resistance! Produces deli-
ciously sweet cocktail sized fruit.

TOMATO, XL CHERRY Totem Red Imp
snacking/compact/determinate
Sturdy, compact bush-type; heavy cropping. Adaptable plant is 
strong and robust but requires support when loaded with fruit.
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F˚ Zone C˚

-60 to -55 1a -51.1 to -48.3

-55 to -50 1b -48.3 to -42.8

-50 to -45 2a -45.6 to -42.8

-45 to -40 2b -42.8 to -40

-40 to -35 3a -40 to -37.2

-35 to -30 3b -37.2 to -34.4

-30 to -25 4a -34.4 to -31.7

-25 to -20 4b -31.7 to -28.9

-20 to -15 5a -28.9 to -26.1

-15 to -10 5b -26.1 to -23.3

-10 to -5 6a -23.3 to -20.6

-5 to 0 6b -20.6 to -17.8

0 to 5 7a -17.8 to -15

5 to 10 7b -15 to -12.2

10 to 15 8a -12.2 to -9.4

15 to 20 8b -9.4 to -6.7

20 to 25 9a -6.7 to -3.9

25 to 30 9b -3.9 to -1.1

30 to 35 10a -1.1 to 1.7

35 to 40 10b 1.7 to 4.4

40 to 45 11a 4.4 to 7.2

45 to 50 11b 7.2 to 10

50 to 55 12a 10 to 12.8

55 to 60 12b 12.8 to 15.6

60 to 65 13a 15.6 to 18.3

65 to 70 13b 18.3 to 21.1

Average Annual Extreme 
Minimum Temperature

1976 - 2005

ZONES + TERMS + CONDITIONS

PAYMENT TERMS
Customers with an established charge account must make payment within 30 days of the invoice date. Customers without an established 
charge account must remit a payment in advance. Customers with a Prepay account must place orders exceeding $1,000.

PRICES
Varieties are sold by seed count. Prices are listed in dollars per 1,000 seed ($/M). NOTE: Prices are subject to change without notice.

MINIMUM ORDERS
The minimum seed order is $100 when shipped in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Below minimum orders are subject to a $10 handling fee 
plus freight charges. Orders below $10 cannot be processed and will not ship.

MINIMUM QUANTITIES
The minimum quantity for each seed item is listed at www.michells.com and on the Seed Order Form. Orders for below-minimum 
quantities are prohibited. Seed is sold in (integer) multiples of the minimum quantity ONLY. For example, if the minimum quantity is 500 
seeds, then the order quantity must be 500 or 1,000 or 1,500, etc. 



PLANT HARDINESS ZONE MAP

This map is the standard by which 
gardeners & growers can determine
which plants are most likely to thrive

at a location. 

The map is based on the average annual
minimum winter temperature, divided

into 10-degree Fahrenheit zones.

FREIGHT
Shipping charges are invoiced for all below minimum orders. All seed orders under $200.00 will be shipped by US. Mail. Freight charges 
are also imposed whenever overnight, next day or second day delivery is requested, or when the package weight exceeds 5 pounds. 
Items drop shipped from original orders are subject to shipping charges from the vendors. All Michell’s shipments require a signature 
from a person’s 18 years or older to receive the package.

PACKAGING
Seed is available in the following package sizes: 0.5M, 1M, 5M, 10M, 25M or BULK (where M = 1,000 seed).  Michell’s reserves the right to 
fulfill seed orders using whatever packages are on hand.  Requests for multiple packages incur a fee of $1.00 per package.  For example, 
a seed order for 5M in 1M packages would be charged and extra $4.00 (one dollar for each extra package).

SEED FORM
Many seed varieties are sold in more than one form. Most seed is sold in its natural (RAW) state. Other forms include: coated (CTD), 
de-tailed (DET), multi-pellet (MPL), pelletized (PEL), precision multi-pellet (PMPL), and primed (PRI).



KEITH BRYAN
Midwestern Sales

OH (E)
Cell (724) 831-8634
Fax (724) 203-6521

kbryan@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Fran Elisio-Rath  x 155

felisio-rath@michells.com

NICK CARATELLI
Northeastern Sales

PA (W), WV
Cell (724) 448-8530
Fax (855) 827-7422

ncaratelli@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Amanda Fullerton  x 213

afullerton@michells.com

CARLY CATENACCI
Northeastern Sales
DE, MD, NJ (S), VA
Cell (610) 761-4038
Fax (888) 743-6829

ccatenacci@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Yukas  x 147

myukas@michells.com

DAVE DONNELLY
Midwestern Special Ops

AZ, CA, HI, KY, NV,  
OH, OR, UT, WA

Cell (330) 623-0148
Fax (740) 990-2627

ddonnelly@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Yukas  x 147

myukas@michells.com

AL EDDY
Northeastern Sales

CT, MA (S), RI
Cell (203) 988-0874
Fax (203) 779-1039

aeddy@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Lori Stueben  x 159

lstueben@michells.com

WYATT FORSYTH
Midwestern Sales

NE, IA (S)
Phone (641) 228-0440

Fax (334) 721-8929
wforsyth@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Tammy Spengler  x 108

tspengler@michells.com

LEAH HEIDEN
Midwestern Sales

IL (N), WI (E)
Cell (630) 772-7854
Fax (630) 929-3730

lheiden@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Hannah Messer  x 140

hmesser@michells.com

BOB HEITZMAN
NE Sales & Nursery Manager 

NJ, NY (S)
Cell (973) 222-0296
Fax (866) 279-1982

bheitzman@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Fran Elisio-Rath  x 155

felisio-rath@michells.com

ROB MC HALE
National Sales Manager

Cell (610) 487-5841
Fax (724) 856-3789

rmchale@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Yukas  x 147

myukas@michells.com

ANDY BROWN
Northeastern Sales

NY (W)
Cell (814) 573-4599
Fax (334) 721-8929

abrown@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Yukas  x 147

myukas@michells.com



CHAN HOOD
Northeastern Greenhouse Sales

PA (E&C)
Office (610) 469-0149

Cell (610) 633-2079
Fax (888) 448-8453

chood@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Linda Graeff  x 144

lgraeff@michells.com

MADISON MCHALE
Sales Associate

Phone (724) 730-4044
Fax (334) 721-8929

mdmchale@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Roman  x 149

mroman@michells.com

MAX MCHALE
Southwest & Western Sales
IL, IN, OH (NW), OK (S), TX

Cell (724) 923-0092
Fax (724) 856-3789

mmchale@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Lori Stueben  x 159

lstueben@michells.com

DONAL NICHOLS
Southeastern Sales
AL, GA, FL, LA, TN
Cell (404) 454-4172
Fax (888) 426-8213

dnichols@michells.com

Customer Service Reps
AL, GA, LA, TN - Hannah Messer 

x 140
FL - Fran Elisio-Rath  x 155

ASHLEY ROBINSON
Midwestern Sales

CO, KS, MO, MT, UT, WY
Cell (913) 231-2241

Fax (913) 586-0570
arobinson@michells.com

Customer Service Reps

CO - Linda Graeff  x 144
KS/MO - Hannah Messer  x 140

ANDY KROLL
Midwestern Sales

IA (N&E), MN, ND, SD, WI (W)
Cell (612) 597-4653
Fax (952) 469-2437

akroll@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Tammy Spengler  x 108

tspengler@michells.com

DAVE MARTIN
Northeastern Sales
NY (N + Long Island)
Cell (585) 735-5555
Fax (877) 706-4155

dmartin@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Yukas  x 147

myukas@michells.com

JESSICA KASSAY
Midwestern Sales

OH (Key Accounts)
Cell (440) 223-5781
Fax (610) 755-0260

jkassay@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Laura Pakstas  x 183

lpakstas@michells.com

MARK MAYESKE
Southeastern Sales

AL, FL, GA
Cell (913) 523-5870
Fax (913) 871-5158

mmayeske@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Hannah Messer  x 140

hmesser@michells.com

JASON HUTCHINS
Northeastern Sales

MA, NH, VT
Cell (978) 302-3835
Fax (978) 660-8603

jhutchins@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Fran Elisio-Rath  x 155

felisio-rath@michells.com



TIM STEPHENS
Southeastern Sales

NC, SC
Cell (919) 619-2905
Fax (334) 721-8929

tstephens@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Linda Graeff x 144

lgraeff@michells.com

BOB STEINLAGE
Midwestern Sales

MI
Cell (616) 291-7906
Fax (334) 721-8929

bsteinlage@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Roman  x 149

mroman@michells.com

SCOTT SABBATH
Southeastern Sales

AL, GA (select accounts)
Office (770) 822-2571

Cell (678) 477-1025
Fax (770) 822-2571

ssabbath@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Flos Betton  x 152

fbetton@michells.com

ROSA SALGUEIRO
Southeastern Sales
FL (S), Puerto Rico 

Se habla español
Cell (561) 398-3154
Fax (561) 537-8188

rsalgueiro@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Lori Stueben  x 159

lstueben@michells.com

MARISSA SHANDER
Northeastern Sales

D.C., PA, MD, VA (Nursery)
Cell (610) 348-3211
Fax (610) 289-6841

mshander@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Lori Stueben  x 159

lstueben@michells.com

SCOTT STEWART
Northeastern Sales

MA (NE), ME, NH, VT
Office (978) 664-0096

Cell (978) 857-1922
Fax (978) 357-3109

scotts@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Fran Elisio-Rath  x 155

felisio-rath@michells.com

MIKE TOPPEN
Midwestern Sales

MI (W)
Cell (616) 498-8203
Fax (334) 721-8929

mtoppen@michells.com

Customer Service Rep
Michele Roman  x 149

mroman@michells.com

Senecio Orange Flame



COMMITTED TO QUALITY PRODUCTS  
& EXPERIENCES!

To file a claim, visiT michells.com

log inTo your accounT
Contact your customer service representative  

for your customer ID if you need one.

click on "submiT a PlanT rePorT"
Enter info in all fields, upload photos and  

click "Submit" – you're finished!

confirmaTion!
Both you and your customer service representative will receive 

an email confirmation and the claim will be handled as usual.
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